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~reface

In presenting this book to our classmen, we do
with the hope that the cia s a
ciate the fa~t that it has been

-0

a whole will appreur endeavor to accu-

mulale here all matters of any interest to our classmate, and their friend, and that ther
here which is int n led to bc per

nothing

nal, or which may

be considered a a personal affront to an." on

mem-

her of our clas .

It is hoped that our friend will I
witticisms and prank

k upon th little

detailed later, only a

uch;

and if thi bo k meets with the apI roval of the class.
and if the faculty will giv

it kind consid ration. we

will feel amply compensated for the time and
we expcnded in compiling thi littl

ff rts

work.

LASS BOOK

()~I ~IITT"".

.J.

~1.

DACOSTA. 111.0.. LL.D.

THIS

BOOK

is

THE

1.

~.

INSCRIBED

MEMORY

Ea QtofJta,

TO

or

~.

m.,

iLlL.E.

1833-1900

PROFESSOR
AND

OF

THE

CLINICAL

PRACTICE

MEDICINE

MEDICAL

IN

OF'

MEDICINE

JEFFERSON

COLLEGE

1872-1891

THE
IN

THE

MOST

BRiLLIANT

ILLUSTRIOUS

THOSE

WHOSE

MENTS

SUCCESSION

GirTS

HAVE

THAT

AND

ATTAIN-

ADORNED

CHAIR

or
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EDITORS
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:rsoar~

of U:rustees

nON. WILLIA [ POTTER, Pr sid nt.
H

N. S11\[0

J

GRATZ, Secretary.
EDWARD I-I. WElL, Treasurer

HO

I.

SIMON GRATZ,

EDWARD II. WElL,
llON. MICHAEL ARNOLD,
SUTHERLA ND M. PREVOST,
fION. WILLIA ~f P
J

TTE1'.,

EPH nl, F. JUNKI

LOUIS

V

,

NUX EM,

HaN. SAl\[ 'EL GUSTINE
CHARLE

Tl101\IPSO.'.

HEBARD,

DL\NIEL BAUGH.
EDWARD I. SMITH.
liON. GEORGE F. ED\1UNDS,
HO

I.

1\[}\ YER SULZBERGER.LL.D.

CHARLES C. TOW lSEND,
DANIEL l\[OREAU BARRl

GER.

ROBERT

BARTHOLOW, M.D., LL.D.,

Emeritus Profe . or of Materia 1edica, General Til rapeutic'
and Hygiene.

6

\VILLI

1 TROM 0 ,M.D.,

Emeritus Profe or of Ophthalmology.

7

HENRY C. CHAPMAN, M.D.,
Professor of In. titutes of iedicille and Medical Jurisprudence.

8

.TOR

H. BRINTOJ: T

~I.D.,

LL.D.,

Profe sor of Practice of • LU"gcry and of

9

linical

lIl"ooery.

-

JAl\mr:,; W. HOLLAND,

~l.D.,

l'rofes. or of :.\Iedieal Chemistry and Toxicology, and Dean of
th College.

10

WILLI :J1

. FORBE, , M.D.,

]>rof<,;;.· r of G neral, De cripti\'

II

and

urO'ical .<\.natomy.

WILLIA~I

W. KEEN, M.D. LL.D., F.R.C.•. (Hon.)

Professor of Principle

of

urgery and

12

linic:al

urgcry.

H. A. H.c\H'E, :\l.D.,
Professor of Materia. Medica lind Therapeutics.

.JA:~IES

c. 'YILSOX, M.D.,

Pl'of.. ~sol' of PmctiC!' of }[Plliein

lind Clinical )ledit·inc.

E. E. :'IOXT ,mmUY.

~r.]).,

T'rof(,l'i",or of ,YI1('(·ology.

LL.D.,

,Y . .JI. L.
Profl'f'f'or of

OPLJX, M.D.,

Pntholo~~'

16

and Bacteriology.

EDWARD P. D YJR. M.D.,
Professor of Obsll'lricb.

17

F. X. DER
Pl'ofe~~ol'

of

~el"\'ous

:'II. :'II. D.,
and :'Ilelltal Diseabes.

18

.f. CJIALMEB" DA
Profe~Hor

of Principle

of.

lll'g

19

O. TA. :M.D.,
ry and Clini 'aI

lIrg'ry.

bonorar~

J.

anh <!ltnical

~rofessors

SOLIS-COHEN, M.D., Honorary Professor of Laryngology.

HENRY W. STELWAGON, M.D., Clinical Professor of Dermatology.
H. AUGUSTUS WILSON, M.D., Clinical Professor of Orthopedic
Surgery.
EDWI

E. GRAHAM, M.D., Clinical Professor of Diseases of Children.

ORVILLE HORWITZ, M.D., Clinical Professor of
Diseases.

s.

Genito-Urinary

MAcCUEN SMITH, M.D., Clinical Professor of Otology.

W. JOSEPH HEARN, M.D., Clinical Professor of Surgery.
HOWARD F. HA ISELL, M.D., Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology
WM. S. JONES, M.D., Clinical Professor of Laryngology.
D. BRADEN KYLE, M.D., Clinical Professor of Laryngoloo-y.
S. SOLIS-COHE ,M.D., Senior Assistant Clinical Professor of Medicine.
ALBERT P. BRUBAKER, M.D., Adjunct Profes or of Physiology and
Hygiene.
A. HEWSO ,M.D., Assistant Professor of Anatomy.

J.

M. FISHER, M.D., Assistant Professor of Gynecology.

E. Q. THORNTON, M.D., Assistant Profes or of Materia Medica and
Therapeutics.
21

Ube (tlass

Senior <tlass
LEE

A [PBELL

D ,0 K. H pkin viII

I y.

A new man and a go done.

DLER, Pittsbur rr , Pa.

B. L.

Ent r 1 in hi' third year; member o[ DCrC1I1l1
1 etorolorrical
oci<:>ty.
T

A great. p rt, though a hard student.

NDRE\

FR

TT(

Member of Keen

AKER .
urgical

Hi eyes arc perfectly lovely!

ociety.

FREDERI K BL NT

LLEK,

ew Y rk

it)',

. Y.
Chapman Phy iological ociety; oplin Pathological ociety; Keen urgical ociety.
If ilence be gold n, then
wealthiest men in the cla ",

LUCI K DEt\T
Wa hington
f) ,\' /.;; (/J./~';

cal

ociety.

fin

fellow.

THOMA
Pa,

11 n

LLI OX, Kittanning,

11

of the

a.

and Jeffer on
olleg; (/) /I' ~' ;
Vice-Pre ident of Horwitz mgt·

nTH ARMSTRO

G, Edward da1l',

Coplin Pathological Society; President Montgomery urgi al ociety.
He reclines gracefully in lectures.

MATTHEW'
Pa.

RR

LL BAI E , Philadelphia,
Presi-

A

dent Dercum
The ward heeler of the clas ; al a noted f r sitting
on the front seat at Prof. D rcum' clinics.

l\[UEL A

Tn, BALTZ, Pittsburg, Pa.

lleO'heny allege;
cal ociety.

1/)

A ~'; Ptolemy; IIar

~Iedi

We t Penn man who". tands by his fricnds a'
long as they ne d a friend."

RA YM l\"D B RBER (Better kn wn a
Doylestown, Pa.
I/J A E, and member of \ ilson

1 dical

Rabbi.),
ociety.

Cam to ]effer on after graduatinO' from the . of
P., not as a blacksmith, but a hcalcr f hor es. He
has a fondness for doo' flesh.
27

D. YID T J R BELL i a Penmylvania boy, who
alway" Illoke Pitt burg. togies.
He is a member f the ~hapman Physiological,
D2vis Ob tetrical and ~r ntg Illery C) neeolog-'
ica I . oci tie..
Rell ha. a charming voicC'.

LARE:\ E EL:-IER flE:\XETT, ;\"anti

ke, Pa.

:"Iember Davi. Obstetrical S cicty_
uspected of trying t make a
wit .. out of a section in surgery.

WILLI

1\1[

MILTON BIEHN, Quak rt

:"Ie111ber of
Come
nows.

sympo'iulll of

\Vll

l'a.

oplin Patholoo-ical. ciety.

from the land ",her

tIp" \Vlirzburger"

HE:\RY J. BLAl -KEMEYEh.,
delphia, Pa.

JR., P.D., Phila-

Graduate of Philadelphia CoU ge f Pharmacy;
./ II' 11'; member of F rbe Anatomical Leaguc,
Dercul1l :\ urological

ociety.

"'ears neat clothes, and molcsts the class with his
peanut-throwing mania.

J

H~

HE. l<Y BOH.:\E:-L\:\, \ ilmingt n,

non- ociety man who cam to

1\1. LUKE UR1

~G

J

ff t

w rk.

'. 'hickshillny, 1'2..

A fa orite at 1006; ha- a go cl appetitc; his landlady's pride.

29

ALBERT WHITTIER BROW .
Hail from Maine; Member of Dercum ellro
logical and Chapman Ph)' iological ocieties.
One of the men who had th
aminations early.

nerve to take the ex-

H

N, Philadelphia, Pa.

W

RD BOYD

LUO

Keen Surgical
ociety: Treasur r of la.
first year and \-ice-President ill second year.

111

His gallant \\'ork in the II spital
orps f th'
1'. G. Pa., during the c al trike, materially aided the
Commission in its effort at arbitration.

v\ilLLIAM L. CAMPBELL, B.., Gr ve City. .t a .

.152 A; came to Jefferson in ophomore year:
tncmber of Academy and Davis 01 st tricai ::'0ciety.
A.straight thinker and hard worker.

1\1 EL D ,olD

R~EY.

\\!olf 'bl1r cr , Pa.

Pennsylvania tate ollege; member
man Phy iological and Keen urcrical

hapcietie "

Resembles Carrie l\'ation in hi hatred frail f rm
of liquor.

TH r-.IA 1\E:-\.1.\ 11:'\
ette, Ohio.

- RkOLL,

lember of Davi, and Ptolemy

lcw Lafav-

cieti s.

Greatly admire the ection work in sl1rg'ry.

A °C
Pa,

T

HENRY

'1embcr of

v iLon

'L GETT,

Medical

oci ty.

Ki-yi-wow ! ! ! !
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l'hiladclplllJ.

, BR H ?'-1

J

)SEI H

OHE~.

Philadelphia, 1 a .

.\be has work d hard on the class b k. IT i a
great la lie' man. You know, ohen has. uch de<lr
wlJ1nlJ1g way.

JA:\JE. HC \\ ELL 'ORWIX, Waynesburg. l'a.
\Vayne burg- ollegc: mcmbcr of F 1'1 . \na·
tomical League and Kecn urgical. oeiety: ee
retary f the la .
Frequently a. :ociated with 'tel1wagen as an acccssory before thc fact.

hOWARD R. COT]]

I, 1\1 nti clio,

rk.

Joined the gang in .oph more year; III 'Illbcr
"'ilson Medical and Pt 1emy
cietics.
A vcry mischievous b y.
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K\IILE LE TER

OTTRELL, Eureka, Cal.

::\Iember of Ptolemy

ociety.

good fellow and a hard worker.

HAROLD H
(/J./~';

logical

YE

CR XE, Bucksp rt. ::\fain .

Hare Medical
ociety.

ociet\·- ,.

hapman Phy io-

Harold i very proud of Buck port.

ARTHUR EVERETT ROW, ::\Ic lellantown, Pa.
(/)/UI; .152./; m mber of Davi
b_ t trical 0ciety.
Put up a hard battle for the office of Pre id nt thi
. year, but his backer were unable to Ian I him.
" Brilliant hopes all woven in gorO"eou ti ue
Flaunting gaily in the golden light;
Large de ire , with most uncertain i ue,
Tender wi he blo oming a they miO"ht."
33

JAME
LYL ylvania.

R WF RD hail

from Penl1-

He i- a mcmber of thc Hare :\Iedica!.
Ph)' iological and Ptolemy ocieties.

hapman

~Iahanoy

ity Pa.

EORGE

CC;XX1); H

Horwitz

urgical

T\[,

ociety.

Hi father an undcrtaker, with a keen ye for bu ic rge to a m dical
ne 5 thought it "'i c to end
choo!.

GEORGE

:\TH XY D \'1 , Bo ton, I\Ia s.

Horwitz

urgical

ociety.

One of the poke radiating from (( The Hub. '

34

JOH.' HE. 'RY DE X.
(/) IJ 1/; hail fr m the tate where no man gto
o
prayer meetin ' without a olt re\'olver in ach
hip pocket; came to tudy medicine for the want
of omething b tter to do: member f th Davis
Ob tetrical and IontO'OI11 ry Gynec I gical 0cietie .

A talented lady's man.

'V. i\I. EDW RD

lau ton, "'i.

,\, 2' X: .lg.l· 'ViI on ~Iedical
ciety; re ident Chapman Ph)' iological ociety: 13usine s
~IanaO'er
la Book.
That he i not pre ident of many other oci ti
not hi fault.

CHARLE

W. E1 ENH \\'ER, Y rk, Pa.

Taught chool in his native town; i· a O'enuine
plugger and a non- ociety man.

35

JA 1E

CLr\RE:~,CE

ELDER,

Member of Keen urgical
fer on in the third year.

1

a hville,

hio.

ociety; enter d J ef-

plugger.

THOJ\I

ELLI 0. - Frankford Pa.

Davi Ob tetrical ociety' Montgomery Gynecological ociety; Dercum eurological Society.
One of the quiet men of the cla ,and the inventor
of a bone drill.

JOH)J LFRED EL.\IERE
ter, Ma .

.B.,

i.D., \ orce-

Po t graduate tudent Univer ity Berlin, '96 and
merican l\Iedical
sociation,
American Academy of ~1ec1icine, J\Ia achu ett
1edical ociety.

'97; member

Elmer' hair re torer \\'ill O'row hair on a billiard
ball.

RALEIGH CL

DE F RQ

HAR.

Member of \Vil on Medical

aliiornia. Pa.

ociet\".

new man.

}OH~

W

LTER FL 1 LEY,

.B., Phila lelphia,

Pa.
)'Iember of

hapman Phy iological

FERDII AKD F.
Knoxvil1e, Ohio.
)'Iember of

37

FLEDDER}OH.\X:\.

Iontgomery

A quiet tudent.

ocicty.

ynecological

Kew
ociety.

EDWIX R. FLEi\IIX ,Belleville, Pa.
:;\[ mber of Keen
urgical
oci ty; Pre itlent
Jeffer on Y. 1\1. C. A., 1902 .
. bel' and mo t thoughtful man.

CH RLE WILLIAU F
ley, 1\Iinn.

\RTY, Br wn'

Val-

typical i\Iinne otan X orwcgian.

\YILBL:R

LLEX FO TER, Wilke barre, Pa.

Member of
hapman I hysiological, Horwitz
urgical and Manto-om ry oci tie .
Ha a \\'arm pot in hi heart f r matter- of cla
intere t, and di play a quiet and refin d ta te in hi
hosiery.

\VlLBCR H ~LEY 'JL~I RE. ).[t. \. rn n, Ill.
(/J IJ II Fraternity; 'Davi Ob. tetrical - ciety;
niversity of Michigan the fir. t t\\"
year
of hi cour'e.
Gilmore i an advocate of the aying that .. a little
more than en ugh i n t alway too much."
\nd damned
enough! "
t.

JA:'\IE

b

he

\ ho

fir t

A. G Ri\1LEY, llainfield,

~Iember

of

~.

crie. hold!

].

oplin Pathological 'ociety.

A little man all to him elf.

BERT EDW RD GOODl\I \:-\, A.D., Picdmont, O.
l-Iember of ./12./, Academy, Ptolemy and Kecn
~ocietie;
ecretarY of Forbcs Anatolllic<11
League' PI' ident of the C1at.

telkagen lid it! .,

39

1\1 X GREEN, Philadelphia, Pa.

O"ood tudent and 1110 t diligcnt as i tant
out-patient and ho pital ,,·ork.

HO" ARD CYRe
Keen
InL

urcrical

111

all

H.\RPER, Zelicnopl , Pa.
ociet\': 16th R gim nt, Pa. Vol.

Harper is a Jeffer n man by ad ption, having
pent th fir t two year of hi m dical career at the
vVe tern University of Penn ylvania. Having erved
with di tinction in the pani h- l11erican \\Tar, IIarper \Va app inted by D an IIolland a
aptain of
the Royal Guard of the Jeffer 011 :.\Iu eum.

CH RLE
Pa.

LL YD H

R H.\ ,-\.D. Wa hinO"ton,

Washington and ]effer on
olleO"e;.r ~ ..r;
./ it! ./; member of .\cademy and IIare Medical
Societie .
Charle i

40

110t

a knock r.

J 1IE

LEOl

H

RRIXGTO)i",:My tic

onn.

Trea urer hap man Phy iological oci ty; member \\ il on Medical
ciety; Trea ur r of la ,
third year; Y. ~I. C.

JOHX FR XCI

H

RRI 01-,

tamf rd,

onn.

Barb r· prot' ge, but a more earne t worker.
hor e doctor, a pharmaci t, and hi landlady' p t.

GEORGE HAY, John town, Pa.
A ~; Keen uro-ical ~()ciety;
man Ph)" iological ociety.

(/J

Know
ancient.

many joke

0-

ecr tary of

hap-

nerally accredit d t

the

FRA~ 'K

I.E LIE HAZLETT, Dutl r, Pa.

De. tined to I e a great man .ome day, f r hi
re emblanc to Fitzsiml110n
v ry trong:
manager of the fo t ball team in 1901; (/J I~' :
.·1 5!.1; Presid nt f Da"i
b t trical ,ociety,
and chairman of lass Day ommitt e.
cted a ~[arcu Hanna for Patter on in hi third
year campai n.

CH RLE
Pa.
(/J./~·;

RITTEXH U E HEED, Philad lphia,
memb

I'

of Hare ~Iedical oci t\".

A real captivating, charminO". harml s y ung man.

FRAN K JO EPH HEI LER, Philadelphia, Fa.
l\Iu ician Extraordinary to Prafe '01' ~I onto·omery.

• LBERT L.

HE~RY,

Lancaster, Pa.

A. man with a weakne s for chorus o-irl,-(Fl rac.ora).

JA:'I[E

PE R E HILL RD, Fall River. :'IIa

":\lember of oplin PathologiC3.1 and :\1 ntg mery Gynecological ocietie-.
He i a walkino- m lical di:;p mary.

GEORGE WILLIAM lUX

i\, 13. c.,

lh

:\Iember of cadem)', \Vil on l\Iedical
ay Committee.
and of the la

11 ,

ci ty,

ollceded to be the tronge t man in th clas ; the
only mall that could thro·.\· t llwagen in the pit.

43

SAl\f(JEL MeK. HO\-\ ELL.
Hail from City of moke; entered J effer on in
his Junior year; 111 mber of Coplin Path I _gical
Clno Dercul11 Keurol gical ocietie.
The ma cot of the Cia ,an 1 a loud thinker.

HARRY H

D 0::\, .Tn., Philadelphia, Pa.

J II" II"; Dercul11 _-eurological

ociety; a
tant
in Physiological Laboratory; assi tant in Orthop::edic Department.
Blank meyer' double.

OLI\'ER L. HUTZELL, Philadelphia, Pa.
A l11el11bt>r of the haplllan Physiolorrical and
\,yilson M dical ocic:ti .

44

WILLIAM EMORY HY KELL,
)'Iontgomery

urgical

micksburg Pa.

oci ty; Y. :. L

A man of diligent habit .

H

RRY MILE

nIB DE"i'\,

.B. Am ille, Pa.

:'Iember of

cademy and Davi

cieties.

ne-timc a ociate and dear friend of Dr. Jacobs.

FREDERI K WILLI T\1 IRELAND, Ph. ., New
York City.
ecretary T\Iolltgomery

ociety.

Author of thc refined comedy monol eTue, " How
I gave an old lady rheumati m."

45

JOHX
ATLEY JO, 'E , JR., Philadelphia, Pa,
(Better knO\\"I1 a
Deacon. ')
,\'~'.\';

American Academy

f ~ fedicine.

An indefatigable \\. rk r. R c ivecl the
hain
cholar hip in a competitive examination. he bein rr
the only candidate.

;\lEYER J

EPH K.\ TZ, Philacl Iphia, Pa,

He will be heard from later.

ALFRED L. KELLEY, Ph.G., 'Wilmington, Del.
Member of Har and Ptolemy
Adler' firm friend.

ocietic.

\\'ILLI:-\.:'I EDMl;XD

KERR.

B.~c ..

Ir ndale

./fl./; ecretary of
eadem)" and m mber of
\Yil on ~Iedical ociety; entered Jeffer. on in hi
third year.

A good tu lent and a pr01l1i ing kin p ciali t.

RAY:'[O)JD ARK T KIEFER hail from the land
of Illosquitoe and and snip .
] J e i. a member of the hapman Physiol gical
and Davi Ob tetrical ocietie .

He ha been a good boy during hi- college cure.

RICHARD

I

RRI

K KING, B..

ncord,

~.c.

:-\. non- ociety man with a <Tood record.
Dr. hriner' firm friend

47

ne of

'W LTER

EALEY KL, J~ JER,

Iember of Ptolemy and Davi
cieties.

.,

haron. Pa.
b tctrical

0-

own with Chi! "

MARTIN L. KO ER.
trolled in during th Junior year fr Jll iOtlx
City College of Medicine; member of :-Iolltgomery Gynecological Society.

Ile-

little fellow, with birr c llars, red ties, and a fondfor the fair x.

A HER G. KRIEB L, Hereford, Pa.
1ember of )Iontgomery Gynecological

ociety.

The Dutchman that tole th whi k y fr0111 a poor
Blockley inmate.

4

CAR F. I

NKLE, R.E., Kline ville. Pa.

;raduate of Key. tone
tate X ormal chool;
member of oplin Pathological and ~[ontg m ry
Gynecological ocietic.
The Dutchman who alway looked for tr ubi .

L YDE R. LARKIl\

Ea t Liverpool,

~1e111ber

Cia

of \ il on 1\1 dical
Prophet.

ociety; I II" 11", and

Ha an excellent voice, and ha
mi taken for a clergyman.

1. DAYID L

EWY,

)'1ember of

hio.

frequently been

ity of Brotherly L ve.

hapman

ociety.

During the pa t fall he acted a' volunteer urgcon
to ompany - - while tationed in the coal region
It i aid he hayed General Gobin on two occa ion.
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EDWARD

JOHX TOX

LOG

~,

Providence,

R.I.
Member of Forbelin ociety.

natomical League and

op-

profound tudent of ancient and modern Hebraic
authoritie .

JOHN . LOI ER come from a mall farm in Ne\\"
.T er ey.
He i a member of the .1 II" 11", an 1 clinica1 as istant to 1 F. ~e\\"all.

D. D. L
year.

CK, J\IcNeil

rk.

non- ociety man, who entered Jeffer
Chief protector to \\ illie Rob rt .

5°

011

thi

ARTH R FO TER McCORUI K, Kittanning,
Pa.
J\lember of Horwitz

urgical

ociety.

Played foot ball in 1901-2, and if a priz were
awarded to the man who ucceeded in being di abl d
1110 t frequently, he would carry it off with ut any
effort on his part.

J.

. 1\IcCR CKEX, ~ •orri town, Pa.

:\1£

:\lember of Chapman Phy iological 0
ecretary of \ il on Medical ociety.

ty and

. \ young man who i v ry fond of R ading girl

J

HX WILLI 1\1
(/).1~·;

I K£MY. Dayt n,

member of Horwitz

quiet and retiring
talk for itself.
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urgical

hio.
ciety.

tl1dent, who e unden ear

JOH~

" . ~Ic:'\I LUX, \\ ell ville, Pa.

lember of Keen . urgical

ciely.

Ha~ made many trip to the eashor\.' c1ur;ng- his
career a a tudent. (All aboard.)

WILLI

F. :\[A:\ E , York, Pa.

:\Iember of Keen urgical
ciety;.1 !j .1; 1 resident of
la s durin<Y early part f Freshman
rear; la
Hi torian;
i tant t Earne t a
Ho pital rclerly, and Pharmaci t t II pita!.
n admirer and as i tant to Dr. H ineber<Y.

ROY C. ME L , Oil City, Pa.

A mo t profound student.
tary man."
(Gol durn it.)
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"I want lo be a mili-

R

BERT DATTEX MER\'I);E, :.\Iilton, Pa.
Forbe
natomical Leagu : I,een
ciety; l3a e Ball T am '00.

ur~ical

His ambitions are centered 111 Gyn c I gy, and,
acc rding to hi o\\'n tatement before Prof. 1\f ntgomer)' he ha not mi ed a clinic in that branch
ince hi econd year.

HE. 'RY ERXE T ;'lILLER, Belleville, Pa.
::'lember of Dayis

b tetrical

~

ciety.

--\.n earne t tudent.

RICHARD . }'lILLER, Philadelphia, Pa., (Better
kn Wl1 a Be er.)
hap1l1an PhY5i logical S ciel)';
1\[ember of
-ecretary of Keen urgical ociety; 111 1l1ber
Ptolemy Society and la Book
11l1l1itt e.
veteran
peace.
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oldier and general di turber of the

\V LTER

l\[

RI

ecretary of

.

T

:'IILLER, Phila I Iphia, Pa

la s in first year.

Wear." ve t that arc vest.

DARIt-

C RRIER :'IOORE,

111l1m rvill , Pa.

A1le a hany allege; member of F rbe
natomical Lea2'l1e and Hare :'ledical ociety.
Ha trllg led valiantly aaain t the editor-in-chief
of the .. Jeffer onian."

HE TRY E KERT ;\10RRET, R ading Pa.
Like the poor exiled on of Erin, who aclly longto revisit the land of hi b:rth, so ;\1 rret i anxioll.
to return to hi home in that lanel
fcrtil in beer
and pretzel .
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ER c me ir m the hilly
R. :\JOXD .' 0
yillage of onshohocken.
Raymond i a nice boy, and hac; fr Cju ntl"
tainecl papa at the c Ile a e.

HEXRY

T

I-E

nt r-

'.\1 'XR E, D... :.\r.D.. L n Ir,

X.c.
:\Iember of

cadem)'.

.-\. new man who expects to act a Jeffer- n lipl ma.

. C

-

TI~

PHILIP i'lL-X

H. .-\Ileghcn)' "it)',

Pa.
:.\Iember of Forbe
ociety.

Lea a l1e and Kecn

urgical

::'11111 ch should have graduated la t year, but providence saw fit to let him experience a ta te of rh lImati m, which kept him from college 0 long h had t
complete the ycar with t\.. S rry, :\[uILch, lut \\·c
are glad to have your miling face with us.
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FR XCI' ALOY
phia, Pa.
:'Iember of

Ie

l\IURPHY, i\.B., Philadel-

hapman Phy iological

A quiet, teady tudent, who obey
structions xplicitly.

oci ty.
Janish'

in-

EDW RD RALPH l\IYER , Pittst n, Pa.
l\Iember of
~Iontgomery

oplin Path I gi 'al
ynecological ociety.

ciety and

member of the chee e and pretzel club.

W

LTER FRA.· KLIX MYLI):. Lanca ter. Pa.
1\[emb r of 'oplin Path logical and JT rwitz
urgical oci tie .

Played fo l ball every year. and ha
of a bull terrier.

the t nacity

THO::\IA

FR KKLI?\

Yice-Pre ident of

~ "ElL,

D. ., of

ligo Pa.

cadcm)".

Ii ten to the band."

XOR::\IAX \\0. XEPTC:\E. Loudenville.
:\Iember of Jeffer on Branch

1)[

Y. Mo

.•\.

A thorough Book Grafter, and a str nO" advocate
oi woman' uffrage.

::\Iember of aplin Pathological, Horwitz urgical and ::\Iont<Yomery ynecological 'ocictie
°
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JA~IE

ED\\-ARD

~I

ecretary of Davi

KEL, Y rk, Pa.

Ob. tetrical _ ociety.

qui t, hard-\\'orkinO' man.

HARRY l RD _' X

RTH, Bryn Ma\\'r, Pa.

I !I'!I" member of
hapman Ph." iol to>ical,
I avi Ob tetrical and Hor\\'itz urO'ical ocieties; Jeffersonian Board and la B k ommittee.

An active, indu triou- and ambitiou young man,
\\'ith a predilection for going to ReadinO', Pa.

J

HX DAXIEL O'DRIEX, Xorri to\\'n, Pa.
(/).1 ~'; Wil on

~Iedica1

ociety.

"Ye ha ten to explain that thi i n t Philadelphia
Jack 'Brien althouO'h aftcr moking a certain brand
of tobacco he oftcn imaO'ine that hc i a mall of I \\'erful strcngth.

5

TH ~rA
Pa.

EDI ON 0

LEYEE, Dickel" on Run,

Forbe
natomical League; Hare ~redical
ciety; \\'ayne burg Colleo-e. and ~rt. tTnion
leo-, hio.

~lICH

EL

J

EPII

'1

0-

1-

TElL, rrovid nee, R. 1.

President Forbe Anatomical Leaguc; memb r
of Keen uro-ical ocietv; I II' k.
_-\ little man, who mok
a largc corn-cob pipe,
and i ubj ct to convul ive eizures.

ROBERT l\IEH RD 1 ATTER

~.

Coming from Beaver Fall , Pa., he tricd to imitate
the Beaver tatesman in hi political sch m -. but 10 !
he ,,,a nipped in the bud when Tom 0 k. Jr., made
hi appearance.
" Fear, craft and avarice
Cannot rear a tate."
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PHILIP

~I

LCOL~I

PELTZ. Philadelphia. Pa.

"ill mber of Chapman Phy"iol gical and Trea urer of D rcum .'eurological _oci ti ..
Thc camera fiend of the clas .

GEORGE PLATT PILLI:\G. JR .. Philadelphia, Pa .
.1II' II': ,I g.l: ~Iell1bcr of hapman 1 hy i loaical . ociety: C;ecretary f the Dcrcum J uroI gical and PI' _ident f the Horwitz urgical
~ ocietie:
la
Presenter and mcmber f the
Jeff r"onian Board; Yic -Pre. ident f th
la
in Junior year.
Hc wa the fir-t man to recognize and accurately
describe
oplinitis. and hi cla sic d cription f
.. Ho pital Re. idento i- .. de erv a cozy corner 111
the cranium of every tudcnt of medicin ,

IlERTT GE 1 L 'IT, JR"

THOl\l
N, J.

Bridaeton,

.Iember of Coplin Pathological and Keen
gical ocietie.
typical Jer-ey mo juito.
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ur-

1.

W. RTZ PLY::\IIRE,
::\lelllber of Ke n

rwigsbur, Pa.

urgical

0

i ty.

A genial fellow, with a pocket full of ch ap ci ar .

•

GEORGE E. PO

R,

outh Framitwham, l\la .

trolled in Jeff in Junior year from Albany
::'ledical College N. Y.
. pretty tra wberry blonde, with a ft lin
ill1portance.

FREDERICK ::\IORRI
Pa.

PRIT H

A. member of the Chapman
TJ are ::\J dical ocieties.

RD,

of elf-

h tel',

Phy~iolo(Yical

an I

-\ hard worker, with a t ndency to accumulate
larg quantities of beef.
61

H

R

LD )lEY PR TIlER ,Indiana, Pa.

.f II" 11"; Forbes Anat mieal League; Horwitz
urgieaI oei ty: Ptolemy oeiet) .

O"iddy bene.diet \\"ho enj yed a 10nO" h neymoon.

] 1\1E

J.

Q Ii\EY Cape lay

ourt Hue,

~

.

J.

A 11- II'; mcmb r of hapman Phy iologieal Dereum
eurologieaI. Hare Uedieal and Ptolemy
oeieties.
A good worker and fin

J

IE

fello\\'.

C. R L TOX, A.B.

Graduate of
eademy.

rove

ity

ollege; m mber of

quiet fello\\". and a hard tudent.
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::\R D

. REBER, 1.E., Bernville, Pa.

Graduate Juniata Colle<Ye; member of oplin
Pathological, lIont<Yomery Gynecological and
Ptolemy ocietie.
Another of the Dutch tribe.

HEKRY D VID REED,

niontown, Pa.

./ k k; member of the Dercum N eurolo<Yical

0-

ciety; entered J effer on in the fourth year.
A man \\"ho like hi

0\\"11

fire ide.

MARVIN \\,ARREX REED, A.B.,
A member of the
A general di turber.

cademy.

lexandria Pa.

JOHN •. REIDY, D.D ..., Oil

ity, .Pa.

(jJlJl/; memb r f Forbe
nat mical L ag-u :
Pre ident of \\ il on :-1c lical
ci ty; YicePr ident of th
la.
A quare fellow, with an eye

n ;"1eals.

WILLIA:-J :-1ARYEX RE ER, Lafay tt , Ind.
Joined the rank of T903 la t year.

WILLI 1\1 PG EY R

BERT.

Comes from the American metropoli,. Rec iveu
his early education in a bank, and left a $3.000 job
to join the rank of the ., Healing Brigade."
Ha a beautiful complexion, lovely locks, and a
de ire to <Tet eyen with Tom Cook Jr.
"He that tudieth reven<Te
Keepeth hi wn wound <Treen.··

CL IR ED\

RD ROBIX

Iember of l\[ontgomery

X,, indber Pa.
urrrical

ociety.

A hard worker.

WILLIA 1 HE TRY R

D ER

new man who ha de igns on

H

RACE LEWIS R

Toledo
hio

E, Camden,

hio.

tate Board.

.

J.

:\ hard-working student, who i not afraid of the
loud-voiced Hath f 'lifer.
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El\UL

ER, \ \ orce ter Mas

Manto-amery Gynecological

oci ty.

renowned hero f the cinder path, who, ensnared
by Hymen, took to globe trotting. He cont mplates
a partnership with Burton Holme, and will pas ibly
lecture on German 'niversitie.··
.C

'"IL

\\'.

~AXTOi\,

Florence,

a.

ame from \Ve tern Penn ylvania in hi.
phomore y ar; member of Yeen urgical ociety.
i is a very sedate, reserved, and model young man.

:';7

~
'Y'''''':'

<'J-':

,

HARRY A. SCHAFFER, William town, Pa.
ter known as "Terry.")

~i.:

I

::~
.
.

,

Trea urer of
Society.

.....
•

el110r

la

(Bet-

and Hare :\Iedical

A little man. with a f ndne. s for horse tradino-;
has a oft spot for the girl he left behind.

'
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OTT

DAj'IEL
homa.

HE?\TK, Ponca

ity, Okla-

1ember of Horwitz
urgical,
1 ntgomery
Gynecoloaical and ercum Neurological ocieties.
He pre ent the ad pectac1e of the last of the
bad men, debauched by the decadent luxurie of the
Ea t.

1\1

BOv

I ?\T

CH~

DER,

.B.

Claim
owmansville for his home; wa
aptain
of the foot ball team in 1901; (/J.l ~'; .1 !l.I; member of Acad m)'; ecretary of Horwitz uraical Society; member of la B ok ommittee.
A hustler and a good 'tudent; do sn't ay much,
but thinks a whole lot.

N

H

CH

Ll\I N, Philadelphia, Pa.

Inventor of the famous (?) traveling crane device
to elevate depr _ed fractures of the kul1, oon to be
put on the market by the Baldwin Loc motive
Works.

LORR If\'E L.

HW RTZ.

Hail from the it)' of m ke; a pharmaci t,
a good tudent. a quiet fellow; ./!:!.I; (/)./~· and
Pre ident of Hare Medical
ciety.
lways wears a few larg diam nd and a plea ant
smile. (Have your choice.)

HIR MHU, v\
Pa.

TT, \Vayne burg.

RTH

I\lember of Hare 1\ledical
Com mitt e.

ociety and

las Day

de perate Filipino fiahter, with the reputation
of havin a played pinochle with guinaldo. E cap d
the ravages of the pani h- merican \Var, but had
to leave .E hi!. minu his appendix.

MILLARD FREEl\l r\
Village, Me.

EW LL,

.B., York

Dartmouth
ollege;.1 II' II'; member of Academy, Keen Surgical and Pt lemy
cietie;
Entered Jeff rson in hi econd year, and expects
10 become a areat doctor some day.
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LAWRE ICE
barre, Pa.

LOY IU

HERID

1,

Wilke -

Member of Uontgomery Gynecological

ciety.

A truly trona man a non-pretentiou
a fondne s for red neckwear.

\

LTER LEYI
Horwitz

tud nt, with

LIFER, Philadelphia, Pa.

urgical

ociety.

rude man, with a d ep, rough voice.

FRED

MITH, B.S., New Richmond, \Vi .

./ J1./; graduate of arleton College, Northfield,
Minn.; entered Jeffer on in Junior year' member
of Academy and Davi Ob tetrical ociety.

Official anre thetizer and a genuine' plug er.·'

HO\\ RD. EDG\\ I K ~lITH, D.D.S., ;\ wark,
N.].
Member of Horwitz ur ical and Dercllm ~eu
rological ocieties: entered Jeff r n in second
y ar with a heep kin from the U. of P.
Ha a prolinc knowledge of all the c nvollltion and
gyri of the brain, and as a Band L ad r makes ollsa
look like a 1I1I0'g d anadian ten-cent piece.
" \\ ith thy. \\'eet melodie th 1I can t awake
Th riO'id form of death,
nd stall else a-shake
\Vith thy strong oloriferoll brealh."

1'1' 0 fA
001- STELLWAGE
l\Iedia. Pa.

N ~. "'; .1!t!.I; Keen
Orator.

T,

JR.,

I.D.S.,

urgical S ciet)';

"lass

Inventor f the. tellwagen lr phine, pr
"t r for
Prof. Forbe in hi econd year. The l\[att Quay of
the cia , and a mo t devoted fri nd t \\. P.
Robert \ ?) .
.. \ \ hen ach the other hall av id,
hall ach by each be mo t enj y d."

R

l1ERT A. STEW RT, Lock I-Iaven, Pa.
1\' ~',\'; member of

I~ orbe Anat mical Lea ue,
\Vilson :'\Iedical ociety; President of la
III
ophomore year.

Thi yOllnO' man exhibits a t n lency l
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al pecia.

J0I-L'\ \\ ALL
I land, . Y.
(-j

A

\V

I:'.

T

KE_, Ea t Hampton, L n a

J .Y; Lafayett

lon a a hi native i Ie.

LTER

UJ)[~

:\

TRAYER, B. c.,

t

ubcn-

ville, Ohio.
1 re ident of eademy; member of \ il n t.Iedical oeicty and of la
Book ommitt e; entered J effer. on in hi Junior year.
I a diliaent worker, a good
host of friend .

J

1E

HAYES

W

T,

tudent, and ha

a

:t\eclyton, Pa.

~1.

E. Juniata ollcae; ~lont omery ·ynceoJogical Society; y. 1\1. C. A.
wan ay he is a areat admir r f Sand wand
one of his fond t ambitions i to excel thi aiant in
performing feat of areat tren!!th.
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J

~1E

\ ILL! M TEOM

,M.D..

al m,

• graduate of \ illamette niver ity,
ber of I' gon tate 1edical oci ty.

'02;

reo

mem-

ppreciatinO' hi inefficien y a a practiti ncr, he
came Ea t to perfect his knowledge of medical ubjects.

WI JFIELD
Kansa .

TI

A Q A . Keen

TH
urgical

MP

N,

odge

ity,

oci ty.

On hi way ea t Thomp n wa held up at the
Medical olleO'e of Ohio, wh re he took the first two
year of the cour e, but contrary to II race Greeley's advice to young men, he came a t and oon
e tabli hed among u a reputation a a fin student
and a thoroughly good fellow.

WILLIAl\1 H. TO 'ILINSON, Brown burg Pa.
A SJ A; 1 re i lent Keen Surgical ociety: Cia s
Poet; member of Jeffersol1 Branch Y. 1. . A.

.. Olympian bard who ung
Divine idea below,
\Vhich always find u younO',
nd alway keep u 0."
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J

OB

. eLL r K,

"atchez,

Ii

(/J/J(f; entered Jeffer on in the Junior year.
I quite proficient with the pen and pencil. Hi
note book is a fair pecimen of an illu trated Bird
Fanciers' cataloO"ue.

FR XK

ELLER

,r~',\';

LL

1, Waynesburg, Pa.

Ptolemy and Hare

ocietie.

most con ci ntious 0\ hthalmologist.

JOHN HARDJK WARD, JR., better known as
Kentucky \i\'ard.
He is a woncler-a regular human flyinO" machine.
This i clear boy Luck. H i a hard work r. and advi 'er to \"1. P. Roberts.
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TODD P

PE \\' \RD. l\ft. \'ern n, Ill.

(/J IJII; troll d in from Ann Arb r in the] uni r
year; member of thc Davi Ob tetrical ociety.
can ervative youno- man.

\ ILLl 1.1

J.

A. W RD.

\Va reared in a mall pot in ]er .v·, is a mcmC1 t)'.
ber of the \ \ . \ . Keen urgical
taunch advocate of Iwdr therapy, an I Dick
I'dil1er' can. tant companion.

WILLL 1\1
Grove

BRAH M WA HAn

LT liT,

.n.,

ity, Pa.

Grove ity ol1eo-e; memb'r
Da vis Ob t trical ocietic.
Di coverer
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f t\cad my and

f the lamp cord nacil1u .\nthraci.

HERl\f N CHA X EY WEED. New Canaan,
Conn.
Entered Jefferson thi year; m mb r of Davi'
Obstetrical and Dercum 1'\ eurol gical ocieti .
Made J effer on famou in that one f her ns eli covered a ne\\ stain f r the tubercle hacillll., which
consi t of methylene bllle and eo in, the eo in laining the bacilli red.

FRAX J
(f).1 ~';

Hare

W. WHITE,

llburn, R. 1.

member of Forbe Anal mical Leacyue,
ledical ociety Fraternity.

A man of high aspirations, with hypertrophy of the
" I " center.

IR

R TTO

T

WTTITEHE D, Ryde, Pa,

Montgomery
llrgical Society; a i tant
Chemical Laboratory, econd year; Y. 1.
irivolous youth, who ha
ub tance.
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wa ted hi.> time and

HERRI1'\G \ I{\" HIP. 1acon,

a.

.//1' /I' ; member of Forbe • natomical L a<Yue:
K en urgical ocietv.

Vice-Pre~idellt

A real live B au Brummell.

lu n tor (tlass
~fficers
ELLERSLIE WALLACE STEVENSO N. President.
JAMES JEFFERSON Vice-President.
JEROME B. ROGERS, JR., Secretary.
JOSIAH MERTON PUMPHREY. Treasurer.
HARRIS MAY CAREY, Historian.

members
ABBOTT. FRANK COOK
ALEXANDER, EBEN, JR
ALEXANDER, EMORY GRAHAM
ANDERSON, JAMES HOWARD
APPLE, CLARENCE ELWOOD
BADER, WALTER P
:JARSUMIAN. HAGOP G
BATTLE. IVAN PROCTOR
BAUSCH, FREDERICK RUDOLPH
BECKETT, JOHN WESLEY SALTER
BERSHAD, LEONARD
BESSER, DAVID VALENTINE
BIEBERBACH, WALTER DANIEL
BIELLO, JOSEPH ALBERT
BLAIR, JAMES DANA
BONNEY, CHARLES WALTER
BOTSFORD, HARRY LEVIS
BRODY, MYER·
"
BROWN, JOEL DANIEL
BRYANT, CHARLES HENRY
BUCKINGHAM, HARRY SHELDON
CALLAN, GEORGE JOHN
CAMPBELL, M. D
CAREY, HARRIS MAY
CARPER, JAMES CLAYBURNE
CARSTARPHEN, WILLIAM TURNER
CHARLESWORTH, RALPH ROBERT
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Pa.

"

N. C.
N. C.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Turkey.
N. C.
Pa.
Md.
Pa.
Pa.
Mass.
'" Pa.
Pa.
N. Y.
W. Va.
Pa.
Pa.
Mass.
N. ].
Pa.
Pa.
Del.
Va.
N. C.
Pa.

CHODOFF, LOUIS
Pa.
COLBERT, WILLIAM T .. JR
Pa.
COLL, JAMES PATRICK
~
Pa.
COTTOM. FRANK WEBSTER
Ohio.
DAVIS. FRANK THOMAS, JR
Pa.
DAVIS, WILLIAM PRICE, JR
,
Pa.
DAVITCH, DAVID H. .
Pa.
DENNIS, ISAAC J. B
Pa.
DODGE, ARTHUR HOWARD
R. I.
DONAHOE, JOHN PATRICK
Pa.
EYANSON, JOHN NORBERT
Ind.
FERMAN. JOHN WESLEy
Pa.
FERRIER, WILLIAM HENRY
N. Y.
FISHMAN, ABRAHAM PINCOS
N. J.
FLEMMING, MAJOR IVY
N. C.
FORSTER, ANDREW E
"
,"
Pa.
FORTNER, HOWARD GARFIELD
Pa.
FREDERIKSON, ELAM ALBERT
Pa.
FULLER, DAVID HERMAN
Mass.
FULLER, GAILLARD BOTCHFORD
Ohio.
FULTON, JOHN CLEMENTS
Wis.
GARDINER, ARCHIBALD THEODO RE
Pa.
GILLESPIE, WILLIAM POUNDER, JR
: .. Pa.
GILLUM, JOHN RANDOLPH
Ind.
GOLDBERG. MAURICE
Pa.
GOODMAN, LEE McKLUSKIE
Pa.
GRAY, STODDARD PERRy
N. Y.
GRIER, GEORGE WASHINGTON
'"
N. J.
GROVE, JOHN ODIE
Pa.
HALL, JAMES KING
N. C.
HAMATI, ELIAS ESSAD
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Syria.
HARMAN, CHARLES HENRY
N. H.
HARRIS, ROBERT EDWARD
. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .
Ga.
HARTMAN, GUSTAVE
Sweden.
HEIMER, LOUIS BENJAMIN
Pa.
HENRY, DANIEL WEBSTER
Pa.
HENSYL, WILLIAM CURTIS
Pa.
HOFFMAN, GEORGE LLEWELLyN
Pa.
HOPE. JOHN FERGUSON
Pa.
HOUSER, BURTON CLAyTON
Pa.
JEFFERSON, JAMES
N. J.
78
00

00

JOSEPH. LOUIS
KAGEY, THOMAS J
KAUFMAN, ALEXANDER SPENCER
KEAGY, FRANK
KEENAN, W. H
KEIDEL, VICTOR
KENNEDY, WILLIAM MORTON
KILGUS, HARRY E
KING, HARRY HOWARD
KLEIN, ADAM RAyMOND
LANE. HARRY HAMILTON
LEVANTHAL, NATHAN LEWIS
LEYTZE, FRANK CORNELIUS
. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .
. . .. ..
LITTLE, JOHN FORSyTHE
LONGFELLOW, CHARLES FAy
LORE, HARRY ELMER
LOWRY, ROBERT SPEAR
LUMAN, CLARK McEWEN
McCAFFREY, HUGH EDWARD
McCORMACK. CONDO
CARLETON
McLAUGHLIN, CHARLES MOLTEN
McLEA -, McCORMICK EARLE
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .
MACCALLUM, WALLACE PETER
MAcDONALD. ALDEN B. ,
MAGILL, HUGH R.
MEISLE, FREDERIC.K AARON
MELVIN. ALEXIS MERRITT
MERVINE. GRAYDON DUNCAN
MITCHELL, ATLEE DAVID
MONAHAN, THOMAS A
:
MOORE, WILSON McKENERY
MORRIS, ROBERT
MULLISON, EDWIN DANIEL STIMBLE
MURPHY, EUGENE FRANCIS
,
"
MURRIN, CONNELL EDWARD
MUSCHLITZ, CHARLES HENRY
MUTA. SAMUEL A.
NICHOLAS. SAMUEL
ILES, WILLIAM GORDO
NORTH, HARRY ROSS
O'NEILL. OWE
.....................................................
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Pa.
Va.
Pa.
" Pa.
Ohio.
Texas.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Iowa.
N. Y.
Pa.
Iowa.
Pa.
Ill.
N. J.
Pa.
Pa.
Mass.
Ore.
Pa.
Pa.
1ass.
Pa.
Mass.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Minn.
Pa.
Pa.
N. J.
'" Pa.
Cal.
N. J.
Conn.

PARRY, EVAN JENKINS
Pa.
PATTERSON, ROSS VERNET
Ill.
PEARSON, PRESTON WINFORD
Texas.
PEIFFER, CHARLES OSCAR
Pa.
PENROD, HARRY HARTZELL. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .
Pa.
PETTY, ORLANDO H.
Ohio.
PHILLIPS, GEORGE WASHINGTON
Pa.
PORTEOUS, EDWARD JOHNSTON
Pa.
PUMPHREY, JOSIAH MERTON
9hio.
REA, CLARENCE GALLEHER
Ind.
REAZIN, HENRY LE ROY
Alaska.
RIDLEY, GEORGE VINCENT
;
N. J.
RIDGWAY, WILLIAM FREDERICK
N. J.
RITER, JAMES FOSTER
Ohio.
RITTER, HENRy
Pa.
ROGERS, JEROME B
N. J.
ROHRBACH, JAMES NATHAN
Pa.
ROUSE, JOHN, JR. .
Pa.
RUHL, LEVI ALBERTUS
Ohio.
RUST. EMERY ANDREW
Iowa.
SAUNDERS, THOMAS HENRY
'"
:
Mass.
SCHAUBEL, CHARLES WESLEy
Pa.
SCHLINDWEIN, GEORGE WILLIAM
Pa.
SCOTT, BUCKNER FAIRFAX
W. Va.
SERRILL, WILLIAM WILFONG
Pa.
SEVERS, GEORGE HARVEy
"
'" Pa.
SHENBERGER, WILLIAM JACOB
Pa.
SHIRY, HARLAN M
:
Ind.
SHORTT, WILLIAM H
Pa.
SHROM, RALPH EDWIN
Pa.
SIGGINS, GEORGE
Pa.
SMITH, OWEN
N. C.
SMITH, SAMUEL CALVIN
Pa.
SMITH, WILLIAM FRANCIS
Ill.
SNYDER, HOWARD LINCOLN
Kan.
SPRAGUE, HUGH BOLEyN
Utah.
SPRANKLE, PAUL DARLING
Pa.
ST. CLAIR, FRANK EARLE E.
, Iowa.
STEMBLER, HARRY ABRAHAM
Pa.
STEVENSON, EBER FORTNER
Iowa.
STEVENSON, ELLERSLIE WALLACE
Pa.
So

SULLIVAN. TIMOTHY DANIEL
TAYLOR, JACKSON
TAYLOR, WALTER ALBERT
TEMPLIN, THEODORE B.
THIERMAN, ERNEST JULIUS
TIERNEY, MICHAEL FRANCIS
TOPPER, JOHN ALBERT
TREAT, ERNEST
TRINDER, JOHN HOLMES
TURNER. HUNTER HEINER
WAGGONER, LE ROY, C.
WAGNER, JAMES FREDERICK
WALTER, HENRY V
WEINBERG. MORRIS
WERNER, JULIUS
WHITE, J. NORMAN
WHITEHILL, IRA ENGLER,
WIGNALL, HORACE LEWIS WALTERS
WILLIAMS. ERNST THORNTON
WILLIAMS, JAMES THOMAS
WILLIAMS, WALTER EDWARD
WILLIS. HERBERT
WINGATE, OTIS LEE
WOODS. HARRY ROBERT
WOOLLEY, HERBERT
ZIMMERMAN, RANDALL
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"

Mass.
Pa.
N. J.
Ind.
Iowa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
: .. Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa..
N. Y.
Md.
N. J.
Pa.
Car.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
N. J.
Pa.

Sopbomore (tlass
~ffice

ra

ALBERT ELMER AUSTIN, President.
WILLIAM HENRY GLICK, Vice-President.
WARREN. THOMAS CLARK, Secretary.
RICE ROBINSON JACKSON, Treasurer.

membera
ALBERTSON, CHARLES STUART
ALEXANDER, WILLIAM ARCHIBALD
AUSTIN, ALBERT ELMER
BARR, J. WALTER
BERRY, LAWRENCE FRANCIS
BETTS, WILLIAM WILLIAMS
BEVAN, FRANK JONES
'.'
BEYER, JOSEPH WALTER
BLANCHARD, HOWARD E.
:
BORLAND, JAMES CARLyLE
BOSWORTH, ROBINSON
BOUDWIN, CHARLES B
BOYSEN, THEOPHILUS HENRY, JR.,
BRADLEY, JOHN ALOYSIUS
BRAMBLE, HALSEY SANDFORD
BRANDBERG, GUY ALFRED
BREWE. ARTHUR JACKSON
BRICKER, HOWARD EDGAR
BROADFIELD, JOHN AUGUSTUS
BROWN, RAY CLIFTON
BROWNING, WILLIAM JONATHAN
BURKHOLDER, JOHN LEWIS
CARHART, EARL CLyDE
CLANCY, DANIEL FRANCIS
CLARK, WARREN THOMAS
CONAWAY, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
COONER, CHARLES C.
COONEY. SIDNEY ALEXANDER
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:
:
,

:

'

,
;
'.'
'
'"

:

"

Ind.
Pa.
Mass.
Pa.
;
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
R. 1.
Pa.
Vt.
Pa.
N. J.
,. Pa.
N. Y.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Me.
Utah.
Pa.
Iowa.
Mass.
N. ].
W. Va.
Pa.
Mont.

COOPE R, EDWA RD
Mass.
CRAM ER, CHARL ES
Pa.
CRON SHORE , CHARL ES CALLE Y
'
'" Pa.
CURRA N, JAMES JOSEP H
' :....... Pa.
d'APER Y TELLO J.
':
N. Y.
DAVEN PORT, FREDE RICK MARS HALL
'
~ .. "
Pa.
DAVIS ON, SEWAR D ROLAN D
~
:
Pa.
DODD , ERNES T WILLI AM
Pa.
DONN ELLY, ROBER T T
Pa.
DOYLE , GEORG E FERGI SON
Pa.
DUDLE Y, ARTHU R CHEST ER
" .. "
'" Pa.
DU N, l:IARR ISON ALBER T
Pa.
DWYE R, JAMES EUGEN E
Pa.
EICHM AN, EDWA RD ALOYS IUS
Pa:
ELDER , FRED OREST ES
Mass.
ELLIN GER, JACOB EDGAR
Pa.
ELLIS, OLIVE R J.
'
" N. H.
ELLIS, WALT ER WI THRO P
Del.
EVANS , nORA CE ELMER
:·
"
Del.
FELTO N, HARRY MOO RE... ........ ........ ........ ........
........ ...
Pa.
FERGU SON, GILBE RT ALOYS IUS
:
: " .. "
" Pa.
FISHE R, MULF ORD KEAN E
Pa.
FISHE R, WILLI AM HENR y
Md.
FLEMI NG, HENRY CRAIG
T'
FLUKE , GEORG E THOM AS
Pa.
FOUGH T, EDGAR NEWT ON
Pa.
FRIED ENBER G, SAMU EL
Pa.
GASKI LL, HENRY KENN EDY
Pa.
GEARH ART, MALC OLM ZIEBE R
,
"
Pa.
GLEN T.
ICHOL AS THO:Y1AS
Pa.
GLICK , WILLI AM HENRY
~
:
" Pa.
GODD ARD, HERBE RT
:Y1ass.
GODFR EY, MICHA EL ANGEL O
Mass.
GORM AN. JOHN FRANC IS
Pa.
GRIFF ITH, DAYN E HAMIL TON
Pa.
HANC HETT, HARRY BIGEL OW
:
Conn.
HARLE Y, JOHN PARKE R
" Pa.
HAYES , CHARL ES GARFI ELD
: .. Pa.
HEISE Y, WILLI AM CHRIS TIAN
Pa.
HERFF , 'FERD INAND PETER
Tex.
HOGU E, JOHN DA IEL
Pa.
8J

HOLBROOK, CLA&K BATES
Mass_
HOSKINS, JOHN ROBINSON
Pa.
HOWARD, HAROLD MELNOTTE
:
Mass.
JACKSON, RICE ROBINSON
Tex.
JAFFE, JACOB KARL
Pa.
JONES, McMILLAN
III.
JUSTICE, GASTON BAILEy
N. C
KEAN, JOSEPH WALTER
N.JKELL, RALPH CHESTER
Pa.
KILLIAN, FREDERICK WILLIAM
Pa.
KNIGHT, GUY AUGUSTUS
Pa.
KOCH, GEORGE JOHN PETER
N. J.
KRETSCHMAN, EDWARD ADOLPH
Pa.
LARIMER, PARRY BERNARD
Pa.
LARRABEE, FAY FREDERICK
Me.
LERCH, CHARLES EDMUND
Pa.
LEVITT, MICHAEL LEWIS
Pa.
LEVY, JOSEPH JACOB·
Pa.
LUHR, ALFRED FRANCIS
Pa.
McCALLLUM, CHESTER HAROLD
:
Pa.
McCANNA, JOHN MILTON
Pa.
McCARTHY, SAMUEL LLOyD
Pa..
McDANIEL, ROY COWLES
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. Ore.
McDOWELL, RALPH WALKER
Pa.
McCLEARY, WILLIAM MARSHALL
,
Pa.
McCREADY, ROBERT PURDON
Pa.
McCULLOUGH, FRANCIS JOSEPH
:
Pa.
McCULLOUGH, WILLIAM JOHN L.
Pa.
MacFARLANE, JAMES P
Pa.
MACE, LLOYD RUSSELL
Pa..
MAGEE, JAMES CARRE
Pa.
MAIER, ERNEST GEORGE
Pa..
MARCUS, HENRY
Pa.
MILLER, CLARENCE HALDEMAN
Pa..
MILLER, OLIVER JOSEPH
Fla.
MILLIKEN, LORENZO FREMONT....
Pa.
MINER, HAROLD EDSON
Mass.
MITCHELL, EDWARD KIRKWOOD
Pa.
MITCHELL, ELMER. WESLEY
Mass.
MOHNEY, IRVIN R
:
Pa.
MORRISON, EDWARD LLOYD
Pa.
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:MOY AR, CHARLES CLINTON
MUNFORD, SAMUEL ARCHER
.NEU BURGER, GILBERT MORn
NEWMAN. HENRY JOSEPH EUGENE
-OGDEN, EDWARD MESSINGER
ORENSTEIN, ALEXANDER JEREMIAH
l'ARK, THOMAS CREIGH
-PARKER, JOHN LIVINGSTON .. ;
PENROSE. THOMAS WILLIAM
-PENTON, JOSE LUIS
,
PITCHER, HERVEY BRACKETT
_
RAFF, ALEXANDER BERKLEy
RAINS, JESSE LEWIS
'REICHARD, MORRIS
REY OLDS, VICTOR M
RHOADS, EDWARD ELLIOTT
RIKER. GEORGE A.
RILEY, CHARLES ALLEN
ROBINSON, WILLIAM ARTHUR
'ROLLER. WILLIAM CALVIN
ROSS, WILLIAM FAy
RUOPP, CHARLES FREDERICK
'RY AN. JOHN TIMOTHY
SAXE. LEROY HALLOWELL
:SCHEETZ, HERBERT NICHOLS
SCHNEIDER. EMIL SEBASTIAN
SCHWARTZ, LOUIS
SEABOLD, WILLIAM FRANKLIN
:SHAW, ARTHUR ERNEST
SHEA. THOMAS EMMET
:SHUTTLEWORTH. BENJAMIN F
SIBLEY., EDWARD RUFUS
'SIMPSON, JOHN REID
-:;MATHERS, FRANK CLIFFORD
,
.SMITH. PAUL BOyD
S YDER, WAYNE LAWSON
SONNEBORN, GEORGE
:SPENCE. GEORGE SIGARS
5TANTON, JAMES JUSTICE
:STANTON, JAMES N
:STARR, EDISON BURNS
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,

Pa.
Ind.
Pa.
Pa.
N. Y.
Pa
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Cuba.
Mass.
Pa.
Idaho.
Hungary.
Pa.
Pa.
N. Y.
Vt.
N. J.
Pa.
Pa.
N.].
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
N. Y.
" N. C.
Pa.
W. Va.
N. Y.
Pa.
Pa.
,
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
,
Ind.
,
Pa.
,................ Ohio.

STER ,SAMUEL
Pa.
STEVENS, HARRY ELDRIDGE
. J.
STEWART, HARRY MYRREL
Pa.
STRONG. FRAr CIS XAVIER
Pa.
TAYLOR, JAUL JAMES
Va.
TAYLOR, RICHARD F
Pa.
THOMSSEN, HERBERT WILLIAM....................................
. Y.
TIBBINS. PERCY McDOWELL
Pa.
TREICHLER, VERE
Pa.
UNDERWOOD, JAMES HARRIS
N.].
VAUGH A . EDWARD fITCHELL
Del.
VINCE T, ISAAC RAYMOND
Pa.
VOSBURGH, STEPHEN EARLE
Mass.
WAG ER, VICTOR CAkLYLE
Pa.
WEBER. RAYMOND KANTNER
Pa.
WEED, MARK DyE
Pa.
WHITE. CHARLES CLIFTO
Pa.
WILEY, JOHN JOSEPH
Pa.
WILKI S, LESLIE MAYO
Me.
WILLIAMS, THOMAS LAMAR
Pa.
WILSON, JOR
DENNISTON
:. Pa.
WI TERS, WILLIAM JOSEPH
Pa.
WISSIG, SIMON L.
N. Y.
WOOD, JAMES WILLIA:VI
Pa.
WOOD, WALTER FR.\NKLIN
N.].
YOUNG. ROY LOWRY
Pa.

jfresbman (!lass
~fficers
C. E. McKEE, President.

E. H. PETTEBONE, Vice-President.
W. B. CAMPBELL, Secretary.
BENJAMIN ]. LACHNER, Treasurer.

ffilembers
ADAMS, RALPH CHARLES
"
ANTENSON, MORRIS BENJAMIN,
ARONCHIK. BERNARD
ASHBAUGH, REED THEODORE
AYDELOTTE. JOHN THOMAS
BACHMAN, MILTON HOMER
BARNETTE. WILLIAM MASON
"
BARSTOW, HARRY WALLACE ~,'1.
BEATTY, ARTHUR WILLIAM
:
,
BEEBE, JAMES
BENJAMIN, FLOYD A.
BERKHEISER, ARTHUR JOHN
BETTS GEORGE WARREN
BEW, RICHARD
"..................................
BIGLEY, FRANCIS PETER
"
"
BISHOP, WARNER HOWELL
BLANK, HENRY
'.'
BOICE, JAMES
BONELLI, VICTOR E
BORZELL, FRANCIS FRANK
"
BOWERSOX, BENJAMIN FRANKLI N
BOWKER, CHARLES AUGUSTUS
,
BOYER, GEORGE EDGAR
BREWER, FREDERICK DAVID
BRIGGS, ERWIN SHERIDAN
:
BRICE, PATRICK JOSEPH.,
BROADBELT, LEEDOM RICHARD
" .. ,.,
BROWN, ARTHUR ALOySIUS
,,
,.,
,,,,
, .. ,
BROWN, WALTER HENRY
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".. Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Ohio.
l'a.
P~.

Conn.
N. J.
Md.
Del.
N. Y.
Pa.
Pa.
N. J.
"t'a.
Pa.
N. J.
Pa
Miss.
'" Pa.
Pa.
Mass.
:\i. J.
Fa.
Pa.
Fa.
Pa.
Mass.
Pa.

BRUNDAGE. ROBERT ABNER'
BULLOCK, EDWIN CORLIES
BURNS. MICHAEL ANTHONy
BURWELL. THOMAS SPOTNAS
CAMPBELL. WILLIAM BREADEN
CHAPMAN. ELLIS JEAKINGS
CHARLTON, WILLIAM UNDERDOWN
CLABAUGH. BOYD VANTNES
CLAYTON, JOHN CONOVER
COGAN. RICHARD MERWIN
COMPTON, JOHN MILTON
CORNWELL. WILLIAM LESLIE
COYNE. FRANK MICHAEL
CRAIG. FORD B
CRAMP, CHARLES EDGAR
. ..
CRESSMAN, HOWARD
CRUCET MOLINA, ROGELIO
CURTIS, GRANT PHILLEO
CUTTER, WILLIAM W. .
DART, LAWRENCE WAYLAND
DAVIDSON, ARTHUR JULIUS
DAVIS. JOHN HALL
DICKINSON. HARRINGTON STANLEY
DIVVENS, HERBERT MINOR
DIXON, EDW,ARD F
DOHERTY, HARRY ALOySIUS
DWYER, FRANK P. .
EGLY, HENRY CONRAD
EICHELBERGER, WILLIAM THOMAS
EISENHART, HARRY PICKING
ELLEGOOD, ROBERT EDWIN
ENGLISH, SAMUEL B
EVANS, CLARK
EVANS. WILLIAM ALLEN
EVANS, WILLIAM P. .
FERGUSON, THOMAS REED
FLAHERTY, MICHAEL E:DWARD
FORNEY, NORMAN NES
FOSTER, BENJAMIN BENNETT
GABLE, FRANK J. .
GALE, GEORGE HAyS
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;

..

Pa.
N. J.
Pa.
N. C.
Ohio.
N. J.
Pa.
P:l.
N. J.
N. J.
Pa.
N. J.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Cuba.
N. J.
I:l.

~

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Ill.
N. J
Pa.
Pa.
W. Va.
Pa.
Del.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
,. Pa.
Me.
Pu.
Ohio.

GARSHELIS. HARRY
.
Pa.
GILROY. MILES
.
Pa.
GLASSMAN. HARRY
Pa.
GOLDSTEIN. ADOLPH OTTO
'" Pa.
GONZALES. PABLO BONELLI
P. Rico.
GORDON. SAMUEL
Pa.
GRANELLI, MICHAEL S
N. J.
GROSS. JULIUS EDWARD
Pa.
'GUYOT. J. DEVOINE
Mo.
HANCE. BURTIS MAGIE
N. J.
HANSEL. GEORGE B
Pa.
HEMSTEAD, JACOB
,
N. J.
HILLEBRAND, WILLIAM GUSTAV
Pa.
HIRSCH HENRY LEON
Mass.
HOLLINGSHEAD, LYMAN BENAJAH
N. J.
HOOD,· JAMES DAVIS
Pa.
HOPWOOD, GEORGE BLACK
'" 1.':1.
HOPWOOD, WILLIAM HUDSON
:
"
Pa.
HORWITZ, LOUIS
Pa.
HOW ARD, LEROY DOW EY
Pa.
HOWE. JESSE BURKET
. .. .. .. ..
..
Pa.
HUGHES, JAMES A.
Pa.
HUSTEAD. FRANK HUMBERT
Pa.
HUTTENLOCK, ROBERT EDELMAN
Pa.
HYDE, FRANK FILLMORE
'" Pa.
1SENBERG. ALFRED PERCy
Pa.
'KHOURI, MITRI FIAD
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. Turkey.
KINNEY, WILLARD HElL
Pa.
KLOPP, EDWARD JONATHAN
Pa.
'KNIGHT, ALFRED JOHN
S. Dak.
KOEGEL, WILLIAM FREDERICK H
N. J.
"LACHNER, BERNARD JOSEPH
Ore.
"LAMBIE, JOHN SIOUSSA. JR. .
Pa.
LAWSON, THOMAS ADAM
Pa.
LE KITE, DELBERT LEE PALMER
Del.
"LINTON. WILLIAM HORACE
Pa.
LORE, ANDREW PROVOST
~. J.
LOWNES, JOHN BARTON
Pa.
LUKENS, HARRY HUTCHINGS
Del.
McCLURE, ULYSSES GARRED
.. ..
......
Ky.
'McCREADY, J. HO 1ER
Pa.

8Q

McDON ELL, JOHN RAYMOND
McGUIRE, GEORGE ALEXANDER
MclNNES, JAMES
McKEE. CARLISLE EMERSON
iVlcKI LEY, A DREW STUART
McKNIGHT, JOHN ROy
McMURREN, ALBERT E.
MAcMULLIN. LEON STO·.'1
MA,NAIR. DO WALLACE
MAHONEY, JOHN EDWIN
MAKEPEACE, FRANK C.
MARTIN, DANIEL WEBSTER
MEEK. GROVER CLEVLAND
y[EYERSO. , WILLIAM
?llILLER. EDWIN BARCLAY
MILLER, GEORGE WILLIAM
MILLER. LEROY BERNHARDT
MILLER, THOMAS BENTON
MINTON, HE RY McKEE
~i[ITCHELL. FRA K TRUAX
:'IOLUMPHY, DAVID].
MOSS. HARRY JOSEPH
MURPHY, EDWARD LEON
IvIUTHART, LEWIS J
EIMA ,HOWARD GEORGE
IPLE, DIO MAl E
NORTON, ROY ROSCOE
NOVACK, HARRY
O'UTERSON, ANDREW
PARKS, CLARENCE
PETTEBONE. ERASTUS HILL
PHILLIPS, BERNARD LEVIN:
PHILLIPS, ELLIOTT EARLE
PRITCHARD, WILLIAM CLARENCE
RAYMO D, WALTER C.
~
REN ,ROY HERMAN
RENO, LUTHER WINFRED .. :
REYNOLDS, G~ORGE E
ROBINSON, BENJAMIN
:
RODDY, JOHI AUGUSTUS, JR
ROTHERMEL, CLAYTON D
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W. Va.
W. Indies.
T.].

, .. ,

~

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Ore.
N J.
Pa.
Pa.
T. J.
Ohio.
Ky.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Conn.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
N. J.
Pa.
Conn.
Pa.
Pa.
N. J.
" Pa.
Del.
Pa.
Pa.
N. .I.
Mass.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.

SCANN ELL, JOSEPH WILLIAM
:'lc.
SCHOENING. JACOB JOHN
Pa.
SCHULTZ, ROBERT ER EST
Pa.
SEEDENBURG, JESSE P
Pa.
SHAW. WALTER CORSON
Pa.
SHELLEY, JAY WARREN
Pa.
SHEPPARD, CHARLES WOODRUFF
Pa.
SHEPHERD, RICHARD COTTON
Pa.
SHOE 1AKER, AMZI B
"
N. ].
SHOEMAKER, GEORGE ELMER
1 . r.
SHOENTHAL, HARRY IRVIN
Pa.
SIMKINS, DANIEL
Pa.
SIRAKUSI. IBRAHIM
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. Egypt.
S~lITH, PAUL RUSKIN
Del.
SMITH, RUSSELL
'" Pa.
SPEAR. OWEN CROW
Del.
SPIVAK, LOUIS
Pa.
STEELE. JOHN M
Pa.
STEINER. JOHN MARTIN
Pa.
STITZER, CHARLES EDWARD
Neb.
STROUSSE, LEO
Pa.
STUART, RICHARD H
'.' .. .. .. ..
Va.
STUCKERT, HARRY
Pa.
STUEMPFIG, WALTER
Pa.
SUTTON, EDWARD LINCOLN
Pa.
SWALLOW, FRANK WASHINGTON
Pa.
THISSELL. HENR Y NELSON
Pa.
THOMAS, GEORGE CARROLL
Pa.
THOMPSO . HENRY 1ERRILL
Pa.
TOPHAM, BERTRAM EVERETT
Pa.
VIERECK, HENRY LORENZ
Pa.
WAGNER. FRED MINER, JR
Pa.
WAGNER. WILLIAM EDGAR
Pa.
WALSON, CHARLES MOORE
Del.
WANG, CHARLES WILLIAM
Pa.
WEAKLEY, WILLIAM STAIR
.Pa.
WEAVER, HE RY ECKERT
Cal.
WEI STEIN MORRIS ABRAHAM
Pa.
WEISS, HARRY
:
Pa.
WELLS. EDGAR KENARD
N. J.
WHITALL, JAMES DAWSON
Pa.
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WHITE, DANIEL WILLIAM
WICK. JOHN BATTERSON STETSON
WILLS, LEON CLIFF·ORD
WILSON, OSCAR HERMON
WOLCOTT, CHARLES NORTON
WOLFENDEN, JONATHAN LINCOLN E.
WOODS, WALTER EDWARD
YOUNG, JOHN S
.zEHREN, WALTER HARRy
.zIEGLER, ALFRED HENRY
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Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
N. J.
Pa.
Pa.

jfraternities

..

~bi

Blpba Sigma

..

lDelta <tbapter
ESTABLISHED

1899

CHAPTER ROLL
Alpha
Beta
Gamma
Delta

Bellevue.
University of Pennsylvania.
Cornell University.
Jefferson.

MEMB·ERS IN rACULTATE
B. F. ROYER, M.D.
DACOSTA, JR., M.D.

HOBART A. HARE, M.D.
ORVILLE HORWITZ, M.D.
WILMER KRUSEN, M.D.

]. e.
IN URBE

e. e.

ROYCE, M.D.
H. H. CUSHING, M.D.
J. L. HARKNESS, M.D.
J. L. DAVIS, M.D.
E. J. BEARDSLEY, M.D.
G. M. FERGUSON, M.D.

S.
D.
H.
T.

e.

H. HORNE, M.D.
R. McCARROLL, M.D.
F. WEBER, M.D.
F. DUHIGG, M.D.
F. BUNTH.

UNDERGRADUATE MEMBERS
SENIORS

JOHN WILLIAM McKEMY,
GEORGE HAY,
LUCIAN DENT ALLISON,
CHARLES RITTENHOUSE HEED.
AMOS BOWMAN SCHNADER,
FRANCIS WILLIAM WHITE,

LORAINE L. SCHWARTZ,
HAROLD HAYES CRANE,
RAYMOND BARBER,
JOHN DANIEL O'BRIEN,
SAMUEL AUSTIN BALTZ,
FRANK LESLIE HAZLETT r

JUNIORS

SAMUEL CALVIN SMITH,
JEROME B. ROGERS,
LEE McKLUSKIE GOODMAN,
ERNST THORNTON WILLIAMS,
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PROF. W. S. FORBES.

'()onorar12 !r.lember
DR. A. HEWSON.
~fftcera

J. W. BEYER. President.
J. D. WILSON, Vice-President.
F. H. HUSTEAD, Secretary.
M. Z. GEARHART. Trea meL
1905·

W. H. WOOD,
]. W. BEYER,
]. D. WILSON,
1. R. 1IOHO EY,
B. F. SHUTTLEWORTH, ]R.,
G. F. DOYLE,
H. A. DU N,
E. E. RHOADES,
S. E. VOSBURG,'
:\1. Z. GEARHART,
C. C. COONER,
L. F. UILLIKEN,
W. F. ROSS,
C. C. MOYER.

R.
H.
A.
R.

F. TAYLOR,
K. GASKILL,
E. SHAW,
C. BROWN,
J. E. DWYER.
]. L. BERKHOLDER,
]. :\1. STANTO ,
W. L. S YDER,
F. F. LARRABEE,
]. P. HARLEY,
E. W. j\IITCHELL,
R. L. YOU TG,
A. E. AUSTIN,

1906.

c.

C. PARKS,
F. H. HUSTEAD,
E. L. SUTTON,
G. B. HOPWOOD,
W, H. HOPWOOD,
H. M. DIVENS,
]. M. STEEL,
J. H. :\IcCREADY,
]. C. CLAYTO ,
A. ]. BERKHEISER,

B. B. FOSTER,
R. C. ADAMS,
]. M. :YlcCANNA,
R. A. BRUNDAGE,
L. D. HOWARD,
]. S. LA:\1BIE,
L. S. :YIac:\11 LLI N,
F. F. HYDE,
E. J. KLOPP,
W. :\1. j\IcCLEARY.
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'{the

Bcahem~

of j-efferson mehfcal <rollege
1902-03

~fficer9
PROF. ]. CHAL?\1ERS DACOSTA, Honorary President.
W. A. STRAYER, President.
T. F. NEIL, Vice-President.
W. E. KERR, Secretary.
J. H. ANDERSON, Treasurer.

members
SENIORS

H. e. MITCH ELL,
M. W. REED,
G. W. HIXSO ,
C. L. HARSHA,
H. S. MU IROE,
W. B. WASHABAUGH.
W. L. CAMPBELL,
F. e. SMITH.

W. A. STRAYER,
W. E. KERR,
T. F. NEIL,
J. e. RALSTON,
M. F. SEWALL,
B. E. GOOD !fAN,
H. M. IMBODEN,
A. B. SCHNADER,
JUNIORS

E. M. McLEA I,
J. H. A DERSO:\',
e. W. BONNEY,
L. A. RUHL.
S. e. SMITH,

L. M. GOODWIN,
e. M. McLAUGHLIN,
O. H. PETTY,
J. TAYLOR.

SOPHOMORES

e. BORLAND,
]. R. VINCENT,
S. T. McCARTHY,
T. B. MILLER,
J. P. HARLEY,

J.

V. TREICHLER,
]. R. SIMPSON.
F. e. SMATHERS.
P. B. SMITH.

13 2

~tolem~ $ociet~
/902-03
JEFFERSON SARCOPHAGUS, ORGANIZED 1900
WEST PENN SARCOPHAGUS, OR3ANIZED 1901

...

IS'fficers
A man I,'a .
Osirus
Horus
Tlwtlt
Setlt
Charon
First Embalmer
Second Embalmer
Tltird Embalmer .
Corresponding' Secretary

F. C. LEYTZE,

J. T. WILLIAMS.
W. STEVENSO~.
R, WOODS.
H. FERRIER,
T. STEVENSON.
W, SERRILL.
B. FULLER.
1. R. MOHNEY.
A. D. MITCHELL.

E,
H.
W.
E.
W.
G.

members
FACULTY
H. A. HARE,
H. R. LOUX,
JUSTICE STNEXO T,
J. CHALMERS DACOSTA,
W. JOS. HEAR ,
W. 1\1. L. COPLI
E. Q. THOR TO ,
E. R. KE N EDY,
C. S. BARNE ,

E. H. WIGGI TS.
D. G. METHENY,
A. B. CRAIG,
C. H. HARBAUGH,
W. P. HEARN,
L. H. PRINCE,
A. SARGENT,
W. J. ROE.
W1\1. l.1. SWEET.

UNDERGRADUATE
C. SHODIAKER,
H. R. WOODS,
F. C. LEYTZE,
B. E. GOODMAN,
E. W. STEVENSON,
J. T. WILLIAMS,
A. D. MITCHELL
J. M. PUMPHREY,
E. T. STEVENSON,
S. A. BALTZ,
L. L. SCHWARTZ,
F. S. ULLOM,
1. R. MOHNEY,
A. L. KELLEY.
G. J. F. HOLSTON,
F. L. HAZLETT,
F. M. DAVENPORT,

E. L. COTTRELL,
W. C. KISSINGER,
H. N. PROTHERO,
W, W. SERRILL,
W. H. FERRIER,
G. B. FULLER,
C. R. REBER,
M. F. SEWALL,
F. W. COTTOM,
J. C. CRAWFORD
C. G. REA.
E. C. CARHART,
F. F. LARRABEE,
J. J. QUINEY,
D. 1. NIPLE,
D. W, MARTI ,
R. O. MILLER.

Stated conclaves held on the first and third Saturdays of each month during the college year.
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IDoung men's (tbristian Bssociation
OF

JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE
,
Founded 18g3

jOH:t'< H. TRINDER, '04, President.
HUNTER H. TURNER, '04, Vice-Pres.
JOHN S. YOUNG, '06, Recording Sec.
ERWIN S. BRIGGS, '06, Co~. Sec.
WILLIAM F. SEABOLD. '05. Treasurer.
SENIORS

N. W. NEPTUNE,
F. C. SMITH,
£. R. FLEMING,
R. lVI. KING,
H. S. MUNROE,
W. E. HYSKELL,

A. P. MUNSCH,
W. H. TOMLINSON.
M. W. REED,
}. L. HARRINGTON,
]. W. THOMAS,
S. C. ADCOCK.
JUNIORS

R. V. PATTERSON,
}. F. HOPE,
F. KEAGY,

.

W. M. MOORE.
H. R. MAGILL,
H. S. BUCKINGHAM,
H.' G. BARSUMIAN.
SOPHOMORES

F. M. DAVENPORT,
H. E. STEVENS,
R. R. JACKSON,

W. A. ALEXANDER,
C. H. McCALLUM,
T. C. PARK,
H. E. MINER.
FRESHMEN

C. M. WALSON,
D. W. MeN AIR,
W. £. WOODS,
W. W. WOODS,
M. GRANELLI,
R. C. ADAMS,

W. C. SHAW,
F. C. MAKEPIECE,
A. R. ISENBERG,
}. P. SEEDENBERG,
R. H. RENN,
L. B. MILLER.
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SEASON 1902-03.

~rcbestra

ORGANIZF-D 1900.

~tllcera
DR. R. C. ROSENBERGER, Honorary PI"esident.
DR. C. S. HIRSCH, Manager.

L. B. HEIMER. Conductor. 1902-1903

members
J. P. COLL,

1Tnatttlt1lenta
First Violin.

'04

L. B. HEIM.ER, '04

First Violin.

M. A. BACHMAN, '06

First Violin.

AL. HIRSCH, '06

Second Violin.

A. F. GARDINER, '04

"

E. A. FREDERICKSON, '04 ....•...... .

.

J. A. BIELLO,

'04 (Librarian)

J. R. GILLUM,

'04 .. "

Second Violin.
'" .. Viola,

" ."

, .. ,." .. , .. ,
, .. ,

,...... Flute.

, .. ,

J. W. KEAN, '05 .,

,

, .. ,.,

A. E. AUSTIN, '05 ,

,

J.

"

,. First Clarionet.
Second Clarionet.

,

, .. .. .

N. ROHRBACH, '04

H. S. SMITH, '03

,
,

First Cornet.
Second Cornet.

:.,
,.,

,

,

French Horn.

"

R. TAYLOR, '04,
A. S. KAUFMAN, '04

Trombone.
,

,

M. A. FISCHER, '05
E. D. S. MULLISON, '04

Flute.

, .. First Clarionet.

J. P. MACFARLANE, '05
J. DE LUCA, '06

"

, , ,. Drums.

Pianist.
,

Assistant Pianist.

ttbe :Jeffersonian
Advisory Board

LOUIS C. VANUXENI, ESQ., for the Board of Trtlstees.
PROF. 'vV. M. L. COPLIN, for the Major Faculty.
. PROF. H. AUGUSTUS WILSON, for the Clinical Faculty.
HENRY LINN BASSETT, A.B., M.D.,for the Alumni.
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EUGENE FRANCIS
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Minn., 1904.
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Associate Editors

]. HOWARD A~DERSON. A.B .. Pa., 1984.
GEORGE PLATT PILLING. JR., Pa., 1903.
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HENRY URBAN NORTH. Pa., 1903.
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JOHN DENNISTON WILSON, Pa., 1905.

Jefferson jfoot :JBaU 'tteant
SEASON OF 1902

S. C. SMITH. :-Ianager.
LEROY

c.

WAGGONER.

A~sistant Manager.

JOHI

R. DYER, Captain.

VARSITY TEAM

HOSKINS
WALTERS
SCHNADER
MYLIN
HART

Left End.
Center
Right End.
Right Guard
Left Tackle.
Quarter
Right Tackle.
Left Half
Left Guard.
Right Half
TREICHLER ............ F111l Back.

McCLURE.
HENSYLL.
FLUKE.
SIMPSON.
DYER (Capt.).

SUBSTITUTES

lI1ACE,
SCOTT,

SCHEETZ,
WAGGO ER.
GABLE.

~IcCOR:-1ACK.

WAG TER.

<Dames
DATE

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

18
28

12

IS
19
22

SCOHIl

Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson

12

17
27

6

°
5
5

~la\?eb
OPPONRl'TS

PLACK

SCORE

Phila. College of Pharmacy, o.
Penna. Military College
5 .
Phila. Art and Textile School,o .
Haverforrl
. II .
Swarthmore
. 34 .
Franklin and Marshall
17·
Medico-Chi
o.

· Philadelphia
· Chester
· Philadelphia
· Haverford
· Swarthmore
. Lancaster
. Philadelphia

TOTAL POINTS SCORED.
By Opponents
By Jefferson

67
72
14 2

Jefferson 1Basket 1Ball 'tteam
SEASON OF 1903

•

C. B. STEVENSON, Manager.

EDWARD K.

~1ITCHELL.

Captain.

TEAM

BLA K, F~rward
MITCHELL (Capt.), Forward
MACE, Centre

Guard, BARSTOW
Guard, SWALLOW

SUBSTITUTES

SMITH

CORNWALL
WICK

(Bamea
DATE

oV.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

SCORE

29
6
13
10
14
17

21
24
31
7
14
21
28
10

-

Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson
Jefferson

~la\?eb
OPPONEr\TS

PLACE

SCORE

II .
34 Muhlenberg Colleg~
Lafayette
College
16
.
14
2 I 1. Lehigh University.
· 22 .
14 .
17 Columbia
· 15
3 2 Muhlenberg College
17 Temple College.
· II
12 Princeton
.4 6
6
14 La:ayette College
Medico-Chi.
27
.)
6 .
25 Phila. Dental College
24 Lehigh University.
3 .
13 Phila College of Pharmacy, 14 .
7
3 6 Phila. Dental College
4·
5 LasaJle College
I~

·
·
·
·

Philadelphia
Easton
Bethlehem
Philadelphia
Allentown
Philadelphia
Princeton
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia

Summar\?
GAMES WO -.
By Opponents
By Jefferson

4
10

POINTS SCORED.
By Opponents
By Jefferson

198
291
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(tlass IDa~ JExercises

<!ommtttees
:FRANK LESLIE HAZLETT,
Chairma~.

HENRY JOSEPH BLANKEMEYER, JR:. ,
HOBERT :MEHARD PATTERSON,
THOJVIAS BENJAMIK OARROLL.
Decorations.

GEORGE WILLIAM HIXSON,
FRANOIS WILLIAM· WHITE,
ROBERT ARMSTROKG STEW ART.
Asse sment .

FREDERIOK BLUNT ALLE.l.
HOW ARD BOYD OALHO K,
EDWIN RAHN FLE:M:IKG.
T

,

Caps and Gowns.

:FRANK LESLIE HAZLETT,
EDWARD JOHNSON LOGAN,
HARRY OHINSWORTH SOOTT.
Invitations and Programs.

HERRING WINSHIP,
FRANK SElLERS ULLO:M:,
LAWREN OE WELLIXGTON DAN A.

~restbent's

Bbbress

B. E. GoOmIAN, A.B.

Ladies and Gentlemen:

. . . . . . .1' IS with much pleasure that the Class of 1903 extends a most

I

cordial welcome to those who have honored us with their presence here to-day.
The character of our exercises differs from that which we
hav.e been so accustomed to during the last four years. It is
rather the rejoicing over a successful completion of our work
and to show that there are a few things to break the monotony
of the study of the proverbial dry bones of medicine.
The orator will lead you through the etherial realms, relate
our ideals, our hopes, our fears, the heights we expect to reach
and the fame we shall seek to gain.
The historian will describe the evolution of the class from
babyhood to full maturity, and narrate a few of its deeds of
valor and wisdom.
The presenter will show you a few of the appliances and instruments we
are capable of using in a skillful and masterful manner.
The prophet will lead you through the velvety paths of the future and
assure you that success will crown the efforts of us all.
The poet, inspired by the muses, will sing of the beauties of our .iEsculapian art.
We have at last reached the goal toward which we have been striving,
after four years of work, mingled with its joys and discouragements. Four
years ago this day seemed to be in the far distant future, and we wondered
if we should ever be able to cross the vast gulf separating us from the coveted
goal on the other side, but little by little, year after year, we have continued
to toil, until to-day we have reached that goal; and, as we look back over our
college course, it seems as yesterday since we first began. We said we had
reached the goal for which we sought. We have; but this is not the final
goal. There are no absolute goals in life. But just as each mile-post is the
beginning of another mile, as well as the end of the preceding one, so each
goal that we cross is only one more step toward the next goal, which, to be
successful, we must al 0 cross.
The Class of 1903 is the first class to complete the entire course in the
new college building.
How different have been our advantages and teaching from the first class
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graduating from the almost sacred build.ing that has just been torn away! At
that time the course lasted t\··o years, and consisted of didactic lectures and
a few clinics; laboratories and modern practical methods of teaching were
but little, if any, known.
Yet in that sanctum of learning have taught some of the most brilliant
and inimitable masters that the medical world has kno'.vn. And from those
walls have come many who, imbibing the spirit of Miitter, a Pancoast or a
Gross, have gone forth to alleviate pain and suffering and in turn have taught
the principles of the healing art to others. We stand to-day where our teachers stood when they left their Alma Mater.
.
But they have given us the additional advantage of the progress and discoveries made in medical science since the completion of their course. In fact,
they ha,ve given us the best of the accumulated knowledge and experience of
, all the past ages.
There still remain many obscure and hidden diseases, whose mysterie~
are yet to be solved. Although the investigation of the past has revealed ib
wonders, the work of the present is no less admirable.' Never in the history
of medicine have greater strides been made against the ravages of disease.
A single example is the Rockefeller Institute, now being equipped at the expense of millions to combat that arch enemy of the human race, Tuberculosis
-that disease which alone is the cause of the death of one-seventh of mankind.
As in other investigations, great discoveries and improvements do not
spring full grown into the field of medicine. By a'slow and gradual process
has it attained its present high standard. How many years has it taken the
master diagnosticians to divide and classify the numerous diseases into their
present form; one master after another, adding and recognizing symptoms,
until the symptom complex has been completed. Antisepsis, from its crude
empirical beginning, has gradually been perfected, until at present the
surgeon is enabled to bridle the microbe and eliminate it from the field of
operation. But, strange as it may seem, many things now considered so commonplace and essential were the source of great persecution and ridicule to
their a1lthor. vVhen Semmel.veiss announced his discovery of puerperal sepsis
he could gain no ear to listen to his counsel nor induce his colleagues to heed
his warning. And no less severe were the attacks on Dr. Oliver \Vendell
Holtnes in our own country.
When Harvey announced his discovery of the circulation of the blood, so
bitter was the opposition of his contemporaries that he lost a great part of his
practice, and was considered by many to be insane. Thus we find that
throughout the history of medicine all great reforms and ideas have first been
conceived by the individual, and it has been necessary to elevate the profession to that plane where it can appreciate before they could be accepted. And
it is in this way that, by individual effort, the profession has reached the present standard.
IS°

The rapid advance in medicine in America has made it unnecessary for
the student of medicine to go to Europe to complete his education, as it was
in the early and middle part of the last century. The influence of these great
medical centers on the quick, susceptible American mind has wrought the
change. They thoroughly mastered their masters' teaching, and on their return they did not hide their light under a bushel, but rather placed it on the
hill top as a beacon light to others who might choose to follow the profession of Hippocrates.
During the past fqur years we have been under the guiding hand of our
teachers. We must now go among strangers, where we shall be thrown upon
our own resources, and where we must make decisions for ourselves. The
manner in which we make these decisions will depend largely upon the degree
of diiigence with which we have pursued our work. If we have taken advantage
of our opportunities, we shall be successful; but if we have been indifferent
and careless in our work, doing only that absolutely required, we shall not
attain that degree of success that will be a credit to oUfselves and an honor
to our Alma Mater.
The future of Jefferson is to be one of continued usefulness, even greater
than it has been in the past.
The new College Building, with its well-equipped laboratories, has added
greatly to her teaching capacity.
The new Hospital, now in course of construction, not simply an aid to
t~aching, will stand in towering height and princely grandeur, stretching out
an arm of mercy, bidding the afflicted come and be healed, and the suffering
have their pains relieved. It will remain as a monument to perpetuate the
names and memory of those who shall there faithfully perform their allotted
duty.
And as we look into the future and see the multitudes who shall there
have their pain and suffering alleviated, we are doubly proud of our famous
teachers and honored institution. In the beginning of the new century, as
the jlluminating sun continues to rise higher and higher, so the fair name of
Jefferson shall cOl1tinue to grow and shine.
And, as we shall say good-bye' to her to-morrow, we shall do so with the
hope that the Class of 1903 will not only be able to maintain her enviable reputation, but that we may add greater fame to a famous college.
Again we welcome you to our Class Day exercises.

(tlass lbistor)2
Mr.

Presid~llt,

Classmates, Ladies and Gentlemen:

T

jfresbman Wear
11 during the ummer of '99 a lot of boys, in more or les rapid succe ion, pre ented them elves at the old colleo-e building for matriculation. Some
brought diplomas or certificates, other letters of introduction or pleas from
mamma that her dear boy would be treated kindly. But ala ! i\Iothers' pleas
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were in vain, and many had to take theil: turn in the" weat J ox." Fortunat
wa the man who had paid his 150.00 prior to the entrance xamination.
ome aid it was easy; others found it otherwi . Pillin<Y had an opportunity
of which he prop rly made u e. Examination room, I I a.m., the dean looked
plea ant; 12 m. exit the dean, leavin<Y his Latin bo k n the de k. 'Jo h"
mu t have had a regular chariot ride.

On Monday evenin<Y, Octob r 2d, '99, we all \\. nt to hear the able address of Profe or Phineas . Connor, at the formal opening of the T ew J effer on.
Of cour e we occupied the rear eat on thi occa ion' that i , all of u
except K eptune and Swan, who were u hered to the front, an I it i hinted
were introduced to the gue t of honor a Dr. Xeptune and Dr. wan.
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On thi occa ion the ::\ew Jeffer on ami tl;e la s
of 1903 were launched for their life cruise.
During the next fe\\' day we, ,. the <Yentlemen of
the fir t cour c,"' were bu y findin<Y room and board,
tu lyin<Y the city topographically and topically, buying
concl-hand medical book, 1 arning to distingui h the Fre hman from the ophomore, waiting for
thc elevator to take u to the sixth floor, waitin<Y,
swappin?" storie, bumming cigarette, and telling
each other how we happened to be there.

,.-

om had come to enter the ranks of profe sional life bccause th ir weethearts had begged th m to do something. Thi' clas was repr entcd by
Allen, Akers, Bennett and ra wford; J mboden, I rieb 1, Kunkle an I 1\ [orrct
wcre tired of f llowin<Y the plough; Harrington, Mervine and Larkin came
to fulfill a pecial di pcn 'ation of Providence, and Hay, Platt and Kiefer weI'
there to become <Yreat men.
But all had choscn Jeffer. on

n the trength of her gloriou pa t.

ne among u ju t happened here by chance. rane, of Buck port, lain,
had tarted for another medical chool.
n the train he met a Jeffer on
phomore who e college spirit wa ~o trongly effu iv as to cau e rane to
have his bagga<Ye rechecked to Philadelphia.
rane meant to join the
Y. 1\1. C. A. the following week, but in the mean tim h met l\IcKemy. "~uf
ed I"
class election wa propo ed and effected very early in th year. Thc
following were elected to hold the rein during the first half of the year: Pr sident, 1\Iange ; vice-pre ident, l\IcFall; secretary, \V. 1\1. Iiller; treasurer.
alhoun.
Robert hould have been elected pre ide nt, but he didn't want th
ffice.
time wa too much occupied. He had ju t discovered a len<Ythy article
111
ne of the unday papcr , which described the specific cause for baldne
the method of destroyin<Y the horrible germ, and thc mean of re toring the
capillary ub tance where it really ought to grow.
ftcr faithfully carryin<Y
out the instruction for ix month , he found thc plan no good.
ince th n he
ha tried every known remedy, including .. "even utherland iter '," and it
i said even con ulted Dr. lunyon. t. There i hope!"
Hi
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In due -e:l30n a c1as con ·titution \,;a ad pted. thank- to the untiring
effQrt of ~orth, "'hite and Jones. Henceforth th r "'a maintain d a high
degree of c1as pirit, f r wliich '03 ha been noted.
The ophomor w r a conceited bunch, and, while waiting f r Dr. H won to appear one evening, they attempted to u e Henry as a t y. In Ie s than
ten seconds \\'e wer d wn upon them with terrific force. \Ve hurl d some
of them into the arena, others were to ed up to the rear eat ; all of th m
were tattered and torn. The battle \Va sh rt. fierce and decisive. Ev ry on
f u ecured a calp in the hape of collars, tie, bunche of hair, fal e teeth,
etc.
After the hri tma holichy everyone r turned with tor
of energy.
, not her c1as el ction wa in order and re ulted a follow : President. l\lcFall; vice-pre ident D.
Moore; secretary, \\. ~I. :'Iiller: 1rea urer,
alhoun.
Everyone ettled down to hard ,,'ork. In the anatomical r00111 \',re spent
many hour~. \Ve all remember Hax in hi long, green coat.
hamb rlain,
thinking l\Iax must be one of the professors, aske I him to demon trate carr a's
Triangl. Dr. Green replied: "I don't have time ju t now."

'Whitehead wived many my terie for his, cia 'mate In the chemical laboratory, and it wa ome time before Katz ceased to call him profe or.
The examination at the end of the year were ea y, and only a few failed
to pa . Th e wanted an excu e to tay at home.

Sopbo11lore mear
On 10nda\' evening, October 1 t, '00, we were afforded an opp rtunity
to ee our profe or and trustees arrayed in their best ,. Bib and Tuck r."
How awe in piring was their march into the arena! When they had eated
themselve and r m ved their mortar boards, the ten ion was relieved, and the
utlook wa Ie dark.
Hon. \Villiam Potter, president of the Board of Trustee, a sured us of
the hearty co-operation of that worthy body of men, and announced the fact
• that Dr . Dercum and Da 0 ta were elected to profe orship in the college
faculty.
Profe or Dercum delivered the formal openin a addre
and a ma terpiece it wa .
. 11 but a few of the original I 5 returned.
everal new face appeared amon a our rank, all notable characters, uch
a Barber and Harri on, eminent hor e doctor; ampbell, Ral ton, I ' eil and
\ \'a habaugh, expert in captivating ladie , con pirator in the bu in s ; 1"1 dderjohan, a most comical aenius; eaal, the most excitable man in the cia s
but he ha become more composed throuah hi clo e companion hip with
Barber; ewall, the l\Iaine man, with hi Yankee way' chnaeler, a tar f ot
bali captain: tellwao-en and mith, kniahts of the molar gang, and \ ard, a
.. moon hiner" fr0111 Kentucky, better known as .. "Vard up" becau e of hi'
frequent flights over our head from the front eat to the rear. \ ard n v r
eli I seem to get enough of this,
'v\' e soon proceeded to busincs . Heyser didn't want to be pre iclent, so
h wa not nominated.
The following aentlemen were aiven authority to rule during our
cond year: Pre ident, 'tewart; vice-pre ident, alhoun; ecretary, Patter on;
Trea'urer, Dana,
goo I lot, and they .er\'ed well.
Pro-perit)' was too much for tewart, and he rapidly developed a peculiar lisea e, which as yet has not been de-cribed. The name given the condition i ,. X ursiti'" He complained of leeples ne ,palpitation of the heart,
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of app tite, and a craving [or sour pickle;, II had a mania for f rry
boat, and h n ver sat with hi. back't ward Camd n. The pr gno i in his
case is favorable.
\\'e \\. re notified of the death of ne of our classmate;. :'Ir. Georg-e Huber.
of Atlantic ity. He di d of typhoid fever on July I t, '00. Thi' wa.' truly
a orrow to all.
During the y ar only one man had the nerve to leep in I cture; and recItation. n urg ry. Thi \\'as rawf rd. He \\'as rriven th unique privilege
of thr e days' ab nee \\'ithout haying to pre~ent a writen excu
Lowey defined an annular thr mbu as one occurring annually.
The following d ,cription of moi,t gangrene \\'a, given by a member of
thi; cla , (his name is withheld): •. The man', feet i' blue; the man is blue,
and he smell. bad,"
Thi. year we began the tudy of pathology in earnest. nell became an
expert in this branch. and \vas the only man \\'ho could define" lIyperin ;is,"
which he said \\'a an enlarg-ement of the no,e.
10

Everyone o\\'ncd a text-book on pathology, and he ne ded it in his bmiImagine Cotham', predicament \\·hen on arriving in his d n for an
evening" tudy n coagulation necro~is he found that nearly all his text-l 0 ks
had b n. t len. This polite notl: replaced them: .. :orry t disturb your
"tudies, bnt I need d the money. and have gone to X ew Y rk."
tham appealed to Schwartz, and together they \\' nt to City Hall to rep rt th affair
at headquarter:;. They gave a detailed de;"cription o[ the man who needed
the m n y, .-\11 the pawn hop \\'ere notified, and word \\'a' dispatched t the
X ew York authoritie ,
11t'5

Hayes a 10n eT , lean, leek card harp from Arkan a, roomed with
Cotham, :J.'1d am
f hi book were am ng- °th mi. 'ing, but not until he had return d from a game for intermis'i n did not know of hi;; 105s. \ \'hen Hay .
played in hard luck he \\'ould I ave the tahle, g-o to hi r m, light a cig-ar tte,
Ii on the bed and read aloud one or more chapt rs of the Dibl , then return
to the game. On thi
ccasion the 10 . of hi;; book did not eli. turb hi habit;
,,0 he to k to the hcel. Dible in hand.
The beel was ulltl-uallv hare!' an I up n
examination all the . tolen book wer found under the mattre.3.
otham
and :chwartz then r traceel their step. to ity Hall.
One of the m . t memorable event of the' year cccurred on aftern n as
we c ngT gated f r our fir. t lecture n" ::'.Iedical Jurisprudence." The Jnni r
la.;; \Va invited t att nd thi. cour e f lecture3. and \\'e disputed th ir rig-hts
to occul Y the front eat..
uch. crambling over bench ,such pulling
hair. such .Iugging-, such yelling, .uch .urging to and fro of a ma;; of humanity yon never saw! Harrington even. aid a swear word out land. That
battle was hotter than any T ba. co you ever saw.
Th odd. wer 111 our favor \\·hen l'rofe:;,or hapman ntered the room.
The pr fe 3 renter d the . truggle \\'ith as much carne. tn
as a fre hman
\\. uld have and •ucce ded in :aving- the lin and limbs f a p rti n of the
Junior la;;. Then. in hi:; characteri tic manner, Profe.. or
hapman exclaimed: .. Io'::ing-. and CJuc n. sene illn trious reigns and di : pr . idenL are
el cted.. rye their t rm.. live illustriotl5 live. and di . and v rything in nature
changes. nut not. ince the da,'s of Galen or the birth
hrist has the medical student changed."
Th
hri. tma: holiday. were wclcomed by all. .\. few of the boys remained in the city, am ng them Bain " who narrowly escaped with his life
from a pi-tal duel with a barb r on Xew Year', Eve.
\\'e accomlli.hed much thi year. To the anatomical room we said
farew 11. \\' learned all there \Va left f chemi. try anel b camc experts in
experimental physiology. \\Then we tried t take a tracing of O'Brien's puis
the arteria c1erosi. wa.. marked that th.:: sph~'gmograph wa- a-hamed to tell
the \\'h Ie tory,. a it ju. t kept on tracin eT : \V w w w.
\\'e learn el that it is alway neces'ary to be .ure a patient i dead before doin eT a po t-mortem op ration.
\Ve became intimat Iy acquainted with the cimex hirundis, culex lamn su., and the various member of th pediculi family.
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Lectures and recitation I ing over, we took thought for the year to come.
Each one was eager to be in Section A.
It was decided that we should line up on a certain mornin<Y, and at a given
lime number would be i sued by a committee.
heridan was on deck at 3
a.m., and amused himself by catchin<Y rat around the old colle<Ye building. Hi
prize catch was one which measured twenty inches from tip to tip. Thi slain
mon ter was hung on the lamp post at the northeast corn r of the college.
Tomlin on, Hutzell, Campbell and Robison soon arrived. Woe unto those
who came after them! Each man as he arrived was compelled to assume a
H

worshipful attitude to the rat; he was then eized, his body put in a h rizontal
position, with the th~gh in extreme ft xion, and carrie I to a ston wall with
which his gluteal region was brought into clo e relati n under pre ure.
Flatley ate 11is meal off the mantel board for a we k afterwar 1.
Meanwhile some of the boy waylaid a street concert com! any, and to the
mu ic of the H hurdy <Yurdy" there was much horrible singin<Y, as well as some
fancy dancing. Finally, at the proper time, the numbers were i sued, and the
mob di per ed.
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5untor Wear
Thi i the half-way mark. Everyone who returned thi year r aliz d
that the real thino- wa ju. t beo-innino-.
Prates or Da 'osta d liv r d the pening addres., and w w r JU t five
row fr m the front.
ven over the pr The final roll call hO\\'ed ur numb r increa cd by
f '1~ 3 .. c n~titut cl m r than one-fourth the entire
"iou year. Th cia
_tudent body.

LESLIE

M. McFAI.L.

According to custom, a political campaign wa' wao-ed, and r ult d in thi
manner: Pre ident, Patterson; vice-president, Pilling; ecretary. row; trea ur r, Harrinoton.
o-ain we were notifi d of th death of a cia mate.
~lr. ~IcFall wa one of the most p pular men in hi cia' . alway a '" ntleman.
vice-pre ident of thi cia. durino- the first half and pre ident during
th . econd half of our Fr shman year hi stren!!1:h of charact r as a man
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among men ,,-as grand, and for the class he r n lered much able and good ervice.
t a cia meeting held to adopt re olution of sympathy to his parents
and friends, there wa manifested the real loss we felt in hi d ath.
Cohen a leep at the lantern witch was our most constant source of amu ment.
Cunningham thought he wa developing eclamp ia becau e h aw r d and
black spot before his eyes. The doctor advi 'ed him to stop playing poker.
Gibson came all the way from Alabama to join 11 and give us the benefit
of hi extensive medical knowledge_ He ha even acknowledo-ed that quinin
has been given for malaria in the South.
There \Va a marked increa e in the hio immigration. Hixon, Kerr,
Elder and trayer constituted the new additions. They are an unusually wise
and well-behave I lot.
HoI ton i from
hio al o. Even he look wi e ince he has 1 ro luced
a chin beard. That he i an iJlgenious fellow i shown by the unique meth d
he has devi ed of carrying absorbent cotton.
Poor, a man of poetical mind, from 1a sachusetts became suddenly
alarmed one niO"ht at I a.m., and ent to the ho pital for a do tor. 'When the
doctor arrived he discovered that what the Poor man tholwht wa a con olidated lung wa only liver dullne .
Thi was the year we went to Blockley for extra work in pathology. \Ve
got extra work in pathology at home, and, in fact, when there wa a vacant
half hour on our ro ter, pathology reliev d the embarra sment.
10 t of us
topped eating. . Iany never lept except in lecture. Pilling describes the
condition as an epidemic disease a follows:
" Definition: Patholoo-y i a chronic, non-infectious di ease of three-sometimes four-years' duration; characterized by imagination, contradiction al1d
a tendency to wearing.
" Synonym
oplinitis,' Virchow's Disease, Projectomania and ThirdYear Fever.
" Etiology: Occur usually durin o ' the month from October to ~Iay in
young adult male between the age. of eighteen and thirty.
mbition and
$150.00 are said to predi pose."
In 1876 a red-headed Rus ian, Von Tschio-ovinitski, i olated an organism which he thought wa "it." It would not grow on ao-ar or bl od erum,
but grew well on carrot and our goldfi3h. Thi culture, when injected into
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man, produced a plea ant expre ion and ymptom of happine ,which proved
conclu ively it wa not the' it."
" Period of incubation:

ne year.

" ymptom : The di ea e is udden in on et beginnino- with lectur
of
the recurrent type the paroxy m,; occurrino- twice weekly and la tin fr m
fifty-five minute to on hour. During the cour e of the di ea e lab ratoriti
occurs, la ting ix week , and add greatly to the mi ery of the patient.
"The patient' mind become befuddled; ther i picking at the note-b ok ,
ub ultus ternum, and coma lecture. From thi the patient pas e into a
~tage somewhat re embling that of one infected with the diplococcu of anticipation.
" The cri i is a stage the picture of which no arti t can paint.
"In ome one attack render absolute immunity; in other it predi po
to another attack.
"Proo-nosi : Favorable if the patient begin

trcatment early.

" J\Iortality: 'Twcnty-five to thirty per cent.
• Diagno is: The direct Jiagnosi depend upon an epidemic, thc udd n
on et, wearing coma lecture, cold feet and the characteri tic facie path I
ique.
" Treatment: I olation, e pecially at night; a m1l11mUm dose f Icep and
no food except in concentrated form and wallowed rapidly. Recitation ,
magic lantern, biograph and formalin pre erve are u eful.
plug of tobacco an I ale sometime give relief.
"External u e of text-book

i u clc s; tcnd

to aggravate the delirium."

Howell met the cri i of thi eli ea e heroically. In the examination Pr fe sor Coplin a ked him how he was getting alono-. Howell an wered: .. I'm
doing like the cowboy." .• How's that?" aid the profe or. The r ply wa
prompt: . He did hi d--de t."
aur develol eCI tw nty-threc new disea c during the month of pri!. lIe
was examined and treated by all the prominent phy ician in the city.
ne
evening he howed me cight letter, all addre ed in the ame handwriting and
in blue nvelope, and he had received all of them in one week. That wa
hortly after college closed we rec ived
n01wh to give anyone heart disease.
an announcement of aur' weddino-. Farewell to patholoo-y, lab rat ry work,
•. and all that ort of thing."

Senior" lI1ear
H ere we entered the ring for the la t round .

.:\ ver bef re in the history of the college was the ~ em r las - . 0
An exceptionally small number failed to advance fr m th Juni r y ar.
One hundred and fift
till in rank.

n

larg~.

f the original one hundred an leighty-five wer

From the laboratories we came to advanced clinical teaching; we wcr
taken to the bechde to actually see and appreciate th c ndition of which w
had learned in lecture and text-book. 'I he practical r placed largely theor tical cJemonstrati n .
Thi year has been a mo t eventful on , but w ar limited to a brief record.

Om final political game wa played with much vigor. yet with nnparall led
harmony and dispatch.
In

In one evening the entire number of cla s and class-day officers w re elected
the mo t precise :l.nd orderly manner.

1 he finar ball t showed the following men elected:
Class Officers-Pre ident, B. E. Goodman; vice-president.
secretary, J. H. orwin; trea nrer, H. A. chaffer.

J.

A. Reidy;

Clas -day Officers-Orator, '1'.
tellwagen, Jr.: poet. \V. II. Tomlin011; prophet,
. R. Larkins; hist rian, \V. F. ~1anges; presenter, G. I. Pilling.
Jr.
Pre ident Goodman then blew him elf for the cigars t
everyone who didn't m ke had a friend who did.

the cla , and

o
iter the election a llumber f the victors, vanqui hed, and a goodly portion of the Y. 1\1. . A. boy proceeded to celebrate. Laidlaw' promi CUOll
layinO" on of hands and Ei nhower's exce ding attractivene-. wer features of
the occa ion .

.\1eals was unusually jolly and had prepar d to give Rob rt a f w hints on
the legal aspect of a medical stud nf life.
\Ve have with u a ir ak of nature. known a' .. Aguinaldo" Scott. He
came t u fre h from the Philippine" While there he pent mo t f hi time
doing mis ionary work ., a la diable.·' He can say more cu \\. rds 111 a mInute than a phonoO"raph can record.
cott wa. the prim captor
O"uinald ,
hence his name.

In trong contrast appear our mo Ie t friend axton. He i al out t receive two degree. ne M.D., the other I.L.L., which mean .. Interpret r of
the Life Line." Madame Zita i hi favorite authority n palmi try and fortun tellina.
t pres nt he i willing to read the ladie . palm free of charge.
Gilmore i an ab ent-mind d fellow. He forgot hi I cketb ok ne night,
but I abelle wa kind enouah to sen<;l it to him.
tellwagen, Patter on, and mith, ,. the bandma ter," entered into a ingular aareement. It wa that each one hould un lergo a imilar surgical peration or provid a dinner for six at Green'. Olle by one they experi nc d the
practical value of local an::esthetics, the discomfort of a tiaht bandag and the
inefficiency of the ice baa and bromide to limit inflammation and relieve pain.
~Iany cientific fact have been discovered by meml rs of thi
cla .
che:1ck tells us that oleorc in of malefern i omet1l11e indicat d for th reduction of an inordinate appetite. It ha' a tendency to relieve th irk me
" red tape' f b ardin on the European plan.
Brown informs us that cream is obtained by boilin a milk.
Baine ha di covered that Epsom alt i oluble in water.
llman and \Vard claim that medical tudent ar not predi po ed to
chial bur iti ., if they alway occupy the front eat in I cture.
King contribute to the prophylactic treatment of ,. plagu .. by embalming, crematin a and burying the body of a per on dead f thi di ea e. He add
that it would be well to treat a mother-in-law in the same manner. Tak no
chance.

culation."
)'Ionroe CTive a clas ical dc cription of the di as," Acute
by the laity called" ki ing."
" Definition: Ki ing i an acute contaCTiou , pandemic di ea ,characterized by frequent recurrence and marked nervou manife tations.
It i mo t comm n in young adult b tween the age of fifteen and
twenty-five. Pretty young girls are liable to attack, but their u c ptibility
decrea e with advancin CT year, and they are practically immune after thirtyfive.
"The on et i u uall)' sudden, with rapid pul e, flushin CT of the face, ncrvousness. and retraction of the head. The lip pre ent a characteri tic puckering. On au cultation a distinct macking rale i heard.

" Complications: Fever blister are marked in many ca cs. and "GOQ"
eyes" have been noticed.
" PrOCTno i : For immediate attack it i
ood. A perman nt cur
not
often effected.
"Tr atment: void all co metic , novel rca lin CT and cozy corner.
f the dru CT recommended, tobacco and chewing gum ar u fu!.
"The most efficient treatment i to take ne onion after each m al and at
8.30 p.m."
1\ 0\\' we will tell you of an incident.
n a Thursday night, after a banquet
CTiven by one of the college oci tie, ix young men, timulated by a quare
meal, decided to have ome innocent fun. \ hi Ie walking al ng the treet
they aw a barrel of a he standing on the curb, and thought it would be hu CT
port to ee which one couid kick the barrel over. The ashe
n well
prt'ad on the treet. In tantly there came a hrill ound, and aIm t a
quickly there appeared eight hlJCTe ,. cop ."
o

Of c ur e the boy volunteered to pick up the a he , ev n th ugh they
had to do such work in full dre with their hands a hovel. VV ll1dn't you
likc to hav a fta~h-liCTht photo of this p rformance? You will h ar 111 re of
this famous" ash gang."
This tory mu t oon end, but there arc yct a fcw word of importanc .
During the four year we have been bl ssed and benefited by that 1110 t
kindly band, ,. The Ladies' uxiliary Com mitt e.'· They hav con tantly improved th college library which ha been of 0 much ervice to u and from
time to time they have afforded u a pI a ant evening to a t a or a th ater
benefit.
\\'e thank them from the bottom oi ur hearts.
Ble s the e dear ladi
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One of the most pi a ant renullIscences of our college days will always
be the charity toward u shown by Prof. Montgomery and hi hou ehald.
Eyery Saturday ev ning his hou e was open to a ection of the cla , 0 that
during tli; year each man had the opportunity on three occa ions to go and
participate in the profe sor' gynecoloO'ical seance, partake of lIr . ;,Iontg 111ery's deliO'htful lunches, and enjoy the good cheer and wholeso111 influence of
an ideal home. To this hou ehold, and the charming ladies who helped entertain us on these occasion , we wish to express mo t incere O'ratitude.
The last four years have s emed but a brief space of time; ufficient, howev r, to lay the foundation on which we hope to erect a uperstructure befitting
the interest shown, the effort_ expended, and the example et by our beloved
ma ter builders.
On tfie morrow we will meet to ., Lay the ornerstone."
We ask you, dear people, to rejoice with u on this occa ion. and heartily
solicit your encouraO'ement and interest in our effort to build a \\'orthy difice.
My clas mate, if the e lines will aid you in future years to recall the pi asures of your colleO'e days, then they will have been written with go d purpose.
a class our past is pleasant to look upon. Let us be sincere in the
practice of our profession, and prove our elves" to b worthy to serve the
suffering-."

Ube BscleJliabre-B lberitage

T

HE

oJ of i\ledicine.
run the tale
tory told in Greek mythology).
vYa .i£ culapiu ; within the I ale
f all-wise Greece. none were m re wi e than he.
on of . pallo, God of Life an 1 Light.
And f thc nymph oroni, from the two
''''ere gift inherited and rare in. ight
Such as no ther in the whol world knew.
(

On Epirlauros, where her <Treen hill cro
He built hi temple an I achieved hi fame,
r- Clr from the mainland and th J Ie of Co ,
By journey long. the suffring people came
nd there were cured of pain and ache and ill
By imple remedy or magic pell,
Each made to erye alike a ma tel' will
That bade the :ick ari e and be made well.
Out iE culapiu wa ,not alone
In hi good work 'of curing human ill
For woman e'er ha -hared the hut or throne
"'here work of love the law of life fulfill :
Two datlO"hter fair were hi , and sweeter maide ' r parcnt had-hi hope, hi joy. hi pride
'Vere centered there-and they, his faithful aid,
\\ atched o'cr his ick, and ought naught el e be id .
T

'nto the temple, from the low wamp-Iand,
Wa brotlO"ht a man whose hot and un ken face
Bespoke the ravage of a ruthle shand
That courged the peopl in that haple. place:
The elder, Panacea, oothed hi pain
nd _moothed the pill w for hi achil1O" head;
Her very presence brought new hope again
To that racked frame upon the fevered bed.
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Her touch wa cool and liaht, her voice a w et
tinkling music to the ick man' earK 0 act of mini try were e' r 0 meet,
nd all the country held her pre ence dear'
But vain th nur ing to a 'uage hi pain,
r drug and potion h~sct1lapius gave;
The fiery fever had 0 filled hi vein
That naught could aye him from the yawning grave.
But young Hygeia heard the ick man's moan,
aw hi weak form, hi fa t-receding br ath
And in that moment unto her were hOWll
'v\That measures might have tayed hi coming death;
Forth into all the land Hygeia went
nd talwht the art of living, and the tre
C f all that t aching t di ea e prevent
\,vas per nal and public cI anline s.
And now th on of;E culapius
Mu t in our tale appear in honored I art;
Machaon and brave P daliriu
\Yere killed in knowledge of the healin a art.
The e brother- lived in clo. e t uni. on
nd won esteem and each an honor d nam ,
Attendin a jointly on each wounded one
\\"ho olwht the kill that brought them wealth and [am,:"
They were the father. of our uraery,
nd for the arrow and the pear-head sought;
r tan hed the red blood, flowing full and fr e,
By typtic lotion or by compre brought;
n brui e and wound a soothing ointment laid,
nd gave the potion that found favor when
From out th quiv'ring tlesh wa' Irawn the blade
That oft sOlwht agerly the live of men.

V hen Podaliriu from Tr )' returned.
tempest ca t him on a foreign i Ie,
nd here a hepherd of hi pre ence learned
nd aave him ho pita lit)': the while
He told Dam tas, then the r ianing king,
"Vho had a dalwhter yrna who was ill,
That unto her the haler he would bring
To try hi \\'ondrou pow rand hi- kill.
17°

\Vhen Podaliriu fir t yrna a-w
Hi heart in pity to hi charge he O"ave,
For.iE culapiu proclaimed no law
To meet thi crisi and to help him ave;
Forth from hi belt a lane t then he drew
And plunrred it deftly, and tho e white arm fair
Gave from their vein a o"u hing tream that grew
T purplish tide, upon the cov'rlet there.
But yrna' life was aved, and loud the prai e
Dam ta gave to him who dared mploy
uch measure bold as this, and thu to rai e
Hi dying daughter-and the great king's joy
vVa so complet he gave the maid n's hand
To Podaliriu and the marriaO"e vow
\Va aid 'mid pomp and plendor in that land
\Yhich did with plenty the fair bride end w,

o

,iE culapiu , the good and wise,
Fir t great physician to an erring race!
The heritaO"e thou gave t till we prize
\\ h fain irom thee would our own lineage trace!
till i there ickne-, still the need for men
killed in the knowledge that thou did-t impart;
A when ir m city, and from hill and glen,
The men of old did homage t thy art!

Panacea, daughter good and fair,
\Vhat were the world without thy mini try!
till do tllY hand-maids lift the load of care
That bind th ick man, re death t him free;
In hospital of peace, in camp of war,
In pc til nce that awe and fill with dread;
v\'her duty b ckon , there they weI' , and are,
And ever will be, till the world is dead!
thou HYO"<.ia, greate t on
f all !
till do thy precept find their work and place;
The word
f wisdom that thy lips let fan
Have proved a blessinO" to each age an I race!
Thy teaching change the \ orld, th era n w
For ake pa t error for thy b tter way
• nd plague and pe tilcnce have pa ed from view
\\'here ye terday their dead in thou and lay,
17 1

The centurie roll on, and 11ere an I now
\\' own allelYiance to no od ave ne:
one are the temple and ach rite and vow
That marked the dawning of a world belYun :
The hooded prie L who guarded well the d or
By \\ hich mi<Yht ent r there the halt and maimed
"Gnto th pre ence that houlel h alth re tore,
Have pa ed from earth, to be n more reclaimed;
The r om within where once the imag stooel
tran
that awed the raptured mind,
'.:\Iid symbol
Fa t holding in it hand the taff of wood
Round which the wide-mouthed. hi sil1O' serp nt twined;
The skin-robed couch whereon the sufferer lept
nd breathed in incense, an I in vision aw
"Vhat herbs to use, what fa t-day I11U t be kept
To do the bidding of the lYreat <Yod' law;
The acred !Trove hard by, wh re prayers were aid,
\\'here each one tarried by the parkling well
nd found new hope and trength, and firmer tr ad,
\\'er hi who followed a the prie t hould tellII the e have pa ed away and left no trace
In hi tory, ave one, that there hav b en
Temple and priest and image in that place,
nd wonders wrought among the lives of men:
The votive tablet on the tempi wall,
Grav n in tone, Time' hand could not efface
Ere I rie tly wanderer in tho e tately hall
Had marked the carvin<Y on each bl ck and pace,
nd found each tablet, with its wondrou croll,
To be the record of ollle ick man's cure(The first ca e-taking-we its worth extol
And marvel not that it hould 0 endure.)
Then follow century on c ntury
nd till both cau e and treatm nt of eli ea e
\Vere hroud d round with doubt and my tery,
nd he who tudie thi 10n lY period ee
Philo ophy and knowledge rudely ca t
Into one mold with cant and elfi h creed,
nd thi!> admixture in life' vort x va t,
Ha left cant record of it thou ht and deed.
1]2

The cause of all dis a -e th Gr eks believed
To be the anger of ome vengeful god
. nd hence the place where it might be relieved
'Vas in the temples, 'neath the prie tly rod:
o prie t and oracle and mystic sign
\\' ere sought to conquer and to driv away
Til evil pint from it foul de ign
L:p n the tenant of the hou e of clay.
The teachings of the craft were handed down
At Co , at Cnidos and at Rhodes, and both
ecure and fa t, they who wore cap and gown
"'ere pledged to keep them, by the sacred oath.
Down thi long line of priestly healel's then
\\'e trace the future of ou' art to be
From it. beginning to the era when
, re known no more the A clepiadre.
L'pon the Isle of Co , one natal morn,
Four hundred years bef re Christ came
earth,
Of .Z£sculapian de cent, was born
He who gave l\fedicine. the Science. birth.
\Vhat matter now what men have gone bef re'Vhat sacrifice waul I the <TO I appea eAll history proclaim him o'er and o'er,
Fath r of Medicine, Hippocrates!
He found a healing art wrapped round about
\Vith m), tic symbol and with prayer and sign
All br ught that prie-t and oracle make out
The hidden meaning of each word and line;
Philo oph)'. religion and some kill
In medicine, were helple 'n ath the pel!
Of super tition, and his thought and will
Broke through and conquered. and tradition fell.
H

left behind a science, set apart.
Alone and single, with one end and aim;
For with di cernment keen and with tout heart
He taught that ickne from no spirit cam i\ 0 god in anger ends s me demon prite
T torture-but di ea e prin<T from ju t cau e
That shall be plain to him who reads ari<Tht
The ways and workings of God's natural laws,
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His wa the time of ocrate and there
Thucydides lived, and Herodotu ;
Of Plato, Pindar, I hidias, names that bear
From ancient Greece its I arning down to u
Greece was the fir t in culpture an I in art,
The true exponent of philosophy:
Her literature and science still are part
Of all true wisdom, and will ever be.
In uch array of knowledge it were meet
That our great cience hould rec ive just due;
That age of wonder had not been complete
If there were no Hippocrate , to do
For medicine what other men had done
In other fields. Oh, can we praise him more
Than but to ay that when hi cour e was run
The reign of my tic medicine wa o'er!
O}E culapiu , thou wert a god!
And they who followed-A c1epia Ire.
Who wor hiped still thy serpent and thy rod,
All have their place in our hi tory.
Thy votive tablets with their record clear
Were the foun lation of our knowledge. through
Hippocrates-that genius without peer
VVho did so much-yet left 0 much to do.
And now the tale i told: Two thou and year
Old Father Time has counted since that day;
ow, a the hour of our adoption nearsSo soon the mantles fall-let footst p tay,
And thought that have run riot with glad pride
In modern medicine, which we hall hare,
Turn but a moment back and view that wide
Expanse of time, and ilent tribute bear.
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are born, 1I0t mad'"
rator are b rn, n t made. I-Ii-torian are uorn and not made. In olden time', prophets were
born; to-day they cae made in the c1a~ room. To be born a
prophet i one thing: to be made ne by fellow mortal i a di tinction, a ociated with st'veral difficult propo ition .
The fir t prophecy that the c1assro 111 foreteller-of-futureevent i called upon to make i hi own:" hall I be around
on
las Day to prophesy?" Another worri m question
arises: . \Vill the m n who. e future are to b reveal d be
around? \ Viii they begin their a cent of the mountain f profe i nal fam on Class Day or-on year hence?
ne fact
that i riv ted on the mind of every fourth-year medical tudent
is that the faculty (bles their hearts!) have the peculiar p wer
of tran forming the hopeful make-up of an a piring
ni I' int
a condition r embling thirty cent- in anadian mon y.
One of the plea ant propo ition against which ne holdin my office i
taked i to experience the my teriou proceedin<T through which one i- allowed
to pe r into the future of tho e who e welfare i dear to him. But how to
<Tain thi experience I knew not.
Perusing old c1as b oks helped me little.
n que tioning the men a
to their future plan, I gained from the majority about a much informati n
as if I interview d a mummy. Only a few volunteered to tell the
cret
their future life.
To prophe y I was called; to prophesy I determined to do.
uld a
fortune-teller or a medium help me out?
The advertisement columns of the daily paper made mention of everal
fortune-teller, who claimed th ability of doing all sort of queer stunts. Queer
tllnts was ju t what I wa looking for; so one night, after Dr. Kaltey r' recitation, I wandered up to a hOll e and a ked for },rr. Fortune leller. I tat d
my case, Ii ten ed, paid a dollar, and learned nothing. I call.~d on an ther and
got no ati faction.
fter a walk of five squart' I reache I the hOll e of another,
and after having listened to a story to the effect that Tomlinson and \ in hip
were <Toing into partner hip after graduation, I re olved that he, t ,was a
fake.
~Iy faith in fortune-teller began to wane from that moment. The re llit
of yi it to everal others convinced me that there wa nothin<T in it.
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Dack to thc Fraternity house I tr~mped. .\ low lig-ht in ur r m toll
m that ew 11, my r m mate, wa. ut eith r up at the \\'oman' ::'.fedical
Colleg-e or out at Bryn ~Iawr). and I decided t wait f r him in th rec pti n
room. Th room wa quiet and dark. The I g- fir in the grat wa ncarly
out. Only an occa i nal lYlow of an ember how d that it till had life. It
was like a man g-asping- hi. la t breath. It e med to call forth pity. It was
cryin lY for help. I fed it with a couple of log- and sat down cia e by t watch
it. It rustled a little at first, and then becam quiet. Had I choked it? \\'a~
it out? • - ! A lig-ht crackle over in n c mer t Id me that it still lived. A
wee blaz sh t up: another here, and another ther . now all i ablaz. I leancd
back in my chair and watche I the flam
dancing- with delig-ht at the r vival f
it life. I wa tired, di couraged and slecpy.
I watch d thc fir an I felt It
give up it heat to me, it seemed to say: "You're tired. Go t
Ie p, 111Y boy.
1'11 take car
f you. You did me a g- d turn: let me do omething f r you.
I can tell you omething you want t kn w. Tak a little nap. and when I am
ready for y u. I'll wake you up."
~[y head b gan to nod and I f 11 asl ep. Just h wIng I .1 pt i. a qu stion.
uddenly J awok with a . tart. The log had almost burn d out and
had brok nand fallcn with a thump. The fir had kept part of its promise:
for the oth r part I waited eaaerly.
The smoke was arising from th log-. in thick cI ud.. ,\~ T watch d thi~
it . eemed at one point to become cI arer.
I watched on. Finally I fancied eeing- the utline of a hou.e. ,. It I ' a
hou e! There are the windows; the cia rs. The outline grows cI arer and
clearer. There is a name-plate on th windo\\·-sill. I it that f a dre. 'mak r,
caterer, denti t I' boarding? \Yhat i that I r ad? \\'hy. it' Dr. t IIwa rren! .,
Bucket of j y! The fire had kept th other part f it- pr misc.
Dr. tellwag n' house. It wa n't a two- t ry house. () n!
fin ,
laqre
merican, Ph iladel phia. four-story. \\.aln ut tr - t hOtl e.
" :'Iay I sc in ide th hou e?" I said to th firc.
ertainly, my boy; certainly!"
The hous imag passed away and 'lowly there appeared a waiting r 111,
an uffice and an perating room. Thc 11 or of the operating room wa paved
with bone plate remove I from kulls by tellwagen's Magic Tr phine. The
waiting room was fill d with Hebrew lawyers, agents for applc jack distill rie
and ash collector, The office was papered with hundred-dollar bill. Tom
\\'a itting at hi de k leeping. I did not p ak for fear f wakin rr him.
Gradually the picture faded. an I th n there appeared the manly f rm of
Dr. Henry •rban :\ orth, in the act of bing" held up .. by a foot pad. Th
f at pa L face wore a look of contempt and di appointment. Th r wa n thing in X orth' clothe but seven cent and a few" Philad Iphia :'Iedical J urnal" ub cripti n blank'. For once .:\ orth wa glad that he had I ft v rythin lY
at home. AlYain the picture fadec1. :\ 'ain it lYrew brighter. and began t .cin17 6

I illate. This time the visi n wa in the form ot a biograph, and ;\orth i
een
leaving his office and walkin<Y up the street 'to sea patient.
He enter the hou e and proceed to the patient' room. H decide to
take the patient' temperature, and reaches for his thermometer. He ha left
it at home. He reaches for the patient' pul e; at the ame time fi he for hi
watch. He ha I ft hi watch at home 0 he u e the mantle cl ck. He i
about to write a pre cription, and doe so on an old paper bag with the patient'
pen and ink. He ha left hi prescription blank an I fountain pen at h m ..
He think a moke i in order and tand- a cigar d aler" ff" for it. Hi
money is in hi other clothe. He meander up the treet and walk by the
grocery store wher in he was to have bou<Yht a half dozen eggs. He arrive
home and ring hi door bell. He ha left hi. key in the ame clothe with
hi money.
The door opens. Dr. North explains why he rang the b II. Th loor
clo e and the picture fades.
n ember pit forth a spark, followed by a cloud of moke, and another
form i revealed, only too well recognized as John C. Loper. D mocrat and
ob tretician, of Brid<Yeton, New Jer ey, who e attacks of i\ostalgia, or homeickne
predi po ed by a de ire to ee hi parents and other, woul I occur with
clock-like regularity, beginnin<Y early in and reachin<Y th climax th lat r part
of the week, when John would pack hi grip and tart for the land, who e fam
a the home of the decidedly active Jer ey mo quito i \ orldwide.
The Prophet i plea ed to report Loper doing a nice practic on \i\ e t ommerce treet. Hi havin<Y served a an a_ istant t
ewall on everal outh
treet ca e ha helped him many time in arriving at a correct dia no i in
ome of hi more difficult ca e. 0 ye ! John i married.
1\ ext to be recognized wa Norman William eptune. He was the bu y
man of the cla ,a typical book ao' nt, but not on the in tallment plan. He
could at all time be found in the college buildin<Y with a uppl)' f medical
looks which were hi specialty though h carried a side line, consi tin of
medical and ob tetrical bag, drug and pocket ca e. In fact, ;\eptune old
mo t anything except diplomas.
H will <Yo back to Ohio hang out hi shingle, and be ole ag nt f r a
book entitled' How a Doctor Can ollect Hi Fee," the author of which i
David 1Iajor Bell.
The next image I aw wa that of a large house in Worce ter -r..Ia achusett. The cene re embled a run on a bank. Th re were at lea t a hundred
per ons lined up. Policemen were tationed here and there to pre rv order.
More people arrived. The later arrival approached those at the head of the
line and offered all kind of money to exchange place with them. One by one
the waiting individual were admitted. The policemen at the door were nearly
exhau ted holding back the crowd.
ne late arrival tried to pu h his way into
the head of the line and a general riot followed. They. urged and pushed and
struck at each other with umbrella and cane. Finally, when th policemen,
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with uplifted clubs and dt-awn revolvers, failed to re tor
rder, the door
opened, and the never-t -b -foro-otten. form of Dr. :'J ichael J 0 ph
'Xeil
appcared.
Dr. 'l\eillooked t the righ~ and th~n to th left, and, with uplifted hand,
aid: ""-hat do you mean"} \ \'hat de y u mean by playing rough-h use in
my front yard?"
The crowd tood silent, frozell, petrified. ,. Line up or ]'ll rai e the price
on you," aid '1'\ eil.
s they lined up the illu ion disappear d.
Xext pa ing into view was the emaciated but ea ily recoo-niz d form of
Jame Haye
wan. Alth lwh a quiet man, wan became well known a a pr moter of religiou. g-atherino- for medical. tudent. He will j in the army
mi -ionari
and di pen e to ,uff ring heathen "Dill' Balm of Lifc.'·
Ao-ain the mind' eye of the rophet i directed to a familiar f fm. Thi
timH ixson. He never had any other nam , jut plain lJ ix on, from the
Buckeye tate, always ready to " pass up' me: ne.
lay he not be 0 willing
to pa s hi patients up. :'IIuch i. expect I of Hick n, f r did h n t .. taJ-e
hi torie ,. in the out-patient medical department for two we k? l' u' the
w rcl of George de, he will o-et pi nty of th .. long green."
Once more did the burnin o log r pond to the Prophet' wi, h s. and n \\.
o-liding into view i our old friend Harold lIaye~ rane. late of Buck p rt,
Maine. Thi beautiful village i on the map, and can be rcached b:' train each
day at -+.20 p.m.
t lea t, Hal ay o.
After a term of ervice are. ident in the Ea tern .\Iaine -' n ral lIo pital
at Bangor, he will take unto him elf a wife to • hare hi j y5 and . rr \',
(mo tly the latter), pen an office in Bo ton, and become famou a a diaO'n 5tician. The wi e look that Hal ma k hi true elf with will help him very
materially.
'0 v t he I r -,phet i pleaEed t
look in upon 1J udson
ntan kcmcy r,
situated in an office on the Boardwalk, Atlantic City. The walls [the waiting
rool11 were a ma s of I eautifully-framed photog-raphs of young ladie , mo l1y in
nur e' costume.
H nry & Harry make a specialty of orthop dic , the Lorenz p ration
being their" 10nO' uit." The experience they had with kitten i- t a great
degree in trumental in the succe that \\ ill attend their efforts.
Hud on now boast of a real moustache, in contradi tinction t the w ak,
struggling affair it \Va luring hi career as a Seni r, even though he u e I
everal bottle of Howell's hair re torative.
Th la t cene pa~ ed from view, to be r placed by an ther qually as
intere ting in the per onao-e of Howard . 'mith, D.D .. , :\LD., a man f many
merited title -Tooth Carpenter Corneti t, Ba
inO'er, Band Lcader and
Doctor.
a denti t he wa a man of no mean ability. Hi method. of local
anresthe ia in the form of a suspicious-looking fluid, which wa ad mini tere I
quite freely, brought him maliY desirable (?) paticnts, am ng whom were
LoO'an, Hazlett and 1cCormick. If there wa" anything mith liked better than
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cornet 010 it wa orrranizing brass band. "'ith a fondne" for takin rr up c 1lection for" the band" that wa akin to an acute mania. lIow ver, to do
mith justice, he will look well in a .. \\ t P nn .. Ho pital uit, and it will do
credit to his hape.
The only braham Jo eph Cohen, one of th original
h ns, and 110t
one of the four Cohens, i the next to appear. I e wa a chronic uff rer of
the Rip an Winkle f ver, attacks of which were excited by lecture, when he
would pa
into a condition re emblin rr bli ful slumber, and remain in thitate during the entire lectur , and rcrrain con ci u 'ne only at the t rmination f the di cour e, when h would it up, rub hi eye. yawn and then
remark: "That wa a fine lecture, fellow." De pite thi , he wa a hard tudent, and found tim for hi political duti
Hi uccess as an ob tetrician ia sured, and in thi lin he will find tim to -I p.
\Villiam IcEwen Edwards, known a "Dill ,. to all th cla.. Thi individual hail fr m \Vi can in, i" one of our trawberry bl nd. wa bu inc
manager of th cia book, and all-round good fellow. and a dead game _port.
Bill will pre ent a strikin rr figure, drivin rr a white hor e over \\'i con in road,
and \\·ill be known a the red-head d doctor with the white hor e.
A the moke curled heavenward the Pr phet could ee r vealcd in th
clarke t corner of th chimney the b autiful and picture que Bryn l\Iawr, and
as th different college buildings faded from view the gaze of the Prophet wa
attracted by a lon rr row of cabs and coupe tandin rr in front f a marrnificent
re idence, apparently the cene of ome fe tivitie .
n clo-e in pecti n the
man ion wa found to be 1-+22 hri tian treet. On the door plate wa the
w ll-known name of 'Millard Freeman ewall.
fter a cl ud of mok cleared
away behold! I could distingui h, quite plainly, a jolly crow I of Dryn :\Iawr
girl. Then it wa all plain to me. Th y were enjoying. a. only Bryn j\fa\\T
girl can, one of ewall' afternoon chocolate teas that had made him p pular
as a tudent and celebrated a a ho t. On eeking furth r inf rmation. I wa
told with what regularity these tea were given, and t be pr
nt at ne of
the e affairs wa equal to being in on the" groun 1 floor" 0 far a the' F ur
hundred' wa concerned.
0 much time wa occupied in talking golf. I ink
tea, and ping pan that the Proph t failed to learn more than that ewall.
a a pia her of tea and a juggler of lady fing r ,wa a ucces.
toddard U01m rs Ber rr , of Northumb rland, Pa., i a veteran of ,. '9 ,"
having een actual (?) service as a burrier in one of ncle am' r gil11 nts at
Tampa, Florida, wher he became a rreneral favor it among the ladie and,
since takin rr up medicine. till retains that weakne
for the fair ex, which,
durin rr the la t four year wa' demon trated by hi frequent vi it to ne of th
large department tore. He had a variety of variou ly-colore I ho e that wa
econd only to Fo ter' uppl)'. How ver, he wa a thorough good fellow, an
attentive student, and will make a o'ood general practitioner and a 111 d 1
hu band.
?\ext is Ira B. \Vhitehead, hemist, Doctor, l\Ia eur, and dev te of the
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Y.:;\1. . A. Ira a i ted in the chemical laboratory the fir t two year of hi
cour e at Jeffer on, during which time He greatly aided Dr. Jaco!' cffort to
r eep order (?). On the completion of hi ervice Dr. Jacob, ut f the g odne of hi heart, conf rred upon him the degree n.F., which literally mean
"Bottle Filler.·' \Vhitehead will pend much of hi futur time in th cndeavor
to a certain whether or not a morc acceptable antidote than ale hoi can be
found to carbolic acid.
The di tinO"ui hed Ferdinand Frederick Fie Iderj hann now pa es into
view. He is a decidedly mild-mannered man. The brightest thinO" in our cla
wa FredericK's head after he havcd it in order to restor hi
ilken lock.
The Prophet would sugge t a com e of Iadame Yale' Lectur , r, pcrhap",
better till, a wig. Fledderjohanl1 will go back to t. Iary', hio, hanO" out
hi hingle, become a good phy ician and valuable citizen.
George Hay of Johnstown, and I arley Rittenhous Heed, of Philadelphia, are the two pretty boy of the cla . It wa at one timc aid they were
o particular that they would not permit their collar and cuff to be wa hed
in chuylkill water.
Hay's time will be fully occupied in attending to hi. practicc, bru hing hi
clothe and arran<Ting his hair,
Heed' middle name, Rittenhouse, will be the mean
f hi captivating
. ome rich youn<T dam el whom he will marry. Hi life will b
ne of eas and
luxury.
~ ext to be inter iewed by the Proph t wa a tall, dark-haired y ung man
with a f reign-mi sionary-like movement and a bicycle hap. Thi gentlcman
was no ther than Lawrence DeHaven mith, and he in i ts that his last name
i pelled with a capital letter. He i a native of Delaware, th u<Th he guarcle I
this fact a a ecret for the la t four year.
mith i u ually a v ry quiet fell \\',
except near examination time, when he would become very llluch excited and
quite bu y, burning much" midni ht oi1."
Lawrence is con cientiou and una suming. He will make an ideal family
doctor, whose treatment will be "symtomatic and expectant," with lIud on's
unfermented grape juice a a general tonic.
A a flamc bur t forth the scene wa 10 t. The Prophet at mll in<T a
moment, and then he wa plea ed to look upon one Raymond '\n on 1: er,
he with a pa tic gait and late of Temple ollcg, \ h e d xterity a an perator and ability a a diagnostician in " palmer ab ces ," were excee led only by
his eagernes to as i t in all operations in the P. O. R., which made him the
pride of" ection F.' Hi ever readine s with hi treatment of " open, cli. infect and drain' a me hi ucce .
By thi time the log had almo tea ed to moke. There were but a f w
streaks arising here and there, "Am I to see no more?" I asked. "I could
use anoth r log" aid the fire. "I am runnin<T out of smoke." I to ed another
log on. In a few moments volume of smoke were arising from it.
I beh Id a picture that ugge tcd a c mbination junk hop and zoological
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garden on a small cale. It was a room in a V\' est Philadclphia re i Icnce. Th
wall of the room wcre covered to the ceiling with book shelves, queer picture ,firearm and other crap iron, war bonnets, bird nc ts and general junk.
Prowling around the room were two Irish terriers, a great Dane, a bull doO' and
a coon cat.
n the chandelier a outh American m nkey and a parrot werc
having an ar U111ent. In a chair, behind a bi?, ciO'ar, and holding a volume of
Macaulay' e ays in one hand, and a volume of hake p are in th other, at
th long, lean, lanky form of Jo h PillinO'. He had o-rown omewhat touteray a pound and a half.
ome one opened the door and announced that ome
pati nt were awaiting him in hi office. J h laid hi b ks a i Ie wcnt down
and treated the bunch to a tory, and told them n t to com back until th y
had s en the joke.
The log were nearly burned out. Yery little smoke was arising, and f r
a while no future were revealed to me. I thought that I ha I c thc last.
uddenly, a if from a blow, the loa collapsed, and there aro e a huge cloud
of moke, upon which there appeared a vi ion, which to me was the 1110 t deliO'htful one in that panorama of imaO'ination.
I beheld an immen e banquet hall. ~eat d at the table \\' re the men
who it Deforc you. There were om who e face appear d ju t a you
ee them now. Here and there were tho e whose faces howed th r ult of
laying the raz r n the helL
everal bald heads add ~ to the I rilliancy of th
affair. The occa ion was marked by peech s, jokc , experience, and a general good time. I wondered what it c uld be. ~Iy attention wa 0 fixed on
the guest that I failed to ee the decoration on the walls, until, on lifting my
eyes I saw treamers, flag and rosettes of "Black and Diu ," and in larO'c
gold figure, 1903-1913.
It was our cla reunion-our tenth anniver ary. ~Iay thi prophecy com
true. ~Iay the daily live of the member of the Cia of 1903, from thi tim
forward, be a happy as the happiest day ever we have lived.
Joy, orrow, health, icknes, failure and succe ar d tined to creep into
the life of every man. \\ hatever you und rtake to do, do it a be t y u can,
You can do n more. But remember there i a time f r work and a time for
play,
If you feel the world pu hing you, brace your If. Don't let it g t a tart
or it will push you to the cemetery. Take time to sleep, to eat and t laugh.
You have a right to it. Laughing thaw out the frozen wrinkles f erioune . " e incere, but don't be eriou ," and in partin 0' let me repeat the word
of the Ea t urora Philo opher:
'Be sincere, but don't be seriou,
t the la t n thinO' mattcr much.
:'10rtal O'ive thing an imp rtance quite beyond their O'ravity. \ e hall slide
out of thi life into another, and the day of our death, like the day of our birth,
will be shrouded in forgetfulne
And if we do remember any of our trial
and trouble, it will only be to mile that they should ever have caused u a
pang."
.lSI
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Revered Faculty, Ladies, Gentlemen and Fellow Classmates:
• • • • • •HI da~- marks a tim 111 ur career; t ward which. for th la-t
four year, we have looked forward with the loncying de ire vi
student pilgrims. After a s m what anxiou an I tempestuous
v yage, we are about to debark upon the hore of the I r mi ed
land. The fleetin cy hour mark the eve of our entranc into the
great fraternity of Uedicine.
\\'e are a em bled to expre our d votion and attempt an
act of ju tice to the name and fame of an in tituti n who e
career a a fountain of learning date back nearly f ur score
y ars. The noble prec pt taught h r tudent and
n in the
infancy of their career have purred them on to gl ri u deed,
contemplation of which tran ports our thought and invite c mparis on to the time wh n medical education was yet an infant
exotic in this Alexandria of the Xew \V rid, Philadelphia. Tl:.~
pages of t ]le hi tory of medicine in thi
ity of Hr th rly Love atte t the va t
amount f work Jeffer on ha done toward placing medical teaching upon a
plane that i equaled in but few ther cities ither at hom or abroa I. H w well,
how nobly, how magnificently ha
h performed her important shar of th
\\. rk which ha placed the cience of the healing art in the very for m 5t rank
of th learned profe ion~ of the world!
0, cla
men, we I11U t not uffer that tru"t to be depreciated which, r time
r cords the Aicyht of another day, he will endow upon u. Hallow the right
c nferred by that diploma and cherish them as we would our moral life' blood,
r membering that in 0 much as we re pect our noble calling 0 will the generation t come revere and honor our name .
The morrow we anticipate will be an ep ch c nd only to ur natal day
for then we will be born to a new' and grave re pon-ibility. This grand profe ion of :'Iedicine wa hallowed even when ancient Rom wa in her waddling
clothe. The name of hir n, and hi pupil)E culapiu , are no Ie immortal
becau e their origin are 0 n hrouded in the mi t of mythology a t be inl1i cernible. For nearly twenty-five centurie- civilization ha paid cheerful
homage to th glory of Hippocrate . the X estor of cientific 111 dicine, to wh m
mankind owe an irredeemable debt of gratitude. Let u follow hi teachings
that we may avoid temptation to de cend to the -limy depth of Thersites, who,
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according to the Iliad mu t have been the brag art ongmator of quackery.
I\Iay \\"e rem mber that olcmn oath of Hippocrates, which to the heart of the
hone t ph)' ician i second only to his luty to his od, and by which we promi e
fealty and re pect to our profc sion and mankind. The mi ion in life which
the doctor i called upon to fiJi i a holy one, which f nec
ity require thc
mo t varied learning and ability, with the skill to put th c t u e. He cannot,
like the juri t. take time to tudy and con ider many of the problem which he
i called upon to olve, but must have his knowledge of di ease and treatment
ever ready to enable and direct hi effort to fight off thc grim monstcr death.
It was not thc idea of gain that brought u to thi hrine of wi dom. Th re
are other calling in life where the hekel::; are 111 rc nU111erou and more ea ily
acquired. Xaturally the mercenary think us gone wrong or masqueradin CT •
They cannot appr ciate nor experience the love and
te m which th eloctor
receives from the ick and di tre ed, or their view woull (uickly undergo reformation.
Thi learned profe sion can boa t of son who have gladly laid down
their lives, n t in the mad ru h for money or for per onal greed or gain, or the
clash of contending armie , but calmly and deliberately that th ir br th rs might
enjoy the fruit of their learning and through thcir u e e"cape fr m uffering.
How f \\. of the men of oth r profe i n are \\' rking amici t uch filth and
lualor or in remote avag land, enduring th harcl hips f campaign and
danger of d ath, 0 traci ing them elve from all other plea ure that they may
lighten humanity' burden. The emincntly celcbrated John Hunt r, th fam u
leading urgeon of London, in the zenith of his glory, that hi fellow c lleague
mi ht better tay it inr ad upon human kind. inoculat d him. elf with the viru
of the cur e of the times, which ubsequcntly wa re pon iblc for his death. It
would em that uch devotion and singlene-. of purpo e is rare. but thi i only
one of many in tance of the elf-sacrifices that tand recorded in th hist ry
of our profe ion. It wa not th acquirement f riche. n r th
lamour of
fame that purred them on, but that innate de ire to alleviate thc suffering of
mankind and as i t Dame Tature to tamp ut that dragon hydra di ase that
prey upon both civilized and avage. Its member are con-tantly triving to
eliminate that \\"hich furni hes them with occupation and make them a nec ity
to a community.
uch is the animu of the medical profc ·_ion. I\Iay thi not be cmpha ized
a purest honc ty of purpo e and devotion to the cau e of charity?
But few of thi a semblage, unle s of kin to u . can r alize to what trait
many of our noble fellow have been put. They and their loved one at home
have denied them elves, in ome in_tallC s, many of the very neces aries of life
that they might drink at the well of knowl dgl: and study the wonderful rcana
of nature. ~Iayhap th re will ari e among them a geniu-. uch a Gro s. I\Ii.itter
or Pancoast. \\"ho know but that a widowed m ther ha mortgaCTed her farm
or her hou e to rai e the nece ary fund for the ducati n of her ffsprin CT that
he may be a credit and comfort to her, and do hon r t hi family and hi blood?
I
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Thi i A.mericani m, and likewi e Jeffer onishl. Realize in it fullne the ta k
before u , and when enrolled as ons of our fo tering mother, give her and her
noble faculty in return for their labor over u , ample additional cau e f r the
pride he 0 justly feel in her Keen, Da 0 ta and Hearn. \ hat a feeling of
atisfaction will fill our heart when we a physicians at eve recall the de d of
the day. having admini tered to the crippled child, or the aged mother, or. a
it may be, the oothing of the pathway of ome di a e-racked oul to the reat
hereafter. \\ h re may one eek more righteou cau e for pride than the u hering of new-born babe to our earthly exi tencc. to hear their fir t lu ty crie ,
which to the heart of the mother and to our i the ignal recordin a the admisi n of \\'ee ouls into thi va t ea of life and activiti ?
\\'e arc term d medical student during our college careers, and practitioner after entering upon the dutie of our profe i n. Correction of this
deep-rooted idea of differenc hould be made. The ev nty-ninth la s of J eftudent, and remain alway by their
fer on will be graduated to-morrow a
dilig-ence worthy of the title. Tho e wh follow the medical profe ion mu t
be tudent forever. From every ca e the rea I physician and the tru urgeon
must dra\y a Ie son. Perhap a new point for ob ervation ari e ,po ibly only
a confirmation of what ha been previou Iy familiar: but, in either in tance,
omething- worth knowin a i to be learned. H ere lie the areat difference
between the mere teachin a of book and the knowledae which i the utcome of
practical experience. To a vast but limited extent the ne d for book learning
i api reciated, but the ext nsion of personal experi n e i veritably unlimited
wh n the mo lification of condition through the idi yncra ies and individualitie of patients arc consider d.
From a ca ual c mpari on of the teachings of medicine twenty y ars ago
and that of to-day, one can but be impre ed with the wonderful advanc 5 ma Ie,
which in urgery alone fills volume. Thirty year ago how few urg on made
abdominal ection ,even when driven to attempt it by the dire nece siti
f accilent r immin nt death. Thi i not th
ituation n w. Laparotomy i not
perf rmed with the fear and trembling of tho e day. The ame h Id tnt of
internal medicine and her ally, therapeutic. Many now livin can r call, when
a young ters, they were tuffed with vile, foul- melling drug. Fortunately,
th ugh. "Time hath, my lord, a wallet at hi hand wherein he put alms for
oblivion." and in that wallet are many of the un-avory thing of the past.
There are many reason why. if we become m mber of the lumni of
J effer on, we should exert our elve to eek out the yet hidden wonder of the
fidd of scientific medicine and urgery. Marion im, the Father of Gynecolo y in
merica, probably wa more honored and sOlwht for by hi
Eur pean contemporaries than anyone man from our hemi phere. To pa
without mention of him would be neglecting to do honor to one of the ame
old chool's mo t illu triou son. But the Ii t would be lame and \\ antin a in leed
if we omit Profe or Jacob Da 0 ta, an alumnus and later Profe or f Prac1 85

tic oi:'1 dicin ,whos ability as a cJjagno tician wa recognized throughout
the civilized world a author of the cel brateel work upon " Phy ical iagn i'"
Even as in the misty age of Hippocrate , the o-rand old pr f ion wa
be et upon all ide by nviou detractors and quack, to-day he is barkeel
at by the pr suming yellow dogs. There i an expre ion am ng the laity that
doctors never agree. \\ hy hould they be held up t ridicule wh n disagre ments am ng th member fall thel arnecl profe i n are the rul ? D lawyer
agre ? Do minister of the Go pel agree? Then why atholici m, Pr byt riani m, Epi copaliani m, and the man} other form of b Ii f? If th leCTal pr ie sional pinion were fixedly establi hed, where would arise the nec ity for
our expensiv
upreme Curt and numer 11 other tribunal~, whose duty is
to adjust the disagreement of the I wer curt? \\'e need feel no CTr at chaCTrin
at a char e which implie that thought and mental activity ar productive of
many-sided views.
Our pr fe ion. ireed fr0111 the mysticism of a prie thood and the ntlgar
preten ion of a mercenary craft by it great father 700 years B. .. could well
congratulate it elf up n the laurel then won. That innate spirit to be up and
doing
pervade her children that he, like AI xand r, !l1l1 t .eek new fidd
to c nquer. \\'eek rather than minut
hould b requir d t recall h r hi tory of even the pa t fifty y ar., wherein the amount of good accomplished and
the great benefit~ which have accrued to humanity may b' gauged by til
tamping out of uch di eases a small p x, typhu. and yell w f v r, th plagu'
and many other courge. \rhich in their day decimated L ndon ancl oth r
towns during the Middle ges until the cry, .. Bring ut your dead! .. was ab ut
the only ignal of life in the de erted treets. \\There now clo we find th unfortunate victims of the dire di ease thrO\\'ll into trenche much a the offal of
. orne of our great citie i di po ed of?
It might be weJl further, to remind our Ive of the \\' nderful advanc s
military .urger)' ha made. \\Then Britain and France were deep in the thr s
of the :\apoleonic wars, and our own forefather had but recently ttled th ir
di putes with Britain, SllrCTery wa r ug-h ev n when ready. the mer
had w
of what he i to-day, but neverthele, one of the mo t es.ential arm of th
fighting element of a great nation, for that rna ter of carnage, :\apoleon, so
well recognized the nec s ity for it that he said of Bar n Larry, " His pre. ence
IVa equal to another army corp, becau e the. Idiers felt that their wound.
would b looked after and their intere t con idered."
T the underda men we would only .ay we wi h to gr et you befor leaving the. e portal, and in doing 0 \\. have nothing but word
f g d che r t
peak to you. \Ve hall not a ume that
" \\ e, nearer to the way id inn
\\ here toil -hall c a.e and re t beCTin
• r \\'eary thinkin CT of your road'"
I
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l{ather \Ye w uld a'sure you that we J: gard with envy the pilgrima e
bef re you one in \Yhich weariness i forgotten in the ab orbing intere t of the
route. and that we would gladly share with you your toils in order to be partakers in the enlightenment that is in tore for you.
\ e e~l11 to b at the dawn of great discoveries. Th univ r e is not totterinO". Th globe i not yet ripe for it fall. The film of rganic matter that
mantle on a portion of it urfacE" i not an exhau ted ferment. The future
offers possibilities which are infinite a the univer e.
nd even thouO"h the
discoveries we anticipate may not com during y ur college ..:areers we trust
that we may share with you as fellows the great !5ain our Alma l\Iater has in
tore for all. It may not bring us the re\\'ard most coveted by am in these
days of exorbitant luxury-piles of jaundiced metal for our elv , and bit
of gli tening carbon for our wives--but it will yield u an hone t competency
and the ati faction of knowing that we have many times earned our wages in
thi \Yorld. It may not raise us to great political distinction, but it will reveal
to us that obscurity with work well done is more precious than fame. Even
the ad, and at tim s gruesome, condition und r which we mu t pur ue di. ease
will not rob our calling of its grandeur and it charm. Together we may move
among the dolorou shades of sickness, and even become familiar with the pallid
visages of death. '0l e will ee 1110re of sorro\\ and anguish than other men,
and yet \\'e are not to be discouraged and to abandon our cause, but p rsev re
ever to seek out the ick, the injured and the afflicted. By the very fatigue.
and hard hips which we must overcome our apI etite will be b tter wh tted
to enjoy the fruits of our labor and our sacrifice. Need and poverty often
incite in man those most manly of all traits-hone ty, faithfulness. charity and
elf-dependence.
\Ve would recom1llend the many ocidies of our institution \\·h se aim
is to develop true manhood, and further to educate and train our mind- t
expres our thoughts and ideas. They promote goo I fellowship for in th m
we make those friends who in years to come will be a a balm to the uffering
oul. Emer on ays: ,. Our chief want in life is somebody wh
hall make u do
what we can. This is the ervice of a friend. vVith him we are easily great.
There is a sublime attraction in him to whatever virtue i in u
vVhat que tions we ask of him! \Vhat an un ler tanding we have! How few w rd are
needed! It is the only r al society."'
It i mo t poetically expre sed:
" He who has a thousand friend
Has not a friend to pare;
And he who ha one enemy,
hall find him everywhere."
\Ve tru t, then, that your aim, and we can a' ure you that our , will be to
promote friend hip and est em among u alL
187

Gentlemen of the faculty we recogniz how impo ible it i for u to add
to the ati faction and de erved contentment that you mu t feel in the contemplation of the completion and ill the rcco nition of th con cientiou and
thorough manner in which you have discharged your very r pon iblc dutie
a teachers and as profe sor in thi noble in titution. May the riche t bles ings that we humble neophytes can a k of Divine Providence be yours both
here and hereafter. May we be permitted to ever bea' te timony to your love,
your elf- acrifice and your eminent ability.

~resentation ~ration
GEORGE PLATT PILLING, JR.

Mr. President, Class DaJI Officers of all vanetzes, my Class, Dear Audieuce,
Wives, Sweetltearts ami otlter Parasltes (and tlte people goillg out):

•••··.RE
'

tim ha come. The time ha come. The la Day -anta
lau i about to a- t bu y. There are among you fath r ,
mothers, brother and si ters, who have, for four long, anxi u
years, been looking forward to the exerci e of to-day, and e pecially of to-morrow. If my remark hould ugge t to you the
possibility of your boy's having mi conducted him elf, or, if you
should imagine that the proceeding in certain ca e were intended to humiliate or to carry with them a hidden meaning,
believe me, to produce such impre ions i far from llly purpose.
It will be neces ary for me to occa ionally infringe upon the
office of the Hi torian. 1 a k hi pardon.
wing to the lack
of time and the tingine of our cla trea urer, it will be impo ible for me to .. call up ., each member of th class.
nly the
handsome t and rarest animals will be called uIon. Look them
over, and imagine what ome of the in ligible one must look
like at close range. To give a didactic lecture on the m thod f cqnducting thiperformance, would be a wa te of time. Thi i the day of practi al t aching.
I shall illu trat it by mean of four horrible example :

Tl

A
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B.

CHNADER, W1LLI
AMUEL

F.

MANGE. HARRY ABRAHAM
1cKEEHAN HOWELL.

CHAFFER,

Gentlemen, to-morrow you will be launched upon a u eful and an h n rable
career, if you choo e to make it l1ch. The a-od- of succe favor him mo t who
ha ability, pluck and friends. The ladder of fame i- a wiggly affair and lucky
j he who ha friend to teady it for him. That you have this trio of virtue
and will climb the ladder of fame we are sure. Your cla cannot give you uch
a ladder. You must build one yourselves. TIut om day you may be called to
a house of ickness and a you enter the ick chamber you may n t . e the
patient, and in reply to your inquiry, "\ here i the patient:' ., you are informed
that the uffering one i re ·ting on the f athery heights of yonder old-fa hioned
bed.
uppo e it wer pos ible for your cla - to giv you a ladder of fame.
ould you u e it in uch a ca e:'
f c urs not. \ e'lI give you the real thing.
(Ladder for cach.)
I
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N ext we would like to see the a h men:
CORWl',

CAR1\EY,

E1\ATOR THOMAS

PLYMIRE,

H.

W. On

THoMP

N

,

PLATT, JR., STELLWAGEN.

aze upon those
Behold the a h collector ! Hold out your hand, plea
twelve dainty lunch hook. 0 tho e inconsiderate policemen! If they call for
your hand again, play the ace of pades. (Sho'l.'c1 for cach.)

E

tiL SAUER.

tlte Grilluing Dutclmlall,

P(all7tls.

1'\0 u e, girls, you can't have him, he's married. Just think what a prize
you have mi cd. vVhat a jewel he must be at home. La k at that mile.
Could anyone, in the wilde t flirrht of imarrination, fancy a more fittin rr ornament to a little home than auer's perpetual sardonic mile? \Vhether this
grin came with him when he entered this world we do not know. He had it
when he came to college. It has tayed with him throughout hi four year.
He wore it at lecture, quizze and ward cia. es. The cau e i unkn wn. It
may be that there i ome grin-producing alkal id in peanuts.
auer, hi rrrin
and p anuts is a can rant combination. One did not need to look around a
lecture room to see if Sauer wa present. If the cracklin rr of peanut shells wa
. not heard one could be sure that Emil was n t there. Sam times th rac1ding
of peanut shells was heard. That is, auer occa -ionally att nded lecture.
Really, he knows ome of th profes or.- by ight. He ollO'ht t know the
entire Faculty. Emil, here are the reproduction. from photograph of members
of the Faculty. The name of each pr f sor and hi branch i printed under his
likenes. Look them over. (PllOtot·ypcs of FaCl//t)'.)
ROBERT BATTE:" MERYl 'E.

tlte GJ lIcc%gist.
l

At one of Dr. Montgomery's Saturday evening , ance r..r rvine wa<;
booked to read a paper. He began by eulorrizing the department f K'nec logy
and confes ing his deep interest in thin rr gynecological. To prove hi deep
interest in the subject he plead guilty of never having mi sed a gynecological
clinic since h'is fre hman year.
he fini hed his opening r marks, he lifted
his manly brow from the paper in hand and looked in the direction of Prof.
Montgomery, to see what effect his little speech had made up n him. Horrors! Mercy! Dr. Mont?,om ry was not there. He had left the room a few
minutes before. He had gone to the dining room to feel the chicken 'alad's
pulse and take the ice cream's temperature. Mervine's face wa the picture of
di appointment. Thirty heartless, gri:1ning- ,tuc1ent , and Dr. Fi her, sang,
" Go way back and sit down." Phy ician Uervine, can idering your fondne s
for gynecology, and fearing that you may have th chance to how your ability
before you are fully equipped with the neces ary in. trument for th work,
19°

we beg to pre nt y u with a set of in trument-.
I 0, we take plea ur in
handing you a pictur of th face that wa lili ing. (Old bag, old rusty gyll.
illstrumcllts alld picture of D,'. MOlltgomery.)
W~l. PCZEY ROBERT

h! Doctor! H w d' do? 1 Iuch oblig'd to m et you, X ow, her' a
chance for ome fiir maid. l'-Ie' ratlter tall, fairly w II built, "tand well, xcellent wind. Turn id wi e, Bill. Here' wher he how hi oat. - mewhat
cia sic, don't you think? Lovely hair. Cohen ay it take Puzey twenty
minute to' arrange it." Can you ee hi hand") Immaculate. Pull down
your cuff, nill. He wouldn't touch anything dirty for all kind
f ),Iexican
money. H
pent hi two year in the di ecting room without t uchinO' a
cadav r. He used tw zers and wrapped paper around the tweez rs. IIi bo k
\\'a omewhat soiled, and he turned the leaves with the tweez r. He wa hed
hi hands every fiv minute. \\'hen he left the college at night he walked up
Tenth treet melling hi fing l' and makinO' a terrible face. \\'hen he arrived
at college in the m rning, he wa, till. melling hi hand and making a face.
\\'hen Dr. L renz wa performing his bloodl
operation, I ai I, .. Dill, that
kind of urgery ought to uit you." .. Yes," . aid Dill t, but J think he hould
wear rubber glove, for the patient may not be cleanly. (Pitcher, basill alld to'i.vcl.)
Kow for the Y. 11.

. A. bunch:

TOMLIK 01\

1 EPT :'\l!, SWAl\, WlIITEHEAD.

They drinketh and smoketh not, neith r do they chew. During our fr 5hman year a heathen member of the clas- thought wan's hristian End avor
badge was 'hi initial monogram, and asked him if his name wa .. Charley
Evan, ." The follo\\ inO' week the heathen received an invitation t one of
the
I.
.' famou
aturday night ginger ale revival me ting .
But her, ladi s and gentlemen, i, the mo-t remarkable animal that ha
ever been domesticated. Hi Latin name i alba cephalu : alba, white: c phalu ,
head-\\'hit head. The most intere tinO' featur in the tudy of thi animal i
that \\'hen he hear him elf talk. he imagine- he i learning omething.
The next man tr sity i the book hark,?\eptune. K ptune ha a terribl
cu s-word. \\ henever n thing goe right, and every thin happen, the hairs
on the back of Xep's head" tanel on end like quills upon the fretful porcupine."
Hi face b c m
tied in a knot. He clenche- hi Ii. t, bring hi right foot
down with a thump, at the ame time emitting hi terrible and ori inal cu shoot."
w rd:'
La t, but not lea t, you behold Dr. Parkhur t Tomlin n, patron aint and
O'uiding tar of the Y. I. C. .,' Iso president of the Keen urgical oci ty,
by divine right and one vote.
The chief feature of the Y. ::\1. C. .. contingent, of \\'hich the member of
19 1

thi. quartet are living I::xample i th"ir anti-alcohol delu ion. They. ncver
having tasted of it, pre cribed it. or vatched it ph)' iol gical ff ct from a
cientific tandpoint, are of cour:;e, in a po ition to deny thc fact that it i a
stimulant, My dear white ribbon friend, take the e mottoes, and here's
mething to keep you out of temptation. Go back to 322, han a the mott
on the
wall, and drink a toa t with that kidney wash, but take care you don't lrown.

RUlIl

Tlu mall IIMt

Down

will drink

witll

NOT!

a
CurS(,

It

o SllOot!

C, E.

NEPTUNE.

S\\·AN.

Rum is a
tilllulall I
2S

a poison!

TO~ILI

SON.

2S

1'1l1ll

will smoke.

(.II otto alld galloll of

rum .'

WIIITEIIIU 1>.

~l'atel'

for each.)

A mi er i one who ha money and keep it. He won't give any of it awa~
under any circumstance.
f cour e, if anybody has money and give it away
-that i the last of it-he no lonaer ha it. But this i not 0 f learning.
Une may have a wealth of learning, or one may have ever 0 little. If one ha
ever 0 little and give- it all away, he has just as much left, and at the same
time ha the sati faction of having helped som one. Jut what they call a
man who, when a k d for information, grin at you and ab olutely rcfu e t
impart the liahte t bit of knowledge, who seems to live in daily fear that s mebody will learn somethin from him-just what they call such a per on, I cannot ay, \ hat does thi mean? In ther word, if you want to know anything
and you think either D.\"'.\ or the PH T:'\X po ibly may kn wit, d n't ask
DANA; ask the
PTlTXX,
. ' either will tell you, but you may bank on the fact
that the phinx, on't grin at you.
DANA, O~IE 'P HERE. If you c ntinue to accumulate kn wledae and do
not get" rid " of any of it of cour e, according to the law
f physic, y ur
cocoanut will be unable to retain it-it will overAow. But don't aive anyb dy
the advantage of the overAow. ~o, indeed! Duild a f nce around it and sccure
it with this, (Pad/oell.)
At the la t meeting of our cla 5, durin-a the fre hman year. a moti n wa,
made, econded and pa sed, to throw bouquet at the professor "'ith wh 111
\ e had been a ociated during that year. Thi was done for everal rea on ;
the principal one, I think, wa that there wa a balance in th cla trea-ury,
and owing to the approaching summer vacation we thouaht it wi t rem ve
temptation from the path of the clas treasurer.
t the clo
f our . ec nd

year temptation was again" removed from the path of the cla trea urer," ami
pretty posie were again tos ed at the profe ors.
"With this preface, we will open our story. The hero is Charle WILHELM
EI E IIO\VER, known to hi friends as Hone t vVilhelm I.
'
Ei enhower wandered into Jefferson at the beginning of our third year.
He wa not wi e on the subject of flower pre entation , and at the close of the
year, when 0' eil made a motion to pr ent the Chair of Pathology with a
hunch of rose, Hone t "Wilhelm 1. arose, and, after frantically waving hi arm,
"houted "I am not in favor of bribinO" our way pa t Profe or Coplin with a
bunch of ro e'"
'Neil then took the Roor and yelled: "Perha[ the O"entleman opposing my motion would prefer ~ending a bunch of vegetable ?.. However, Dr. Coplin got the rose.
Wilhelm, 0 far as J effer on is concerned, .'ou are through with her. But
the tate Board is taring you in the face.
ome of its members are from the
country. Perhaps this, with the addition of a couple f fried eggs and a piece
of chweitzer chee e may influence ome member of the board in your behalf.
(Bouquet of lettuce, carrots alld celery, or asparagus.)
RA YMO

0
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0

Mo

ER, OF CO SHOHOCKE

The chuylkill alley poet. The palmer ab 'ce expert. To COIll fac to
face everal time a day with an object 'uch as you ee before you
one of
the many tribulation of a medical tudent.
The irritating effect of hi presence is due to a number of cau s. Fir t,
look at him. I can ·t. Second, he is a poet ?). Third, he come fr 111
nsho\ hocken. To see him wanderinO" around the smoking 1'0 m was sufficient to
cau e a tamp de for the d or. To hear him recite hi poetry was sufficient
to call forth both pity and an axe. Here i a ample of his verse' what he call
" Hiawatha as it hould have been \ ritten ., :
Hiawatha had a wectheart, Minnehaha Tulpehocken :
he lived out at on hohocken; he had lar
hole
in her stockin';
Hi and Minnie--they got married, and t11 ved out to
Wi, sahickon ;
When their friend dropped in for dinner, Minnie
filled them up with chicken.
What do yOLt think of that?
The wor t thin that ever happened ha. in it, at lea t, a treak f. omething that i 0"00 I, even thouO"h it be ever 0 little.
10.e's good ide i. hipalmer ide.
. a palmer ab ce
expert he i a wiz. "How do you treat
a palmer ab ces ?" aid Dr. - - to 110 er. "Drain it," aid 10 er. ' \ hat
else? ,. aid Dr. - - . "Drain it," said i\[oser.
I that all you would do? ..
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said Dr. - - .
scwel' pipe.)

"Ye

11'; I \ ould drain it," said Mo er.

(Piece of terra rolla

The man that give up a lucrative veterinary practice to take up the tudy
of di ea e of higher form of life is de ervin<T of much credit. Ima ine, in this
twentieth century the century of money making, the century in which th
reed
for wealth i uppermo t in the mind of man-imagine a youn<T veterinary urgeon, urrounded by uccess, honored and reo pected by every horse cow, heep
and dO<T in his n ighborhood, renouncing the <Tods of prosperity by quitting a
practice of twenty-eight dollars per y ar and pending four long, w rri ome
year in a medical chool-for the benefit of humanity. I he not a martyr?
Well, of that pecie of martyr we have two. We would like to ee the hor e
and cow pecialist :
RAYMOND BARBER AND JOH

FR.\NCI· HARRI ON.

:My two learned friend and classmates, con idering your variou accomplishment in the art of healing, and your right to practice on all ort aucl conditions of living things, it is right that the public houlcl know it. Y ur cia
ask the honor to pre ent to you a hingle, etting forth your IlUI11 r us title
and a cia ifiecl Ii t of the variou form of animal life on which you ar privileged to inflict your service .

RAnIa '0 BARBER,

V.S., M.D.

JOHNF1{ANCI

HA:RR1SO',

. .,

i.D.

Specialist in any old tlli7lg :

Specialist in allY old thillg:
Pet dogs, parrots, ILOpf1'ogs, 1l1l1l1an
beings and old maIds.

PI!! dogs, parrots, ILOpfrogs, lumlalt
beings alld old maids.

Horses and cows taken to pasture.

Horses and cows taken to pasture.

White mice traincd Thursdays,
J to 5 p.m.
Not more titan four elephants
allowed in tlte waiting room at one
time.

Wltite mice trained Thursdays,
J to 5 p.m.
Not more titan four eleplzanls
allowed in tlte waiting room at anI!
time.

(SigH for cach.)
To think that a mcmber of the CIa of 1903-our cia s mind you-is de tined to become one of Philadelphia's lea ling orthop<;clic urgc 11.
lthough
not generally acknowledged, there i a j alou y amon<T doctor (grcat and mall)
that i equaled only in the theatrical profes ion, and it i ,ind el, unusual f r a
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famou phy ician to eulogize a rival. Durit~g Dr. Lorenz's. tay in merica he
did not a much a menti n the nam of H,\RRY H DSON, Jr.
Dr. Lorenz i a big, strong man. It take a big, trong man
reduce a
congenital di location of the hip by the bloodle s method. Hud on i a few
u trian rival-ju t a few. He may lack trength.
izes mailer than hi
ye! If Dr. Lorenz bucked up again t the modern four-year-medical-c ur 'C,
he wouldn't have trength enough left to reduce an everted eyelid. Ye indeed,
Hud on may lack trength, but he has courage to incinerat. H Id on to your
courage, Harry. Here' some trenrrth. Couragc (pointing to Hud on).
trength (pointing to Force).
tr ngth.
Courage.
ee? (Packacrc of
" Force.")
" fethou rrht 1 heard a voice cry,' leep no 1110re!
Macbeth does murder lcep!' the innocent leep,
leep that knit up the ravell'd sleave of care,
The death of each day' life, ore labour' bath,
Balm of hurt mind great nature' econd cour e,
Chief nouri her in life's feast."
That will be all of that!
Doubtle you all have heard of a man' working hi way thr ugh c lie
Have you ever heard of a man leeping hi way thr ugh? \Ye have with u a
living example of this rare animal. If he i not in a comatose con lition at this
moment, I hall h \V him to you.
mebody give HER RI NCo \\ I NSIl It' a p ke
in the short ribs an I tart him down her. Howdy, Herrin'? Plea e be seated.
You won't have so far to drop in case you uddenly fall a leep. Herring \ inhip. By ome called Fi h. By ther, the leepy ~Iackerel. T m tell wag n
and ohen lept fairly well durin lecture, but compared to \Vin.hip th y uffered from in omnia. v hat can we giv to Herry? It' hardly worth while
rriving him a bed, a lounge or a hamm ck.
');eil ay 11c can I ep tanding
up. Here i a ong, written by a popular composer, that give a better account
of \ in hip than would hi' biography. It i rumored ab ut college that the
author of the ong got hi in piration from th object eated before you. Here
are the word of the ong:
I am twice as happy as a millionaire;
Ev'ry day I have uch lovely dream ,
\i\'hen I'm sleeping moncy never rrive me a care;
Trouble never seems to tr uble me',
I don't mind no ummer heat or wintry torm'
vVhen I turn in bed I feel th pring,
'Larm clocks act on me ju t like a do e of chloroform;
\\'hen folk trie to wake me up, I sing
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CaOHUS.

Plea e 0-0 \ny and let. m sleep;
Don't di turb my lumber deep.
I would rather leep than eat;
For sleep to me is uch a treat, treat, treat.
I never had a dream 0 niceThought I wa in Paradise.
\Vakin' up makes me feel cheap;
o please let me sleep, sleep.
(Copy of Song.)
RICHARO OLl\ ER

MllLEI{.

\ ard, ~1iller' room-mate, say that Jiller become frantic whcn he hear.
a fire eno-ine, and that if he ru he to a patient' hou e with the ame p d that
he ru hes to a fire, he will be unable to quest ion the patient for the want of
breath. The fine t meal ever erved could not hoi 1 R O. at tile table if a fire
engine bell was within hearing. (Bell ring.)
lli shall have a fire engin'-·es.
indeed, he hall. 00. 00. (Toy fire ell uine.)
HARRY CHI 'S\\"ORTII

corr, THE FILIPINO.

t Prof. 1ontgomery' hou e, the same evening that 1\fervine gave his
song and dance to the tunc of hi love for gynecology, cott was a ked to
enlighten the crowd on "vVhat I aw at Manila." He didn't require coaxing
to begin, but required both coaxing and violence b fore he w uld stop. He
talked, and talked, and talked. . everal of the boy and two dem n trator
gave him the hint to c. cut it out." Finally, Dr. 1\1 nt omery threatened to
Aunk him if he didn't" break off ' and give orne' ne el e a chance to 100 en
up. We'll" fix you up," . cotty, and give you a chance to fini h y ur tory.
( pem' Filipillo hat and straw shi1,t.)
Santa laus has given his la t present. He ha tried to give to each man
a present that seemed most appropriate a a reminder oi his colle e day at
Jeffer on.
•
That there i not one recipient whose feelings or dio-nity ha be n injured
I feel ure, for the happy-go-lucky, peace-di turbino- tendencie of ur cla s
were ufficient to confer upon each member a lifelong immunity to th poisonus arrows of sarca m and the irritating effect. of" rOlwh-house."
The dark clouds of jealousy have oft overhung u . the, threat ning thunder
of per onal grudge ha roared; we have had our cla squall; we have ca t
our anchor of eli atisfaction into many a . ea of trouble, and the sail
f the
rival p Ii tical factions hav been reefed for many a torm.
To-day the un i ri ing in the ea t. The dark cloud
f jeal u y have
cleared away: the threatening thunder of per onal grudge i heard n m re; the
squall are over: the anchor of di ati faction ha been weio-h d; the once reefed
ail of the rival political faction have been shaken out, and to-m rrow, at
sundown, from the port of 1903, we shall sail away in the balmy breez - f goodfellow hip.

'-tlass

~tchtngs

'tlma nte b

ROBERT -A g od Hair Re torero
Pill to keep him awake during lectures.

COT-IE'-

Pn.LT?-I .-A

Iedical Education by

S II.\FFERLARKI'S-

0

m

yard stick to prove he was taller than Howell.
Letter from a girl.

·Gr HSON-A new hat.
STELLW \GEN-A man to <Yo the bail.
B.\RBER-

Bet on the election.

BELL- n alarm clock.
IEALS-To be a policeman.
n,\1 'E -The chair of neurol gy and dis a.e

BL,\:\'KDI EY ERDE.\N-

of the brain.

bag of hot roa ted peanut

front eat.

S)TITII H.

quiet room mate.

CIIOOLMAN-

debate with Prof.

hapman.

'TANTO '-An ob tetric case.
C\LHOU , -

mou tache.

HEY ER-" Dr." to his name when addre ed.
KERR- 'omething to tudy.
AUER-

few week' vacation, to Jet the fellow catch up.

PATTERSON-To change faith.
WlILTEHEAD-T

uppres vivisection.

WAI -To introcluce
COTT-To make a

v

hristianity in the

uth Sea Islands.

peech.

IJlTE-To be pre enter.

lRELAND- n appreciative audience to listen to hi
crabbin<Y up hark River.
EUI ERE-Custom

r - for my

c~leur3ted
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hair tonic.

experiencc,;,

jfor Sale

A Hot Air Generator-Stel1wa<Yen.
A Trephine for opening man-hole -School man.
pill that will cure tubercula i in 2-J. hour -Heyser.
The be t note on any old thing-Kiefer, Bell &. Co.
ome red-hot neck wear and hosiery-Fast r.

Jeffer

Differential Diagno i between the merits of the
on-Pilling.

. of ] . an I tho e of

A few obstetric cases (apply early)-Hix on.
Book on any topic, from old
. )eptune, Whitehead & . eptune.

'lather Goo e to the De cent of l\Ian-

Platinum needle, cover g-Ia e, and copi

of" The \\ ar

ry

Little horses for" pring use "-Barber.
couple tons of hard luck- ega!.
manual on "How to

aptivate the Lac\ie "-Ei

few old cats (Beautiful Di ection )-0 ?\ eil.
full lin

of nursl'ry toy -Sauer. Prather
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o.

nhower.

wan.

Glu t3 <.tlass
DR. PRINCE:
PELTZ:

What i Coxalgia?

Inflammation of the Coccyx.

DR. ROSE BERGER:
O'NEIT.:

What is Deglutition Pneumonia?

Pneumonia of the Pharynx.

DR. WKLLS:

Which is the cheaper anti eptic. Creolin or Lysol ?

FLEDERJOHA

I think Creolin is.
What makes you think so ?

DR. WELLS:

Well, they u e it at the Maternity.

FLEDERJOHAN:
PROF. HARE:

What is the official name of Opium ?

Dope.

REBER:

DR. SPE CER:
SEWALL:

What are the ymptoms of cancer of the esophagus ?

Ribbon-like stool, and- (Pilling fell off his eat).
What are the attachments of the Ga trocnemius mu cle ?

PROF. FORBES:
MAJOR BELL:

It runs from the tomach to th lung.

DR. SPENCER:

What is meant by Th_ roidectomy ?

CUNNINGHAM (Thourrhtfully) :
DR. KALTEYER:
COL. HOWELL:

it i converted into an ice-chest.

First, Second and Third.

DR. BARNES:
HAY:

What happen to a hydrothorax in winter?
I gues

Mr. Scott, define the three starrcs of labor.

DR. WELLS:
SCOTTY:

Why, it's amputation of the thio·h.

How would you stop post partum hemorrhage ?

You could tie the post partum artery.

PROF. HARE:
FLATLEY:

oloradu?

\i\Then he paid my bills promptly.

PROF. HARE:
HOUSTON:
Rye.

When would you not send a tubercular patient to
ame some of the official preparation of alcohol.

Hunter, Wilson, Mt. Vernon, Trimble and Henne ey' Thre Star
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marrfeb m.en's <tlub

1orl'O.-A pretty wife, a splelldid IlOl/se alld fille .ll/rllilllre gi7'e COllslalli pleasl/re.

~tIicers
Grand Di h Washer . .
Royal Floor Walker . .
Pa t Ma ter in Conden 'ed 'lilk.
Worshipful Chief of Laundry .

1Requtrements for

EMIL 'A ER
'. V. HART
'. PLYMIRE
H. N. PROTH ERO

:a~mtsston

YJ:ust have a diploma from a regularly chartered and recognized ooking school,hypertrophy of the plantar fa 'cia, and must not correspond with other girls.

members
CH RLE' MANNI G
THOMA' ELLISON
MAX. GREE
R. O. MILLER

.\. F. l.cCORi\I1CK
'. H. 1A YHEW
EPT NE
'. \Y.
J. D. L 'K.

J

'EGAL

Ll
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lJrfsb (!lub
Ireland will be Ireland when the BcrdJer)! £s

MorfO -

Ofl

tlte bUlII.

~fficera
MIKE 0'1 ElL

J.

hief Agitator.

\Y. M KEMY

JaR

D

J.

1c RACKE

Grand

TEL O'BRIE

pellbinder.

Gin the King.
For

uld Erin.

'lRequirementa for Bbmiaaton
You must swear by St. Patrick, wear green on the 17th of March, make
a clay pipe, and hate the Dutch.

Per on

with name

imilar to H <Yall tein

need not apply.

membera
J.. W.

McMULLIr,

A. L. KELLY,

JaR

\Y. FL TLEY,

E.

J..-\.

J.

LOG

A. F. M

GORMLEY,

J U

EG L.

2°3

ORMI 'K,

:J13eau :J13runtmeI (tlub
Do

MOTTO -

110t

boilt'd shirts.

'< lear

~mcers
E.

J.

J.

E. HEY'ER

Head' arrator of [11110' ·ihilitics.

J.

B. HO

Exalted 'hiekell Raiser.

Most Dexterous Touae

LOG

TON

0

litter.

otoriou Horse Trader.

C. W. HIX Or

1Requirements for Bbmission
lVlu t cook you.r own meal, drink

chuylkill water, chanO'e collar

week, and have your trousers pres eel bi-annually.

members
A. M. CIB ON,

\Y.

\\. E. HY TELL,

J.

M.

J.

FO TER,
E.

['KEL,

F. \Y. LAWLA\\'

KATZ,

.J.

C. R.-\LSTON.

2°4

OIlC('

a

~lee

(tlub

Suing is bel£evillg, !tearing is worse.

Morro -

'JLcabers
CLYDE LARKr
HARRY
H.

'tercoraceou Tenor.

! .

FOfHornBa·.

ORTH

MITH

Tenor

G. P. PILLI G
CLAGGET A
CR

f)

ngelicu.

Stridulous Baritone.

WHITE

E A TD HEr

Cat C:1.ller .

LER

horu a la Miserable.

MITH AI D D N

Chorus a la Horrible.

1Ru[es
1.

2.

Any member who ha n't an Atrophic Rhiniti
nly

acred

ono-s will be rehear ed in the

will be promplly 'xpC'llcu.

making Room.

3.

Any knowledge of music will be considered a mi demeanor.

4.

That CIa sic Ditty, "Lydia Pinkham" mu t be r nd red on Fri lay' only.

5.

The

ervice of the entire club can b procur d through the Bu iness
1anager-Larkin.
teve & Jim DUl11p , Advance Ao-ent .
2°5

Sewing <!ircle
MOTTO -

Clzan'ty begins at IlOme.

~fftcers

J.

H.

WAN.

Arch Dea on Superior.

IRA B. WHITEHEAD
W. NEPT
H.

T.

Martyr to the

E.

au e.

Cu todian of Cash Box.

PROTHERO

Worshipful

eamstre s.

lRequirements for Bbmission
Must wear a
one, nor

«-e.

E.-' Button in a conspictlotls place.

tay out later than 9 p.m.

Mu t n t talk to any

Must be -present at the annual

Army Dinner.

members
G. A. CUN 1 TGHAM,

A. H. CLAGGET,

L. CHAMBERLAIr

W. F. MYLI ,

J

D. C. MOORE,

A. L. HE RY,
EMIl

A
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ER.

alvatioll

'-Li mbu rger Bssociation
MOTTO -

Sub

flOC

your shoes for BooZ1l11l.

~tficer5
Grand Advocate of Frankfurters.

. R£BL<;R
H. E.

\\ orthy Lover of auer Kraut.

IORRET

HERR

0

O. F. K

Lp.ader of der cherman Band.

SA ER
TKLE

Grand Ran

1Requtrementa for

Iitum.

B~mtaaton

1ust down the Iri h, wear by the" I aiscr," drink beer and cat Bologna
and

auer I raut.

membera
F. F. FLEOERJOHA ,

H.

\\. C. KI 'Sl GER,

WILHELM £1 ENHO\\'ER

A. G. KRIEBEl.,

J.

E. R. MEYER',

BLA fKEMEYER,
H. A.

·CHA FFER.

2°7

The above ph tograph wa taken by one of ur repre ntative', who
happened to be pre ent when this wonderful operation wa perforl11 d. It i
impo ible for u to enter into a detailed de cription here of this most marvelou piece of 11100dern 'urg ry, owin CY t lack of pace; but we will try bri fly to
acquaint our readers with the nature of thi l11a~terly 1 iece of work, which has
almost revolutionized surgery of the twentieth centur. The figur in the
erect po tm i Thoma
ook tellwagen, Jr., D.D. . , I.D., .G.G., . .T..
C.O.D. The in trument he i gra ping with hi two hand is the ingeniou
piece of mecnani 111 which his prolific mind ha created, and about which
much ha been written in all the local dim novel. It i calle I a trephine,
and is used for chopping down tree, opening skull, etc. The figure in th
recumbent po ture is a per on who uffered for twenty year frol11 a tumor in
the. ilent re ion of Garrit on. Prof. tellwagen opened hi kull in two hour ,
fifty-nine minute and thirty- even second, anel th man wa in tantane u ly
cured.
For further information ee tombstone o. 73, Potter's Field. The gen
tl men in the background are Messr . Clagget, haffer, Mc onnic, mith, etc.,
representatives of the variou iron and teel indu trie in these United tate..
208

The above is an accurate sketch of olonel Howell examinino- a ll1an'~
throat who had applied at the out-patient no e and throat department f r treatment. YOIL might a k. Why do we find the doctor tanding on a tep-Iadder ~
Well! He adopted that position not because the man \ a too tall, nor did h
climb up there becau e he himself was too tall, but Dr. Howell i suffering from
l'.ypopla i3. 01' agenesis, and ince the demon trator of the clinic a ked the doctor to examine the man's throat, and ince a chair would not half an wer the
purpose, some kind friend ru hed down to the engine room and procured the
tep-Iadder for him.
We would advise Dr. Howell that there i a firm in Philadelphia on Market treet who manufacture tep-Iadder which can be folded on th m elves
and tuck in one's ve t pocket like a thermometer, and that if he haul I get
one of these he will be pared the embarra ment of looking for a high tool or
table when it become neces ary for him to make a laryngo copie examination
during hi ho pital career.
2°9
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The :lbo\'e represents twelve familiar characters in Qur e1as, Any person or persons who scnd in the
corrcct solution of this puzzle by the 33d of Septober, will recch'e a handsome bab ·coach with rubber tires,
and guaranteed to accommodate two,
All replie must be writtcn on one side of the paper, and in thc English languagc, as our ~ reign correspondent is at present suffering from mumps, \,vrite correct name and address on back of C\' ry sheet to avoid
mi takes, and addres all communication to
JIM DUMPS, College Hall, Philadelphia,
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~ur

RIma mater.

WE turn back the page

ere life' cour. e i run,
When we are rown age and fair fame have won,
nd find that the pleasures of days that are past,
The song that are trea ure , the friendship that last,
Have source that i greater than we may have o-ues edur old lma 1ater, of all love the be t!

OUR thoughts
Our
The
The
nd
ur

can but wander, and seen through life'
love ha grown fonder of old college days:
work is no harder than work ought to be,
boarding-house larder no more make u flee,
things that have later in life found a partold Alma Mater! Ah, there is the heart!

haze,

THE hospital building, where once \ e all at,
a more i ans gilding and small and all that;
The clinics are never a scene of m n's backs,
For time enchant ever when back o'er its tracks
ur path are made traighter, ucce s fuller wonOur old lma Mater all thi he ha done!

WH

T is it we love there, for tatelier wall
Have ri en above where our faint foot tep fall !
Our love i not founded on brick or on stone,
But i all unbounded for men who are known
From pole to equator-tho e sons who have ble
ur old Alma Mater, and made her the be t.

THE

T ing her prai e loudly, that mother whose brea
nce nurtured u proudly, who bears on her crest
The emblem of honor that a 'er the wide world
Her ons have gone from her and proudly unfurledN at one i a traitor, all hail her proud name!
Our old Alma Mater, her o-lory and fame!
2Il
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J. L. BORSCH & CO.
The" Elite" Glass Guard
Borsch Patent Bifocal Lenses
l
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M~nufacturing
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WHY NOT BUY RUBBER GOODS

or

A RUBBER HOUSE?

We make a Specialty of Rubber Goods for Hospitals and Physicians.
Rubber Bed Blankets, Sheetings, Operating Cushions, Bed Pans, Surgeons' Gloves,
Catheters, Rubber Bandages, Ice Caps, Syringes, Etc., Etc., Etc.

«

R. LEVICK'S SON

CO., 720 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A. GUSTAF GEFVERT &SONS
l\lanllraClllrerS or

ORTHOPEDIC APPARATUS
Trusses, Artificial Limbs, Crutches, Elastic Hosiery, Supporters, etc,

260 NORTH FIFTEENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA
~Jechanicians

to the Jefferson,

~ledico-Chirurgicai. Pol)'c1ini

Hospitals.
TELEPHONE.
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Keystone and Bell

• tablished 1877
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WILLIAM A. BENDER
:mutter, .ifreab JDatr\? 18gga, 3erae\? lPouItr\?
ALVERT'~.

'ole .\gent for

!

Sixth
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onnections

ausage, :crapple. Butter, Cottage ·heese. ctc.

Avenue-READING TERMINAL MARKET-J2th and Arch SIs.
Refer by permission to Jefferson Ho pital
PartIcular Attention to Mail an.d Telephone Orders
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THE NAME

R. WARNER & CO."
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attached to a pharmaceutical product
is a guarantee of its excellence. A
fact appreciated by medical men
everywhere, at all times
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For operatin a X-Ray Apparatus.
Dental Engines. Cautery Outfits.
Lamps, and Everything Electrical, either closed or open circuit.
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Send for Circular
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LEON W. PULLEN ELECTRICAL CO.
618 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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Our entire Laboratory is always open to the inspection of those who may be interested.
It will give us pleasure to show our friends through it.
To any visiting Philadelphia we extend a most cordial invitation to call.
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i

HENRY K. WAMPOLE & CO.
SPECIALISTS IN

Originators and Sole Manufacturers of Wampole's Perfected and Tasteless Preparation of
the Extract of Cod Liver Oil.

Ii
i
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OFFICE'

A

426-432 Fairmount Avenue
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Telephone Connection.

HOBEN & DOYLE
Plumbing. Gas Fitting
Steam Heating
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t

S. E. COR. TWENTY-FIRST AND PINE STS.

!i

PHILADELPHIA

!e.,
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PHARMACY
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PROGRESSIVE
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ESTABLISHED 1846
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TELEPHO E CON ECTIO
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HINGTON AVENUE, PHILADELPHI7-\
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WHOLESALE DEALER IN
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Hotel, Institution and Vessel Supplies a Specialty
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B. DAVISON
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PURe t\IL~ ]\PiD CRe]\t\ t
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14°9

NORTH

FRANKLIN

STREET

=:1,'

.

PHILADELPHI
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FRENCH
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We

Cle~n

SCOURERS

AND

.t
DYERS

Our Improved Process deans lhr ugh and through.
\Ve take the din out-not press it in.

or Dwe

~

"""

,,_

*

~I EN' COW
LD LACE,'

BLANKETS. PORTIERE.

ElC.

Do Partial Cleaning 01 Evening Dresses

17th and Fainnount Avenue, Philadelphia
1535 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
1714 North Broad Street, Philadelphia
106 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia
W ASHlNGTON, D. C.
WILMINGTON, DEL.

!

f

WALSH

I
1
!
!

!1

+

COMPANY

W~lsh Met~l F~ce P~cking

Adapted to all kind or Sleam and Water Packing.

WIll Dot cut or wear rods

: ~"
i
'

~. "

Can be u ed a number or times,
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I,
i
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!

South 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

- - - -

i

i
i
,
T

SEND fOR CIRCULARS.

1118-1120

t

i
i

i

W~lsh Combin~tion G~skets
Will not wear out.
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i
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PACKING
Manufacturers of
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)lake small repairs without cost.
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DANIEL SUTCH

I

•I
•I

I '-tontractor
I

an~ ~lasterer

•

1515 NORTH TWELFTH ST.
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W m. R. Chapman & Sons

t
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•

I
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BRICKLAYERS

f

ono .

i•

;

I

iT.

BUILDERS

I

!

T

I
•f

1215

South Broad Street
PHILADELPHIA
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JOHN JAMISON

;

BUTTER, CHEESE,

t . EGGS,
~

•
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i

+
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i

POULTRY,

LARD, PROVISIONS,
SALT FISH, SALT, Etc.

*'

I
i
1

t

3 and 5 S. Water St.
Philadelphia
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H. D. REESE

i

i

Dealer in

t Beef, Veal, Mutton, Lamb and Smoked Meats !t

!

!

!

i

A Full Line First-Class Meats Always on Hand

i
i

I'ROMPT DELIVERY.

+

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

S. W. Cor. 12th one Filbert Sb.• Philada.

Telephone Connection.

i
i
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i

1
~

I

PETER THOM ON

!+
~

I

Naval and Merchant Tailor

1
t

+
+
~

~

Boys' Sailor Suits a Specialty.
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t

i

1110 WALNUT

TREET

'4 & ,6 West 33d Street, New York

•

PHI~DELPHI~

i

R. M.

i N .

!!

HOLBROOK

KORNDOFPBH.

i

Manager.

i

FRE HI=-I H

DEALER I

!r

Or- ALL KI D

.!

Lobsters, Turtles. etc.

i
i

!t·

,

i

Terminal Market, Philadelphia

+

• •.•
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TELEPHONE

i

i

!
i

OFFICE, 1024 M· RKET

~
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t

PURE ICE CREAM.
FROZEN DESSERTS
one FANCY CAKES

~

,.

!t

:\IANUFACT RURS OF

~

!

+
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ONNECTION.

LIPPINCOTT ICE CI~EAM CO.

t
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T., PHILADELPHI

i

FactorY,526-28 Noble Street
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For Lighting Dark Interiors, American 3-Way Prisms and Vault Lights
Positively and Absolutely Have No Equal.
Catalogues and Estimates Furnished Free upon Request

.

THE VALZAHN COMPANY
STUDENTS'

SUPPLIES

I

Stethoscopes, Dissecting Sets, Pocket Case~,
Obstetrical Outfits. Thermometers, Kypodtrmic
Syringes fI{' Everything Surgical that is required
by the Student,and only that in the Be,st Quality.

i

+
.

i
i

132 SOUTH ELEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA
:

Telephone 2815

Cable Address" ANNEAR ..

WILLIAM ANNEAR

t
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!l i 9 Il.-'~ Tab ~ 1t u b .. i cat i 11 9 <t if s
anb jfngin~e.. s' Supplies

S"~nmsllip

OFPICE

!
f

!•

!

57 N. SECOND ST., PHILADELPHIA

~

Bell Phone. Walnut 8-95.

J.

Established 1839

H. GEMRIG &
(WILLIAM

SON

H. RICHTER, SUCCESSOR)
Manu f aClurers 0 r

Surgical, U¢t¢rlnary, Ortbo"~dlcallnstrum¢nts, truss¢s, Bandagu,¢tc.
(Lady in Attendance.)

~
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+

~
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ii
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Manufacturer and Wholesale Dealer in

i

i
i
+
,

i
i
i
i
i,

lO~ SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, below Chestnut,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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DOYLE

AND

DOAK

General Contractors

0

SANSOM STREET

!i

PHILADELPHIA
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FULTON

i
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t
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i:

WALKER COMPANY

!

I f Wagons for Business"
INSTITUTION VEHICLES A SPECIALTY

,

i
i
t

&

Twentieth and Filbert Streets

~

~

PHILADELPHIA

!

t

RICHARD DEVINE

Telephone

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
AND IMPORTER
Imported and Domestic Cigars.
pedal Inducements to Hospitals
In tilutions and Hotels.

I

GROCER

!

Pure Wines

1539 Chestnut Street

t

1

" Thompson's Spa"

~
~

~
!

•

t!

71 2 Chestnut Street

!

Philadelphia

COMPLIMENTS OF
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AMERICAN ICE
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(to.

~i[~s
DESIGNS FURNISHED.

REFERENCES
Craig Biddle Radnor, Pa.
'. E. Albricrht, A hbourne, Pa.
"'.• '.• argent, Haverford, Pa.
Theo. Pre cr, Germantown, Pa.
,'t. Peter's hurch, Phrenixville, Pa.
Real E tate Tru t Building, Phila., Pa.
.J. W. Paul, Jr., Radnor, Pa.
K B. iVilblll', . Bethlehem, Pa.
Friend ' Boarding Home, Gtn., Pa.
\V. H. Maule, Villa "ova, Pa.
F. J. Maall, Philadelphia, Pa.
,J. W. Hallowell, Philadelphia, Pa.
A. J. 'assatt, Philadelphia, Pa.
.T. P. Mc~ichoI. Philadelphia Pa.
.T. •'. Rodenbough. Ea. tOil, Pa.
.J. H. Bamsley, Xewtown., Pa.
\\-. T. B. Roberts, Philadelphia, Pa.
~t. Patrick' Pari h. Philadelphia, Pa.
l"aJ1lllel roft, ::Iferion. Pa.
Henry Ian Reil, Philadelphia. Pa.

Harold Peirec, Bryn ~Iawr, Pa.
W. F. (.Iatf Iter. pring Grove, Pa.
1)1'. J. \,. "'hite PlUladelphia, Pa.
U.•\. Taylor, Wi ahickon Height, Pa.
E. ,J. I:lerwllld. ewport. R. l.
ni"ersity of Penn y]vania, I hila., Pa.
St. Vincent's Home, Philadelphia, Pa .
H. Y. ·ook. LansdOll'lle, Pa,
Al x. Wilson, Philadelphia Pa.
,J. \V. Patter,'on, Devon, Pa.
D. E. Dallam, Germantown, Pu.
Herman Rimon, Ea ton, Pa.
C. W. Henry he tnut Hill, Pa.
A. E. 1e onnell. warthmor, J)a .
·YVm. M. Michler, Ea ton, Pa .
Hon. Judge Logan. Bala, Pa .
Bodman Wanamaker. Atlantic- 'ity.
Felix.!. man, PhiJadelphia, Pa.
Penn yll'ania Ho pital, Phila., Pa.
P. A. I . \Yidener. Ogontz, Pa.

McDaniel Steam Trap

i

!i

Discharges continuously and never blows steam
Good for High or Low Pressure.
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i
i
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BATH-ROOM TILINGS. ART MOSAICS.
WOOD AND BRICK MANTELS, FIREPLACE FURNISHINGS.

+

i
i

&

-.-•..•-

SUDDARDS.

I626 Chestnut St., Phila.

ii
i
i
i

-.-.-.-.•..•-

DALY.

ALSO

~1ANUPA

T

HE

Reducing Valves, Exhaust Pipe Heads, Separators for Live and Exhaust
Steam, Water Lifters, Relief Valves, etc.

WATSON & McDANIEL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Send for Catalogue.
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COMPLIMENTS OF

!

t

H. K. MULFORD CO.
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Telephone Connection.

;

J 0 S. W. PO LE

Br~~~eC~~';any

: ;.'

All Varieties Salt and Smoked Fish, Mackerel, etc.

Inside of 40th Street Market

_

_ ...-

_

_

-

40th AND MARKET STREETS

e-._._

_ ___ _

t
;

Wholesale
~nd Retail Dealer in Sea-Food
Fresh Fish, Oysters, Clams, Lobsters, Crabs, Crab Meat.
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JAMES

s

YOUN(;

STANTON WILG S

JAMES

;

I

J

S. YOUNG & CO.

l

G ener~l
Insurance

I

•

t

1

t

•

I
T

T

•
!f
••
1

f

Insurance of every description,
Liability. Steam Boiler,
Marine. Tornado
Reliable

including Fire, Life, Employers' Liability, Team
Elevator, Personal Accident. Plate Glass,
and Burglary Insurance effected in
Companies only.
Lowest
rates guaranteed.

Philadelphia Representatives: :\Iancheslcr Assurance Co., of England; National Fnion Fire In~urance Co.. of
Pittsburg; ~Iechanics' Insurance ·ompany. of Philadelphia; Prussian ~alional Insurance Co.. of Germany;
German Americ..'\11 Fire Insurance Co.• of Baltimore.
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T
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•I

JOHN

R. BLAND, PRESIDENT

Total Cash Resources over $4,000,000.00

l
T

and 6uaranty fompany

.tf

OF BALTIMORE

!

Is ues Bond Guaranteeing Honesty of
Officers and Employees
and Contract and Judicial Bonds.

E.

HENR"

J.

tt

Resident "ice-President.
Resident. ecrelary.
Resident Counsel.

HOWELL.

t

\VALTHR ZeBLEY.

lJAVARI)

HENRV,

•

t

Philadelphia Advisory Board

R.

IlALE

BeNSON

FnANK K .. HlPI)LE
\VII~LIAM
LA"nO"

J.

+

HARI<"

F.

WEST

CUAHI.HS \\'.

HENRY

E.

HHNHY

HOWELl.

t
t

1310 to 1314 Real Estate Trust Building
S. E. Corner Broad and Chestnut Streets
Bell Phone, Filbert 39-31

1
~

Keystone Phone, 178-Race
-

~

I

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
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Cb~ Unit~d Stat~$ fid~lity
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313 Walnut Street. Philadelphia. Pa.
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1903

i.;

N. E. COR. fOURTH AND RACE STS., PHILADELPHIA

~
+
':"'.'

ROBERT SHOEMAKER & CO.

1837

!t

MANUF ACTURERS of Strictly Pure Powdered Drugs and Spices.
The best crude goods only are used, and each article, prepared in our own mills, with tbe most scrupulous care.
Crushed, ground and finely powered drugs to meet the requirements of the best educated. conscientious Pharmacisl.

•

!

IMPORTERS of Fine Drugs, Essential Oils, Aromatic Distilled Waters.
NORWEGIAN COD-LIVER OIL.
OLIVE OIL, Finest quality.
Sole United States Agents for JOHNSTON'S

:.i,

t

:.~,'
FLUID

t

BEEF.

!

!

!

!

i!

t
t

CONKLING-ARMSTRONG
TERRA COTTA CO.

t
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1
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M anulacturers
r
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i Jlrtbittttural (trra
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OFFICES, Builders Exchange, PHILADELPHIA
JJ35 Broadway, NEW YORK.
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WORKS, PHILADELPHIA

TELEPHONE CO,

ECTl
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'Mospital anb JPb\?sicians' Supplies

!

t

!+

COMPRESSED TABLETS
SPECIAL FORMULA WORK

•

I

tt
t

FREEMAN AND PETTYJOHN

i

i

;

T

RACE AND SIXTEENTH STREETS,
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-
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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I PHENOL
+

f

. This year

•

and every year doctors
ought to use PHtlNOL SODIQUE,
the best surgical dressing known.
It is antiseptic, disinfectant, antiphlogistic and styptic.
ample and
literature on request.
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1

SODIQUE

I
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~

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Exclusive and Fine

!
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Pharmaceutical Chemists,

··
t, DREKA
I
~

!
r
!
~

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE

+
+

!

!t

Stationet)? anl) Engra"tng
beralOrl2 anO Gcncalogl2
painting of l'anttll2 Brnts
1catber anO :art G'bjects

JJ2J Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA
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!i The Hastings & Mcintosh !!

!

Truss Co.

i

Manufacturers of All Kinds of

~

1
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!
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!+

t

HARD RUBBER,
ELASTIC AND
LEATHER-COVERED

~tllr.:-r.:-~.tJ:"
~

.:;;J.:;;J,:z;JI

912 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., U. S. A.
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.t John Gilmore
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'Wline mercbant
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~

No. 826 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA

t

GRADUATES.-As soon as you locate for practice, send us your
address and a pound bollle:of Glyco-Thymohne Will be forwarded
free of all cost.
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PARVIN & CO.

I

t

EngineerJ and ContractorJ

I

i

i

FOR

I

STRUCTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL

I

t

IRON WORK

i

•

fal'I'

t
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1

Stephen Girard Building

t!
I
t

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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t THE IDEAL

I
I1

M

KF' THE OFFICE

CO~IPLETE

t

THOROUGHLY ASEPTIC

,

cons~~~~::~kt-.?~~S~~~nil~\h~~~dc~tSao/~:ke~i'~hi~~

T

I

OFFI~~;~'iMENT

!•

I
:.;

Enamel.

NEAT IN APPEARANCE

i

•

Heavy French Plate-Glass Top,
x 20, and two
shelves, I.f x 18, all edges polished, resting on rubber
tips. Height, 30 inches.

!
!

t,'

Frame Constructed of Steel Tubing

I

t

1

lI
·.1.

~6

:

!

~ Price. $6.00 Net

No Discount

,·..···'....-:I·I.'..'"1r;:"M'~:;~I..
'I

F. O. B. Philadelphia

Bernst~.~ ..~~n"~!,~:~~~inG

=.:,

!

CO,

I.

Aseptic Hospital Furniture, Sterilizing Apparatus,
iTT

Metallic Bedsteads

•

Third and Westmoreland Sts., Phila.
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Beta-Eucain
I rig-hly recommended b~ Profs. R. Matas, Willy Meyer, R. H. M. Dawbarn, R. Guiteras, S. G. Gant,
H. Braun, Arthur E. Barker, R. Reclus, and C. S. Schleich, and a large number of other eminent surgeons.
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A Non-Irritant Surgical Disinfectant of Greater Efficiency than Sublimate.
Indicated in all cases where the latter was formerly used.

•
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'ollcemrated (even 2 per cenL) solutions cause no irritation.-Penetrates deeply in~o the lis~ue.. as it does not
coagulate albumin.-Retains its efficiency in the presence or soap suds.-Dissolves in~lantly. cam.inR a plea"tant
softening or the water.-Alcohol i~ not required in ublamine disinrection.-H.acteriologically tested.

•

Recommended by Profs. Kronig, Zweifel, Paul, Sarwey, Bumm, Grafe, Furbringer, and many othl"T'i.
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SCHERING
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Sublamine
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Is only one-fourth as toxic as cocain and more constant in action.
Can be used much more freely, and never causes untoward by-effects.
Beta-Eucain solutions are permanent and can be sterilized by boiling.
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GLATZ. NEW YORK
58

Literature on Application.

MAIDEN LANE
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Willow Grove Park !!
MANY NEW ATTRACTIONS
BANDS
lay 30 to June 14.
June 15 to July 3.
THE K.ILTIES OF
ANADA, July 4 to July 18.
CLARKE'
PROVIDENCE BAND, July 19 to August 8.
EW YORK Bovs' ORCHE. TRA, August 9 to
ugust 15.
BRITI. H GUARD. BA .. D OF E, GLAND, Augu·t 16 to August 22.
ROYAL 'IARI E BA D OF hAL\', August 23 to August 29.
OUSA A D HIS BAND, August 30 to eptember 7.
'REATORE AND HI. lTALIA

YJ(..: TOR

·-
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HERBERT'.

BAND,

ORCHE TRA,

OPENS MAY 3 0, 1903
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